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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
*

4-> ----- - - - - - - - - - - -x

5 In the Matter of :

6 LONG ISLAND LIGHIING COMPANY : Docket No. 50-322-OL,

7 (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station) :

8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x

9

10 Bethesda , Maryland

11 Tuesday, October 12, 1982

12 The hearing in the above-entitled matter

13 convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:35 a.a.

14 BEFOREa
I

' '15 LAWRENCE BRENNER, Chairman
i

16 Administrative Judge

i 17

18 JAMES CARPENTER, Member

19 Administrative Judge

! 20
!

*
21 PETER A. MORRIS, Member

|

22 Administrative Judge

23>

i .O ''

25

i O
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' ' ' I " I I "-O
2 WITNESSES: DIRECT CROSS REDIRECT RECROSS BOARD
3

O T. Tracy Arrington,
4 Frederick B. Baldwin,
William M. Eifert,

5 T. Frank Gerecke,
Joseph M. Kelly,

6 Arthur R. Muller,
Donald G. Long and

William J. Museler (Resumed)
8 By Mr. Lanpher 11,311

9 (Afternoon Session..ll,383)

10 T. Tracy Ar7ihgton,
Frederick B. Baldwin

11 William M. Eifert,
T. Frank Gerecke,12
Joseph M. Kelly,

13 Arthur R. Muller,
Donald G. Long and

14 William J. Mu, 'ler (Resumed)
f By Mr. Lang <.r 11,384
; 15

,

E16
BOUND IN

NUMBER IDENTIFIED RECEIVED TRANSCRIPTj7

18 Suffolk County 61 11,362 11,423
Suffolk County 62 11,362 11,423* 11,481

19 Suffolk County 63 11,363 11,423*
Suffolk County 56 thru 59 11,423*

20 Suffolk County 64 11,446 11,481
Suff ik County 65 11,47821 .

Suffolk County 66 11,479

22
*Those portions listed in Suffolk County Ex. 61 for identifi-

23 cation, those portions of the reports are admitted into evidence.
'

24 RECESSES:

25 Noon - 11,382 Afternoon ~- 11,437-

O
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1 E_E_9 G_Z_E_2_I_E_9_E

2 JUDGE BRENNER: Good morning.

3 We have several matters scheduled for today inO
~) -4 addition to quality assurance, quality control rela ted,

5 matters, and I think we will pass those for' inter this

6 week in order to get right to quality assurance, quality

7 control matters. The other matters relate to the status

8 of the items under review by the Staff in the context of

9 contentions still pending. We have received letters

10 from Staff and we will discuss that later this week.

11 In addition, we are going to hear from the

12 parties on the status of settlement negotiations

13 regarding inadequate core cooling and a1so possibly
,

() 14 other contentions which we have deferred.

15 Just a reminder which you probably need note

10 hear, the testimony on the phase one emergency planning

17 contentions was due to day and I imagine we will be

18 seeing that today.

19 With respect to quality assurance, quality

20 control, we have before us LILCO's motion for further

21 Board diraction on the conduct of QA cross-examination.
-

22 Ihe motion is ds ted October 5th. It caught up with

23 Judge Morris and myself in Pennsylvania on October 7th,

24 and I think was received here either that day or the day

25 after. Next time we hold a hearing out of town maybe

O
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[
ve'll have an unlisted hearing, I don't know.1

2 After the date of the motion -- snd we have

3 received the responses this morning from the County-

4 which we requestal, and we appreciate those and have had

5 a chance to go essentially through all of them, although

6 ve were somewhat selective in what we thoucht we had to

7 read. I did not read all the letter attachments,

8 although I glanced at them.~ But we certainly read the

9 motion papers and the attachments to the sabaittal of

10 QA-QC information.

11 After LILCO's motion, there appears to have
,

12 been further correspondence, primarily from the County.

13 I'd like to inquire preliminarily whether the status of

( 14 the motion is the same as that filed.

15 5E. ELLIS: Yes, Judge Brenner. The status

is has changed somnwhat. The motion requested a

17 three-tier, a three-legged relief, like a stool. The

18 first was the limitation of time. The second was the

19 description of findings and identification of audits.

20 And third was the exclusion of certain audits identified

21 in our view in an untimely fashion.

22 The letters that you were referring to were

23 letters tha t were sent by the County to us since the

(} 24 filing of the motion that relate to the second item.

25 Tha t is, the identification of audit findings and !

O
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{) 1 audits. And we received, I think, the final installment

2 yesterday.

-s 3 But the short answer to your question is that I

4 it is a response to that request, that leg of the

5 relief, but the other two legs remain. And I do have

6 also, at the appropriate time, whenever you wish,

7 comments concerning that particular leg as well.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: As to the legs that remain,

9 you believe that you need to make oral comments in

10 addition to the motion before us? I will give you a

11 brief opportunity if you want it, but I think we

12 understand your position.

13 My basi: inquiry is whether there has been any

) 14 further movement on that position among the parties, and

is apparently that has not been the case.

16 MR. ELLIS: No, sir. I think the pleading

17 filed this morning by the Co un ty clearly opposes the

18 remaining two legs. On whether LILCO wishes to make any -

19 further argument, I am prepared to do so and would do so

20 if the Board would find it useful.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: I think we understand your

22 position quite well from the motion and from earlier

23 discussions we've had on the record, which are

() 24 referencel in the motion in large part.

25 Did I understand, however, that you wanted to

O
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|

[} 1 sake a comment on the matter of the detail from the

2 County regarding what they will use the audits for, the

| S 3 number two of your three-pronged relief request?
l

4 MR. ELLISs Yes. That comment woul.1 have been

5,in the context of argument relating to the other two
|

|
6 legs. But I think it is fair to say that, with the

1

l 7 receipt of what we have received yesterday, the County

D has responded to the Board 's requiremen t that the first
i

9 leg of the requested relief be responded to.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: The second leg?

11 MR. ELLIS: The second, leg. I'm sorry.

12 JUDGE ERENNERa It's a good thing you don't

13 have a four-legged stool.

14 Mr. Lanpher, we also understand the County's

15 position quite well on the motion. I'll give you a

16 brief opportunity to add anything if you want
i

17 NR. LANPHER: I think our position is set

18 forth, unless the Board has specific questions. I would

19 aake two comments.

20 I'm not sure in your question to Mr. Ellis,

21 I'm not sure whether you are referring to the fact that

22 -- I think there has been some movement. There has been

23 a deletion of a number of documents that were proposed

(}
24 to be used, and so in that sense I think there has been

25 some movement on, I guess that would be, leg one.

O
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(V~g
1 The only other thing I would mention is that

2 in addition to the two pleadings which the Board

3 received this morning, -you also received a letter which

4 I sent to Mr. Earley yesterday regarding the EEDCR area,

5 which had not been included in the other materials. But

6 I think thtt letter is self-explanatory. I have

7 provided the Board a copy or copies of that this morning

8 also.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: Ihat letter isn't the October

10 8 th letter that you referenced in paragraph D of your

11 response, is it?

12 MR. LARPHER: No, it's the October 11th letter

13 about EEDCR's, indicating that two of the three groups

14 of EEDCR's remaining we intended not to pursue and

15 providing a summary of the remaining -- the findings in

16 - the remaining group. The summary is called " Courter

17 E EDCR Deficiencies".
,

1e JUDGE BRENNER: All right, I do have that

19 o n e . I dii not find a copy of the October 8th letter

20 that you referenced, so I therefore have not read it. I

21 don't think I need to read it for the immediate purpose

22 of this motion.

23 MR. LANPHER4 Well, I did not attach it. It's

{}
24 purely factual. It did delete a number of additional

25 audits f rom proposed use, and those deletions are

,

,
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1 reflected in the sttachments to our submittal of 0A7-)
V

2 inf ormation, the big one. There just seem to be enough

3 pieces of paper. I don't think anyona would dispute

4 that we deleted it. I don't know the exact number,

5 maybe another 5, 10, 15, w h a tev e r .,

6 JUDGE BRENNER: I'm not criticizing your

7 sparing us some additional paper, but the description

8 stimulated my interest, since it labels it as a detailed

9 proposal f or expediting examination in the FSAR

10 configuration ares.

11 MR. LANPHER: Oh, excuse me. That's Exhibit

12 21 to the submittil of QA information, the big thick

13 one . .

14 JUDGE BRENNERa All righ t. I looked for it in

15 connection with the motion and that was my mistake.

16 MR. LANPHERs So that's Exhibit 21.
.

17 JUDOE BRENNER: Okay, thank you.

18 We received no response to the LILCO motion

19 f rom the Staff, and our telephone message had intended

20 that if the Staf f wished to make its response it could

21 have and should have by the same date as the County. I

22 hope the Staff appreciated that opportunity.

23 3R. BORDENICK: Judge Brenner, I don't recall

/~ 24 whether the telephone message concluded that or not, but
(>}

25 in any event we would not have filed a response. We are

O
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m 1 generally in agreement with the LILCO position, and we
(O

2 are concerned down the rosd, at such time as the Staff

3 panel goes on, that we not have repetition.

4 JUDGE BRENNERs All right. We will talk about

5 the Staff panel after we deal with this motion, but

6 immedistely after.

7 All right. We have discussed the motion quite

8 a bit last week among the Board members, some of the

9 Board members, and this morning among the entire Board.

10 We are not going to grant the relief limiting the use of

11 the categories of documents identified on or about

12 October 1st and for a few days thereafter. This would

13 have been iten 1 of the requested relief, beginning on
r~N() 14 page 14 and continuing over to page 15 of the County's

15 motion.

18 We're doing it because of the importance of

17 the issue. We think those documents could have and

18 should have been identified earlier. This is probably '

19 little solace to the movement, that we think their

20 reasons are correct but we are not granting the relief.

21 Nevertheless, that is our view.

22 de disagree with the County's argument : hat

23 the need for those documents could not reasonably have

(~T 24 become apparent until the Bosed indicated that we wanted
V

25 cross-examination f ocusing on facts. The County always

b]%
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-) I had pattern aren as part of its contention and then(J
2 presumably as part of its case.

3 We recognize that would change the order of '

O 4 the County's intended cross-examination, but what we did

5 should not have changed the scope of the contention or

6 the scope of the examination, ra ther merely tne order.

7 We did intend to change the emphasis, but not to the

8 extent of suddenly making new documents which were not

9 apparently material before now material.

10 Nevertheless, we are not going to cut it off,

11 for this reason: 49 believe the cross-examination has

12 not been as productive as it could have been. This has

13 nothing to do with tha particular efficiency or ability

() 14 of the cross-examiner. In fact, to the contrary, we

15 think that aspect of 1: was quite efficient and quite

16 proper.
.

17 However, we don't believe there has been a

18 proper initial screenin7 of what's important from what's

19 not impo r ta n t, and this is what we intended by our

20 interost in getting at the facts which the County

21 believes form a pattern within the particular subject

22 a re a s . We are going to require that that be done from

23 now on through several means in combination.

{}
24 First is a time limit, which will not be a

25 hard and f ast time limit. However, the County is going

O
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1

) to have to make a very good showing to get the time

2 limit extended. We are going to set a time period for

3g) the completion of the County's cross-examination ofr

' 4 LILCO's panel of three weeks. That would be typically

5 12 hearing days. We think that's a very generous time

6 period and we hope is longer than the County actually
'

7 needs in fact.

8 We think the two-week perio$ suggested by

9 LILCO is a reasonable one, but we do not want to make a

10 judgment that for unexpected reasons, reasons that are

11 not apparent to us now, would limit the County in

12 pursuing the significant items and in separating the

13 significant items from the insigr.ificant itats in

() 14 pursuit of its cross-examination.

15 As I said, it's our belief, which we hope the

16 County shares, that three weeks permits plenty cf time.

17 By setting a time per'iod, we believe it will spur all

18 parties to assure themselves that the truly important

19 matters are being asked about first.

20 The odds of establishing a pattern with 25

21 items, some of which are relatively unimportant, some of

22 which may be more important, any different than a

23 pattern that can be established with 5 important items

.

}
24 is not great. When we wanted the inquiry to focus on

25 the facts, we did not intond that we sit through every

O
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1

1 detail on every finding that was possibly relevant to(}
2 the pattern, and we think that too much of that has

3 occurred.

4 As we approach the three-week time period.and

5 possibly long before it, we may make some comments as to

6 the productivity of the examination such that the County

7 vill get an indicstion as to whether a request near the

8 end of three weeks to extend it would be favorably

9 regarded or not by the Board. In short, to go beyond,

10 three weeks the County is going to have to show us that

11 the examination was productive and efficient in

12 separating the importent from the unimportant, and there
i

13 truly remains important estters for which we should

( 14 extend the time period.

15 So in sasasty, he viaw it as a time period
i

16 that we will probably maintain, absent some indication
4

17 that our own assessment was incorrect on the announced,

18 time necessary to get at the truly important facts. If
t

; 19 the County can show us that the combination of its

20 officion- use of time during the three weeks combined

{ 21 with what it still has to cover discloses that we in
'

I

22 f ac t did underestimate the time period, we will be
i

23 prepared to extend it.

( 24 As we approach the end of the County's
,

25 cross-examination, we're going to want to set similar

:
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(~N 1 time periods for the examination by the Sta ff of LILCO's
%)

2 witnesses and for the redirect by LILCO. "Similar time

3 periods" is perhaps a bad usage. I do not mean the same

4 time period. I mean an advance indication of what time

5 period is cessonable.

6 We will discuss it and if the parties cannot

7 sgree c. such time periods we will set them, and th ey

8 will be set in the same fashion as this ones not an

9 absolute deadline, but a deadline which we intend to

10 impose absent a showing as to why we should not, after

11 the examination has proceeded almost to that time

12 period.

13 In our comments on the County *s
O
\_) 14 cross-examination to date, we ha ve taken into account

15 our belief, which we expressed on the record, that

16 LILCO's witnesres are simply giving answers that are

17 much too lang, given the questions. If that continues,

18 we are going to take that into account in looking at the

19 tite periol.

20 We still believe that the examination by the

21 County was not designed as well as it could have been to

22 separate out the important from the unimportant. But in

23 looking at the total tima period, we have taken that

} 24 into account and that is basi:111y why we believe three
|

25 weeks is an appropriate time period, ra ther than two

i
V
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.

1 weeks.
J

2 We do not view it as a total of five efficient

3 weeks. We think some time during the prior two weeksg
9

4 was spent with long answers by the witnesses.

5 I will instruct counsel now for LILCO -- to

6 the extent the witnesses are present they are hearing it

7 directly -- to tell.their witnesses to ansaer yes or no

8 wherever that is pessible, and then as concise an

9 explanation as possible, can support the yes or no.

10 Where a yes or no is not possible, they can state why,

11 but it had better be good.

12 Frankly, the witnesses have taken over the
o

13 role of counsel on redirect well in advance of the

() 14 re d i re c t. While some explanation is helpful, the

15 explanations have become redundant and cumulative, '

16 alnost, so that aions ourselves we can predict what the

17 witness is going to say in explanaticn and our

18 prediction has been pretty highly correct.

19 LILCO has also expressed concern as to two of

20 its witnesses and the time period they are spending

21 here. As to Mr. Youngling, as I understand it an |

1

22 accommodation has been worked out; is that correct? !

23 MR. ELLIS: Well, I think that what Mr.

24 Lanpher stated in his pleading is that we are working
{}

25 out what we are following. Let me alco add tha t the

( i
|

|

|
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!

I concern goes for til witnesses. They are all managers,

2 and those two were particularly important to the

- 3 progress of the pisnt as it is now going on.

4 Er. Youngling is not here today and we will

5 avail ourselves of the opportunity to have him

6 supplozent the transcript if it's appropriate.

7 JUDGE BRENNER4 Well, the suggestion we saw, I

8 guess in one of the County's papers, is a good one.

9 Ths t is, have him here when the focus is going to be on
'

10 operational QA if you believe you need him here. For

11 all we care, don't bring him, but if your witnesses

12 d on ' t know the answers that's your problem. I think you

13 understand that.

() 14 And as to the other matter, if he sees

15 something in the transcript when he wasn't here and

16 uants to come in and supplement it, that's acceptable

17 1130, on notice to the other parties as to what he is

18 going to supplement.

19 MR. ELLIS: As I'm sure the Board appreciates,

20 we can't always predict when questions are going to lead

21 to answers where Mr. Youngling might be useful. As it

22 turns out, in reading the transcript on Friday when he

23 wasn ' t there, it appears that his answers would have

24 been appropriate.

25 It becomes a little more difficult down here,

O
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{} 1 of course, because he is on Long Island. But we will

2 review the transcript and give notice to the County and

3 the Staff and the Board of those areas where Mr.

4 Youngling will supplement. My own view is that there

5 are a great many areas where he has a great deal to add

6 because of the importance of the sta rtu p program.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, if you think he's going

8 to be'supplazanting a lot then you better have him here,

9 because you're going to get into your own time problem

10 here. You're going to have to make the judgment.

11 MR. ELLISs Well, may I inquire of the Board

12 when the Board thinks it 3,ight return to Long Island?
13 That might help ma make a decision.

( 14 JUDGE BRENNERa Not this sonth, and in

15 November -- we discussed it -- you will end up with less
. .

16 hea ring time if you go to Long Island at the beginning

"17 of November.

18 MR. ELLIS: Well, I understand your remarks,

19 Judge Brenner, and we will have to consider whether he

20 should be here all the time or whether we can avail

*
21 ourselves of the other scheme of doing it.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me back up. As I

23 understood the discussion on hearing location, LILCO had

() 24 no objection to holding the hearing here when we

25 discussed it, and Mr. Reveley was speaking for LILCO at

O
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1 that time. Am I correct? Because I believe I gave

2 every party an opportunity to object and received

3 statements to the contrary.

4 MR. ELLIS: My recollection of that, Judge

5 Brenner, is that initially Mr. Reveley said no

6 objection, and then subsequently he came back and

7 amended that by indicating that the company would prefer

8 the hearings when possible to be on Long Island.

9 MR. LANPHER - Judge Brenner, my recollection

10 is that he said, so long as the LILCO panel was on the

11 stand he wanted it to be on Long Island. Wasn't that

12 wha t it was, Mr. Ellis?

13 3R. ELLIS: You may be right. I think so, and

() 14 Mr. Earley says that's right.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, we will consider going

16 back to Long Island if you want to. You think about it

17 among the parties. But you 're going to end up with less

18 hearing days on Lang Island because of when we start and

19 when we break. And in addition, because of the holidays

1 20 during whi=h the facilities we use there will be closed
1

21 in November, you're going to lose hearing days. Fer
,

22 example, you will lose Election Day and you will lose

23 Veterans Day. And if you lose Veterans Day, which is a

(') 24 Thursda y , I doubt the practicalities of staying around
%)(

25 f or Friday.

)

l
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1 So you decide and get back to us, and I want

2 to know what the company's position is.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
e

13

14
,

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

O '

1

25 j

l
'

O
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1 MR. ELLIS: All right. I understand that that

2 is in the context of whether we think Mr. Youngling is

3 going to be needed on a continuous basis or only on an

4 interim basis.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: Just think about it and tell

6 us one way or the other what you wan t because, frankly,

7 I am confused.

8 MR. ELLISa Yes, sir.

9 JUD3E BRENNER: What you're telling us is *

10 well, if you have the advantage of being h e re , you don' t

11 mind being here. If you have the advantage of being

12 there, you don't mind being there. You make the

13 decision as to where you think you will have the

() 14 advantage, and I think you will agree with the Boa.4

15 that the tradeoffs ate such that there is little

16 additional advantage and perhaps even a disadvantage in

17 being in Long Island for this time period.

18 But you let us know one way or the other. I

19 vant a definitive position this week -- as early this

20 week as possible.

21 MR. ELLIS: We will give it to you very soon,

22 Judge Brenne r.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. With respect to

24 Mr. Museler, based on the way he has participated on the

25 panel, I think the County's observation is correct.

O
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{) 1 There's no vsy they can separate out the questions.

2 They are not directing questions to him in an unusual

3 amount. He is just taking it upon himself to answer in

4 an unusual amount. It is understandable why some

5 questions he would want to do so.

6 As far ss we are concerned, ypu can take him

7 off the panel too and use him where you want him, but

8 d on ' t b rin g him back on redirect if you do that. It's

9 that simple.

10 MR. ELLIS: Obviously he is going to have to

11 be here on the panel, and we will keep him here.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: Then I don't understand why

13 you' included that fact as part of your papers to suggest
O
(_) 14 that there would be times when he need not be here.

15 MR. ELLIS: As I recall, we included that in

16 our papers to point out that we needed the time limited

17 so that we could have the entire panel free. That was

18 our point. Our point was that we were proceeding. We

19 had over 550 findings. We were proceeding at 50

20 findings per week. It looked like we were going to be

21 ten weeks and we made the point to the Board that we

22 thought that was intolerable and unfair.

23 We had this pleading that wa s -- that now has,

(} 24 as I understand it, with the exception of the FSAR

25 conformance portions -- this pleading which we received

O
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1 on the eleventh, yesterday, which contains all of the{)
2 findings -- the pleading I am now holding in my hand.

3 It is this pleading that we contend should have been

4 their direct testimony, not that the Board made them do

5 it. They should have done it in the first place.

6 And with this in hand in September, I think it
i

7 would have been expedited and I was pointing out to the

8 Boa'rd that Mr. Museler does plav an important role, a

9 vital role, on this panel, as we acknowledge. He also

10 plays a vital role at the plant and it makes it very

11 difficult for us.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, there was the

13 implication in your motion that it was because we wanted

'

14 witnesses with direct knowledge of the subject matter, a

15 requirement which I do not deem to be unusual in

16 jurisprudence. That is, you have somebody with

17 knowledge of the facts present. He was here and if --

18 the implication of that being that if it was up to LILCO

19 he wouldn't be here.

20 ER. ELLISs Well, I'm sorry for the

i
21 implication. He is a knowledgeable witness and wd want

22 hin to answer questions betore the Board. He is vital

23 in this trea and he will be nere for the duration of the

(}
24 OA testimony.

l 25 JUDGE BRENNER: Oksy. Well, you can see where

O
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1 I got the other inference. On page 4 of your motion, it

2 states: "In response to the Board 's request that LILCO

3 present witnesses with direct knowledge of the subject

4 matter, Mr. Museler and Mr. Youngling were included as

5 witnesses."

6 So that's not the only reason they are herc is

7 what you are telling me now.

8 MR. ELLIS Well, the reason he's here is that

9 he does have knowledge. That is the reason he's here,

10 is that he does have knowledge and we do want him to be

11 here. We didn't want him to be here for a total of five
12 or ten weeks, but we did want him to be here for the QA

13 testimony, and he will be here for the entire QA -

() 14 testimony, however long the Board deems that to be.

15 JUDGE BRENNERa Okay.

MR. ELLIS Judge Brenner, may I inquire? If16 -

17 it becomes particularly necessary on a day or two for

18 some reason, some test or some particular thing at the

19 plant -- I know that you just indicited that if we

20 didn 't intend to have him here the whole time, he

21 couldn't be asked questions on redirect. Could we have

22 some relief from that if it turns out that there is a

23 day or a couple of days here and there where it might be

24 particularly critical for Mr. Museler to be at the

25 plant?

O
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1 JUDGE BRENNER4 Yes. We have attempted to

2 accommodate all the witnesses and my comments as to not

3 using him on redirect, as you stated, were solely if you

4 removed him entirely from the panel.

5 Try to work it out with the other parties and

6 we will try to acessasiste you.

7 3R. ELLIS: Thank you, sir.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me adi one other fact. We

9 believe that we have been very generous in the

10 subsequent rounds of examination we have been permitting

11 throughout thic hearing. That is, there is cross

12 examination. There is redirect. There is Board

13 questions, and then we have been very generous in

( 14 permitting in ef f ect recross and then re-redirect and so

15 on.

16 We are going to keep a careful eye towards

17 those further rounds, not just in the OA area but on all

18 issues remaining before us, so that the subsequent

19 rounds are focused only on particularly important points

20 raised by the last round of questions. It will not be

21 sufficient to ask questions just because the subject

22 s a t ter was touchal on in tne radirect or in Board

23 questions.

} 24 The subject matter has been open throughout

25 the cross period and all parties have been guilty of
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|

1 this to come extent. I think it represents an

2 understaninble caution on the part of ptrties to make

3 sure we have understood everything. At times it has

4 helped us to focus on a particular point, but also many

5 times it has simply repeated matters that we have

6 already appreciated previously.

7 So we ask the parties to be very diligent

8 about limiting those further rounds of examination.

9 I think that's all we need to discuss with

10 respect to the LILCD panel. Am I correct?

11 I want to turn to the prospective Staff and

12 County panels, if I am correct.

13 All right, with respect to the Staff panel,
/^N

(_) 14 Mr. Bordenick, we have been thinking about that subject

15 independent of your thoughts. You have obviously been

18 thinking about it also. What should be done initially

17 since there is more time before the Staff panel than had

18 been taken advantage of before the LILCO panel is for

19 the parties to discuss the matter. I don't know if

20 discussions have taken place to the point where there is

21 a breakdown in discussions or not.

22 Is that the case?

23 HR. BORDENICK: That's not the case, Judge

(~) 24 Brenner. We have not discussed the matter. I think theV
25 principal reason f or that is because the County has been
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1 focusing on the LILCO panel and I think -- this is justmc s
V

2 my own impression; I don't know whether the County would

3 sgree with me or not I think the problem is going to--

4 be that it's going to be difficult to discuss the Staff

5 panel as 1,ong as they are examining the County's panel.

6 MR. LANPHER: Assuming that there is still the

7 hiatus next week, which we were informed of by your

8 secretary the other day, Judge Brenner, there is

9 probably an opportunity -- not this week so much as next

10 week -- to have discussions.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: That's what I had in mind.

12 That is, these times periods when we're not in hearing

13 should be.used, as they have been, we believe, in the
t'

(_)h
-

14 past by the parties to make the hearing time more

15 efficient, so that they are not day-for-day times out

16 from the hearing.

17 It's time next week during the recess in this

18 hea ring to focus on what the cross examination will

19 :over of the 5tsf f panel,'particularly to a void the

20 problem we have had here -- early identification of

I 21 documents and the approximate sequence in which ther

22 will be used , and some indication of the factual context

23 of the documents, the purpose in using the documents.

! /~N 24 And those discussions could include thek)
25 witnesses if the parties deem that as appropriate and

I /~T
b

i
1

!
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{} 1 the experts for the County, and get an advanced focus on

2 what items will be asked about, what the witnesses think

s 3 about them, where they fit in. You can call it informal

4 discovery while the hearing is going on, if you will,

5 and those are just some possible suggestions.

6 Things should be taking place in discussions

7 among the parties to shorten the examination of the

8 Staff witnesses and certainly, to the fullest extent

9 practicable, preclude the need for long delays while the

10 witnesses look at documents that they haven't looked at

11 for a long time b3:ause they were not recen tly

12 highligh ted.

13 The other side of the coin, Mr. Bordenick, is

) 14 the result of the examination to date should certainly
.

15 have begun to clue the Staff in and, through counsel,

16 its witnesses as to what documents they had better start

17 becoming familiar with and the angle of attack, so to

18 speak , of the County, so that it's not just one-sided.

19 Nevertheless, these bilateral discussions, or

20 trilateral, if it is appropriate, should take place. We

i 21 would like to try to set a time period for the

22 examination of the Staff's witnesses also, and then

23 ultimately a time period for the examination of the

(} 24 County's witnesses, and we will be open to suggestions

25 as we approach the completion of the cross examination

'
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1 of LILCO's witnessas to get an approximate time period.{}
2 We will inquire as to the progress of

:

3 discussions on identifying the approach on cross~

4 examination of the Staff's witnessas by the County and

5 by LILCO also, as well as whether the documents have

6 been identified in tha context, as we have required

7 here, of what f actual subparts of the Contention they

8 vill support.

9 So I will ask for that. Rather than October

10 25, we will ask for it at the beginnino of our next

11 hearing session, which will probably be the morning of

12 October 26. So we will talk about that later on in the

13 week. -

() 14 We have the County's motion before us to

15 supplement its witness panel. Are the parties prepared

16 to address that this morning, or would you rather take
,

17 another day or two?

18 MR. ELLIS4 We are opposed to the motion and

19 ve would like some additional time to consider it.

20 JUDGE BRENNERa Would Thursday be okay?

21 ER. ELLISs That would be fine.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We would prefer a

23 brief written response, if you can manage that. But if

} 24 You cannot because of the logistics of the hearing, we

25 will allow an oral response on Thursday.

O
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i
1 Is the Staff prepared to take a position on it |

2 this morning?

3 MR. BORDENICKs Yes, I am, Judge Brenner. I '

4 do not oppose the motion, although I am somewhat

5 concerned that it might be a foot-in-the-door type

6 situation. I have no objection so long as it is

7 understood tha t the witnesses to be added are adopting

8 testimony previously filed by Mr. Hubbard and they will

9 not seek to expand that testimony.

10 I am sure the Board will be cognizant of that

11 type of situation if it arises. But in summary, I don't

12 oppose the motion.

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, if we granted it -- and

() '

14 I might as well say this now so LILCO can consider it in
'

15 formulating its response later this week -- if we

16 granted it, there is not going to be any further direct

17 testimony by the witnesses, nor was that requested by
t

18 the County's motion, as we understand it.

19 To the extent questions are asked for which

20 all witnesses provide information which directly respond

21 to the question but nevertheless adds information, so be

22 it. That's part of the nature of cross examination.
l

23 You'd better examine what we nave done in this

} 24 h ea ring in response to requests from LILCO and the Staff

25 to supplement panels when you take your position

|

|

|
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1 opposing the County's request and differentiate the

2 County's request from your request.

3 That is all we had in the way of preliminary

4 matters. I don't know if the parties are keyed in as to

5 how the cross exanination is going to proceed now and we

6 will inquire as to that.

7 Mr. Langher,'did you have something else

8 first?

9 MR. LANPHER: I have two very brief matters.-

10 I delivered to the Board a document -- and the
11 parties -- a document entitled " Notification of

12 Corrections to Suff olk County Exhibit 51 and 56," and

13 over the recess we have taken the reporter's copies of

14 those exhibits and have inserted pages in that.

15 This memorialized what we did and I gave the

16 reporter 1 copy. I'm not sure whether the Board would
.

17 vant to bind a copy of,this la or leave it up to you. I

18 just wanted it to be clear that we have done that. We

- 19 will be serving that independently.

20 JUDGE BRENNER: You will be serving these

21 corrections to the Board and the parties independently

22 in the near future? Is that it?

23 HR. LANPHER: I think my secretary is doing it

(}
24 today.

,

25 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. I do:1't think we
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(~T 1 need to keep this with the exhibits as long as the
g

2 corrections are made. We may give you back our copies

s 3 of the exhibits and have you fix them. We'll see.
)

4 MR. LANPHER: The second matter I wanted to

5 raise was in the form of inquiry wha t our daily hearing

6 schedule, in particular Friday, will be now that we are

7 in Bethesda, or for the period of time we are in

8 Bethesda -- just for planning purposes.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: Why are you asking?

10 MR. LANPHERs Well, my sug gestion would be

11 that when we were in Long Island we adjourned at 2:30 on

12 Friday. While we have west coast problems from

13 Washington also, I think it is substantially easier to
O n(_j 14 get to the airport than it is to get to JFK, and so I

15 think we could run to about 4:00 on Fridays.

16 I must say that given a time limit I would

17 like to make the most of the time.

18 JUDGE BRENNERa We were contempla ting running

19 essentially until 5:00, unless there were particular
1

20 problems. We are willing to adjust it somewhat after
j

l21 you get keyed into the flight schedules and let us
;

i

22 k n ow . Now when I say "somewhat", somewhere around 4200
l

23 would be acceptable, but you check on what the later
j

(}
24 fligh ts are also.

I25 1R. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, if I may at this

)
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1 point, I think in addition to the fli2ht s:hedules from[
2 California, while it may be easy here, we have a very

- 3 nubstantial number of people here from Boston and Long

4 Island who have to get home on Friday afternoon, and I

5 would hope that that could be taken into account as
.

6 vell.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: Why don't you all check the

8 flight schedules and let us know? We were hoping to be

9 able to run later if we were here, but we are flexible

10 if you tell us about particular problems.

11 MR. ELLIS: Ihank you, Judge.

12 MR. BORDENICKa Judge Brenner, I had one minor

13 matter. You mentioned earlier that later this week the
() 14 Board would be inquiring into the status of the Staff's

15 review, which we are certainly prepared to address.

16 However, I would appreciate it if you would give me at

17 least an hour's notice so I could 2et the requisite

18 people here.

19 JUD2E BRENNERa Okay.

20 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, one last thing, if

21 I say. So that we are all on the same wavelength, do I

22 understand correctly that the pleading that was filed on

23 the eleventh of 0:tober is, given all the flurry of !
|

() 24 documents that have passed, is the final designation of

|

25 findings and audits that the Board is -- and the County
|
|

O
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1 are pursuing?

2 It is this thick document that was delivered
3 yesterday.

4 JUDGE BRENNER: I want to look at one other

5 thing. Well, as modified by the other letter of October

6 11, which I presnme you do not object to --

7 ER. ELLISs No. That's the one where he

8 deletes items already designated. Now we always welcome

9 deletions, but when they come the night before the

10 hearing and we are already prepared for them, there is

11 some work that does go down the drain. We welcome

12 !aletions and we welcome them sooner rather than later.
13 JUDGE BRENNER: I tell you what. If you think

) 14 you had good answers to the ones he deleted, let him ask

15 you off the record. If he doesn't want to ask on the

16 record, we don 't need to hear it. That's our

17 understanding, Mr. Lanpher, that this is now the

18 submittal as to the examination based on the particular

19 findings in the documents cited.

20 I hesitate to use the term " audits" because
21 they may not all be technically audits, but they are all

22 on that vein. This is not to the exclusion of the

23 County wishing at any time it likes now, since we have

(} 24 imposed an overs 11 time limit of returning to the cross

25 examination that it had first embarked upon of direct

O
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1 testimony, which County also makes clear it is not

2 abandoning, and it was never our intention, as discussed

3 several times, for the County to abandon it.

4 It was our own view that it was not the most

5 productive of the possible courses of examination, but

6 because of this time period we are not going to jump in

7 any longer in the order of the County's cross

8 examination. The County will move itself to do what it

9 thinks is most important in the priority of use in the

10 event it gets cut off after three weeks.

11 Is that a fair summary of the situation, Mr.

12 Lanpher?

13 MR. LANPHER Judge Brenner, in what we call

() 14 the pattern audit-rela ted e xamination, I think this is,

15 so far as I know, a complete listing. That pleading,

16 with the exception that it doesn't include the ECDCR

17 stuff that is in the October 11 letter, and subject to

18 my opportunity at the first chance to review this in

19 light of some comments that you made this morning about -

20 asking sure ve focus on what appears to be most

21 important, I'm not intending to add anything more here

22 on these and I am hopeful that this pleading can serve,

23 f rankly, to expedite, and we will just have to see as
I

(} 24 soon as we get started on. them.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Ellis, did you want to add

|

|
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1 something?

2 MR. ELLIS: Ara there documents othat than for

3 so-called pattern testimony that we are not aware of ?

4 If there are, I think wa ought to be made svare of those

5 so that we can prepare for those. I understand Mr.

6 Lanpher 's reservation of rights. That's the ssme

7 reservation he indicated each time he excluded a group

8 of documents.

9 I hope that is not going to be a big door.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, he actually didn't state

11 the reservation that you probably have in mind but which

12 we have permitted, as recognized by LILCO's motion also,

13 sni as stated axplicitly. That is, where a document

() 14 suddenly becomes important because of a particular
,

15 answer of a witness and the document would then be

16 needed to impearh what the witness.is stating, we would

17 let him use it, even though it wasn't previously

18 design at ed.

19 But beyond that, these are the documents and

20 we're not going to add to them at all. What about

21 beyond the pattern examination, Mr. Lanpher?

22 MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, I previously
.

23 advised LILCO what I was intending to use beyond the

}
24 pattern examina tion. To be quite honest, my time has

25 bean taken up trying to put together these pleadings and

O
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1 I'm not intending to go back to my cross plan right
)

2 now.

3 I am intending to try, as efficiently as

4 possible, without any prediction of precise time, to

5 complete this pattern examinstion. What I will commit

6 to doing is certainly very early next week review the

7 previous designations that have been made to LILCO

8 relating to all the rest of their testimony and confirm

9 to them that they are accurate.

10 There isy be some deletions, particularly in

11 light of the examination that we have pursued or will

12 have pursued by that time. There may,be some additions,
13 although I don't believe so. I think we have identified

() 14 those before I will just have to look at that.

15 It appears to me there is one thi ng that the
|

16 Board has not commented upon, and tha t was the final

17 f ootnote of the pleading that we filed yesterday.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: I'm glad you reminded me.

19 Footnote 7. We had inten$ed to comment on it. j

20 MR. LANPHER: Fine. I won't say any more. I

21 will valt for your comments related to that. That would
;

22 be the only other aspect that I would like to raise.

23 JUDGE BRENNERs As I recall, it was on page 11

{}
24 of your motion.

25 MR. LANPHER Of our response. l

|
,

!
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|

1 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Thank you for

2 resinding se, be:suse we had intended to come to it. We

3 agreed that the matters requested for that footnote can

4 be useful, not necessarily as to all the attachments in

5 LILCO's testimony. We can think of at least one

6 attachment for which that would be useful, but we won't

7 tell you which one, ba:suse we don 't want to limit it to (
i

8 that one. I guess in the first instance we would like
r

)

9 LILCO to consider it and to come back and tell us which

10 attachments they would comply with the spirit of the

11 f oo tnote. If you have problems with the particular way

I12 the matters requested in the footnote is phrased, we '

'

13 will consider that also.
i() 14 At least one attachment that we have in mind, !

!

15 and this was without going back to reviewing all your
'

16 attachments this morning, and that is why I emphasized,

17 do not feel that that is the only one. It may or may

18 not be. You have one attachment that responds to the

19 appendix of the contention. Your testimony states, for
1
'

20 detcils as to these findings in various ICE reports and

21 other similar documents, see Attachment so and so. I
*

22 forget the number of your testimony, and that attachment

23 is essentially nothing more than a raw compilation of

24 the correspondence of LILCO responding to those items.

25 That is the type of thing that can benefit

O
.
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1 greatly from the spirit of what Footnote 7 and the
)

2 county's response is requesting, and that is some

3 organized assembling keyed to the appen dix in th e-)
4 contention, showing what was done in LILCO's view and-

5 the general findings that we draw from it.

6 Here again, we use the term " findings" similar

7 to the way we have used it all the way along, not for

8 detailed proposed findings of fact, but something to

9 assist us better in seeing the context, similar to what

10 you might put in a trial brief.

11 MR. ELLISa Judge Brenner, we will look at

12 these. We just received this at 9:30 this morning. We

13 did look -- Mr. Earley and I looked at three or four of

) 14 them, and we thought they were amply covered right in

15 the testimony where it indicated -- I think we looked a t

16 17 or one of those involving design control, and it

17 stated what the form was included for.

18 JUDGE BRENNERa Some of them are simply

19 examples of forms, and I don't think those are the

20 attachments to which this footnote is directed. In any

21 event, we wouldn't expect you to apply it tc' such

22 attachments, but I gave the example of one attachment

23 which is not in that category, and there may be others.

(}
'

24 I thought of suggesting others offhand, but I

25 won't. We haven't had a chance to look at them as

O
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.

1 specifically as we woula like also in the context of

2 that footnote.

3 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, may I return for a

4 soment to the documents outside pattern?

5 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes.

1 MR. ELLISs Mr. Lanpher indicated that he had

7 already given us some designation. He may have in mind

8 something more specific than I. A September 7th letter

9 indicated that they had received two shipments of

10 documents pursuant to the county's subpoens request, and

11 that he expected most of these docurents would be used.

12 Am I correct in understanding that we can expect and the

13 Board expects a more precise definition of the documents

() 14 to be used in the non-pattern area?
.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Lanpher?

18 MR. LANPHERa As I said, what I need is an

17 oppoitunity over this weekend, before then if there is

18 in opportunity, to go through that, and while I am not

19 providing summaries as I did with regard to the audit>

20 findings, I will identif y the precise documents that we

21 are intending to ase, snd *if they are Isrge documents, I

22 will identify the portions that we are intending to use,

23 and as I said bef ore, f or instance, my recollaction is,

24 the notes of conference, I had indicated we had a large
{}

25 number of those. I was not going to be interrogating

O
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1 the witnesses relating to specific notes of conference,)
2 but rather as to the process by which those notes of

3 conference are used, and I will attempt to be even more

4 definite after I have a chance to go over them again.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, we are still talking

6 about a lot of documents. As I recall, those two

7 responses to subpoenas. Am I right?

8 XR. LANPHER: There are a lot of documents,

9 Judge Branaer. Fesnkly, with the time limit, and

10 f actoring in the time that is necessary for my colleague

11 to pursue operating 0A and listening to the things the

12 Board said this morning, I am going to have to take a

13 look at everything that I have designated, not only in

( 14 the pattern area, but in other stess, to ensure that I

15 do what is in the best interest of my client.

16 And so, I am going to have to look at this

17 again. I am very worried about making commitments on

18 the record , frankly, because they have come back to

!
19 haunt me, and I am going to have to have a chance to '

20 reflect. Then I will get back to LILC3. I will do it

21 in writing and serve the Board as well.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Get back to us

23 this week as to when you would provide that. Bear in

(}
24 mind, I think both parties should have an equal benefit,

25 of the break next week. That is, you use some of the
i

O
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1 break to put this together, but get it to them so that
Ox

2 they can use some of the break to review it, and I guess

. 3 Wednesday, being the middle dsy of the brask,

4 approximately, would be the appropriate day, a week from

5 this Wednesday.

6 In addition, indicate to the ertent you can,

7 and you should be able to do it fullyt what you would

8 use the document or documents for, similar to what we

9 have gotten on these documents. So where there is a

10 g ro up of th em, such as the notes of conference, you can

11 group them together and then explain, as you did here,
.

12 that your point is the process rather than the

13 particu1Ar detail, a r.1 identify the portions of each

() 14 document you will use, even where they are not lengthy,

15 because even though a portion of a document is not

16 voluminous, it could lead to an extensive refreshing of

17 recollection by the witnesses if they think you are

18 going to ask about that one sentence when in fact you

19 are going to ask about another sentence.

20 Consistent with what we ha ve been doing, the

21 time would have come very rapdily when this would have *

22 been required anyway, so we understand and appreciate
t

23 the attention to the pattern documents that you have had

'

24 to have recently, and we expect the attention to shift

25 beyond , so that we are at.ead of the game from now on,

O
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{) instead of constantly having to back up as we have done1

2 with the pa ttern documents.

3 So, we will require that to be received by

4 LILCO and the staff no later than Wedresday, October

5 20th, and the written subairsion should not take the

6 place of discussions also, so that each of the parties

7 understand what is going to be done.

8 Did you have a comment, Mr. Lanpher?

9 MR. LANPHER: Let me raise it. I was going to

10 raise it with the staff and with LILC3, but maybe it is

11 best to do it right now. I believe Judge Morris, in the

12 first phase of the hearing, had indicated in interest in

13 the Teledyne and Torrey Pines reportc. My recollection
'

14 is that those final reports were due by about the 1st of

15 October. It would be very useful to get those as early

16 as possible, so that we can determine what, if any,

17 portions would need to be designated.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Ellis, what is the status

19 of those reports?

20 MR. ELLIS: I don 't know. I will find out.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. I think we are

22 ready to resume cros's examination. There is one
.

23 problem. If the filings that we now have from the

(~} 24 county had been received in advance of yesterday or this

25 actning , tie examination, we believe, could have been

O
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1 much more expeditious, that is, the witnesses being ableO
2 to take a look at what commonstities the county has in

3 sind and being able to respond to some of that

4 necessarily might involve some details but hopefully not

5 all the details that would have been required had these
.

6 findings not been included.

7 In fact, had it been done when we might have

8 hoped, we perhaps could have had even a written response

9 which could have formed the basis for further testimon/
10 of one form or another, stipulated response to cross

11 upon which the county would be entitled to' inquire

12 f urther, or even some sort of rebuttal in anticipation

13 of the f act that this would have been the cross,

O '4 1= ti==-

15 None of this has been able to take place, and

16 I think the best thing to do is just to proceed with the

17 examination , and that is one reason we have applied the

18 time period as an overall control. The parties, I

19 think, might be advised, and this is up to the parties,

20 to keep talking in terms of being able to develop some

21 sort of more focused questioning and rtsponse along the

22 lines we had hoped, but instead of requiring that, we

23 have adopted the alternative of the other seasures that

24 we have taken in combination, but don't forget about

25 just because we are proceeding is the message I want to

O
V
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1 leave.

2 MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, I acknowledge

3 that the ECDCR summary, which we will turn to first,

4 since we want to complete that area, was not provided

5 until yesterday. The storage related summaries were

6 provided last week. I think I mailed them out last

7 Wednesday, so that is the area I am turning to next, and

8 hopefully the witnesses will have had an opportunity to

9 review those materials.
,

10 JUDGE BRENNER: But you didn't provide the

11 relief which we granted of Part 2, if you will, of the

1.2 LILCO motion prior to this morning, did you? '

13 MR. LANPHER: My opinion is that I think that

() 14 I did in my letter of October 6th which is attached to

15 '.ne response which we filed this morning. 'We came close

16 to that, though we did not go the particular Appendix B

17 criteria . We identified, I believe, in that letter what

18 our basic theory was in terms of pattern related to the

19 s to rage-rela ted documents.

20 JUD;E BRENNER: All right. I am not

21 personally familiar enough with the contents of your

22 October 6th latter to agree or disagree with you.

i 23 MR. LANPHER: It is on Pages 6 through 9 of

I24 that latter, if during the break you want to look at

25 i t.

O
I
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() 1 JUDGE BRENNERt My gener al comments, however,

2 still stand tha t there are still more that can be done '

3 which, as we have discussed a number of times, we would

4 have hoped had been done by now, and just because we

5 have got a handle on things so that we can proceed, do

6 not abandon these other possible approaches. There

7 should be incentive or. both sides now. There was always

8 incentive on both sides, and now there should be even

9 more incentive on both sides to attempt some further

10 accommodations, so that individual findings can be

11 handled on other than an individual finding basis.

12 MR. ELLIEs Judge Brenner, a last point. I

13 still don't know what the status of Torrey Pines and

14 Teledyne are, but I do know that a status was mailed to

15 the parties and the Board, I guess, on Friday. I am

16 advised that it was mailed on Friday and you should have
,

17 it today.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We don't have it

19 yet. Maybe you can get ahold of a copy and give it to

20 us rather than trusting the mails.

21 Rather than adjourning early for lunch, we

! 22 will take a short break now of five minutes so that
!

23 everybody can get in place, including the witnesses, and

,() 24 then we will attempt to run for about an hour.

| 25 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

O
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l

1 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Back on the

2 reccrd.

3 Before we continue the county's cross

O'
4 exa mina tion, Judge Carpenter wanted to say something on

5 the subject of the QA filings we have received.

6 JUDGE CARPENTER: We have spent a lot of time

7 on preliminary matters this morning. I hate to take any

8 more time, but I was there for a good many weeks, and I

9 would like to impose on you to satisfy my curiosity.

10 To be specific, looking at the A.tachment 3 to

11 the county's letter of October the 6th, which has to do

12 with the storage problems -- the caption is Storage

13 Problems Particularly Related to Covering and Capping.

() 14 I would like to ask if the parties have considered the

15 desirability of looking at such listing and stipulating

16 to the veracity of that listing. Clearly, the matter of

17 interpreting the significance of each of those items is

18 what this is all about, but I am still perplexed about

; 19 whether we are proceeding in an ef ficient manner to
i

| 20 develop such a listing through cross examination rather

21 than stipulating to it.

22 It would be very helpful to me if I could get

23 some feeling for why the parties are unable to do that.

() 24 MR. ELLISs S tipula tin g the particular audit

25 f in' ding I don't think advances -- as you say, Judge

) *
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{} 1 Carpentes, we have to look at each finding and to

2 explain it. When Mr. Lanpher uses that finding, it is

3 in effect brought before the Board just as a

4 stipulation. We rannot stipulate that the finding by

5 itself is self-explanatory, and therefore it has to be
.

6 discussed, sni that is why we have to go through the

7 process.

8 There is no question but that the audits came

9 from our files. They are our audits. He is going to

10 introduce portions of them into the record. But

11 stipulating, if all ve do is stipulate! tha t D-8 on a

12 particular page says this, that hasn't advanced the

13 cause at all, because we still have to talk about what -

() 14 D-8 means, and what happened with respect to D-8. So we

15 haven't advanced or streamlined the situation at all.
16 The real dispute is geing to be whether ther have

17 fastened on anything that is significan t that hasn't

18 been fixed, and that is what we have to get into.

19 MR. LANPHER Judge Carpenter, if I could.

20 JUDGE CARPENTER 4 Please.

21 HR. LANPHER: I disagree with Mr. Ellis on

22 that, and this is probably as good a time as any to get

23 it out. I am hopeful, and I think it will be clear by

() 24 the examinstion I pursue in the initial acea, I am

25 hopeful to be able to get an screement that my summaries

O
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["'}
1 are basically a : urate, we know what we are talking

1

2 about, and the findings say what they way.

3 My view, or the county's view, I should say,

O'I 4 is that where repetitive problems are demonstrated,'

5 those findings in and of themselves are very important.

6 Now, the parties -- the witnesses may feel that they

7 have to supply additional explanation to explain why

8 they are not significant or something like that. I am

9 going to try to expedite my examination. I am hopeful

10 of not going through these audit by audit, finding by

11 finding. Mr. Ellis may need to on direct. I am hopeful

12 not to have to do that, because I think a pattern is

13 establishal without that necessity, and if we can

) 14 stipulate to the accuracy of these summaries, or, more

15 important, to the underlying findings, that the findings

16 say what they say, and this is really a rond map to the

17 underlying findings -- this isn't, of course, the best

18 evidence'-- but my summaries were to key them into

19 exactly what we are focusing on. If we can stipulate as

20 to what those say, and stipulate those into the record,

21 and I think this is helpful in showing what we consider

22 to be a pattern, the county thinks that that is

23 important.
|

() 24 If we are go,ing to pursue that beyond,
25 materially beyond with explanations, then I think we

(
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1 should maybe come back to a statement that Judge Brenner
)

2 aade and vnich we alluded to in our filings, that may be

3 we should get the entire audit reports. If we are

4 having so much explanation, maybe the best would be to

5 have those entire reports where the corrective action,

6 preventive action, or whatever is documented.

7 MR. ELLIS: I think we are still coming back to

8 having to discuss the particular finding. Let me take

9 another point. Mr. Lanpher says that just because there

10 are several findings that sppear to be related, that

11 that is a pattern, and then he goes on to call that a OA

12 breakdown. Well, I 1o want to make clear that we don 't

13 concede and we don't agree, we disagree tha t that is

() 14 anything remotely resembling a QA breakdown, and in

15 order to understand our position on that, and in order

16 for Mr. Lanpher to make his case if he is going to, he

17 has to get into the substance of the findings as well.

18 Let's take as an example -- I'm not sure what

19 the testimony will ultimately show, but with respect to

20 the capping, I think the testimony when we get into

21 that, if we simply take a number of findings about

22 =ap ping , I think it is important to know what capping is

23 and what happened on each one, and I think it will

(} 24 become clear to the Board that is not terribly

25 significant at all, and I think that is what has

()
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1 happened with respect to the past findings, such as(-)V
2 where people itin't put their names, or they signed

3 their names or their initials, or the fact that there

4 was actual traceability but not ready traceability. We

5 spent a good deal of time on that.

6 JUDGE CARPENTER: Let me interrupt you, if I

7 may, to cone back to specifics. You have picked the

8 example of capping. We are not focusing on these

9 because of giving priority to them, but just so it's
.

10 clear. There is a good example why the issue, speaking

11 just for myself, will be that question of how

12 significant it is, but assuming that argument can be

13 made in general rather than piece of pipe by piece of

() 14 pipe by piece of pipe, that is where I am trying to look

15 f or efficiency, getting the issue of the basic

16 disagreemen t clearly stated, not with respect to

17 individual instances, but the general significance, and

18 the difference of interpretation of the general

19 significance.

20 that to me is the issue that the contention

21 speaks to, not whether pieces of pipe are left uncapped

22 or not. You sea, I am trying to think of what our two

23 weeks on Long Island accomplished in the sense of

{}
24 calcula tions, whether er not where we got to at the end

25 of that couldn't have been gotten to more efficiently,
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{ 1 that is my question, by agreeing that, yes, these

2 reports did say the following, and then simply focus on

3 the significance of what those reports stated.

4 MR. ELLIS: Perhaps -- I am naturally leary

5 about stipulating a statement without the ability to

6 explain it. And you see, if we did stipulate, and then

7 we on redirect went through each finding, then you would

8 have recross on each finding, and I think we are

9 proceeding. Perhaps if Mr. Lanpher wants to take them

10 in groups this morning, that might work. Your point on

11 capping , I think, is well taken, and perhaps the

12 witnesses have been able to group some of these, and we

13 will be able to address them in groups. We have tried

() 14 to do that.

15 When we got this material, we began looking at

16 it in terms of doing that, but recall now that most of

IT this material has arrived just this Thursday, Friday,
,

18 and Sa turd a y , and today, or yesterday, I should say. So

19 we are trying to look at this and trying to group it to

20 be able to address the significance of large groups.

21 The point of stipulating -- maybe another way

22 to do it is this way. I think that Mr. Lanpher could

23 offer to the Board -- i t wo uld not be proba tive, but he

(} 24 could of f er to the Board the actual documents where it

25 says all this, or he can offer this. We don't consider

O
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1 that that is probative, and we would object to it, and
}

2 ve think the witnesses ought to be given an opportunity

- 3 either to describe it or to explain it, and perhaps they

4 can do it in groups. I think they can, Judge

5 Carpenter. I think they can do it in groups.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Let's proceed with

7 the cross examination. I think that you have not

8 exhausted, you being all the pa rties , the possibilities

9 for partial groupings and then examina tion. Certainly

10 the written documents need clarification and explanation

11 of the witnesses, but Judge Carpenter's point, which we

12 all agree with , is that it doesn't have to be detailed

13 item by detailed item. Things can be grouped and then

() 14 inquired into.

15 3ne of the things we could have seen, although

16 without requiring it, would have been the responses to

17 the audit findings among other things, so don't abandon

18 other possibilities of a partial grouping and then

19 having the witnesses being asked about all of them
,

l
20 together. Now, if the answer is, you have to look at j

21 each one individually, then that is LILCO's position,

i
22 and so be it, but at least the attempt will have been

23 m ad e .

(} 24 MR. ELLISs We are going to make that

25 a tt empt .

O
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1

) JUDGE BRENNER: I hope the witnesses were

2 either present or heard through counsel what I said

3 earlier about your direct answers te questions. Wheren''-
4 the question says, ioes this say this, I don't want a

5 long-winded explanation as to what it means. The answer

6 is yes or no. If you have an explanation, you can add

7 it briefly in teras of explaining it in the whole

8 context of the importance of the audit findings, do that

9 on redirect.

10 I want yes and no as a first word out of the

11 witness's mouth, one or the other, unless that is

12 impossible. e have been going through the transcripts,

13 and it is just a mess in terms of trying to pull the

() 14 answers together to the que'stions. Quid pro quo for

15 that, Mr. Lanpher, is, keep that in mind as you are

16 phrasing the questions, and if a witness wanted to add

17 something, I want it to be an additional answer to the

18 question, not a long explanation of the total process.

19 1R. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, I would like to ;
1

20 start by having se ve ral things marked for

21 identification, and I passed out two things during the

22 break, and I omitted passing out a third. Mr. Hubbard

23 is doing that now.

[^} 24 First, I would like to have marked, since we
s-,

25 will be referring to it, as Suffolk County Exhibit 61
1

l
,

Cl)
'
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1 f or identifica tion the three-page Courter ECDCR7g
\/

2 deficiency summary which was referred to before. This

3 was prepared by my office.

4 (The document referred to

5 was tarked for

6 identification as Suffolk

7 County Exhibit Number

8 61.)

9 '5R. LANPHER: I would like to have marked as

10 Suffolk County Exhibit 62 for identification LILCO Field

11 Audit 970, dated July 12, 1979.

12 (The document referred to

13 was marked for

() 14 identification as Suffolk

15 County Exhibit Number

16 62.)

17 ER. LAMPHER: And I would like to have marked

18 as Suffolk County Exhibit 63 for identifiestion a

|

! 19 document which contains certain LILCO quarterly reports

20 to management beginning with May 4, 1978. There are 12

21 of them -- it is not all of them -- up through December

22 3, 1981. I will note, some of these we are planning to

23 use in the ECDCR 1rea are referenced that some of these

24 be used in other areas of examination, but we have(}
25 bound them all in one place.

O
I
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1 JUDGE BRENNER All right. They will be so
)

2 marked, just to make sure that the documents are

3 accurate.

4 (The documen t referred to

5 was marked for

6 identification as Suffolk

7 County Exhibit Number

8 63.)

9 JUDGE BRENNER: As to Exhibit 63 for

10 identification, all the quarterly reports listed on the
1

11 first page entitled Index are in their entirety included

12 in the exhibit?
, ,

13 MR. LANPHER: No, it is just the quarterly

() 14 reports of management have a memorandum, I believe, in

15 each case by Er. Gerecke, and then attached to that

16 memorandum is the details about many activities that

17 have been going on during that previous quarter. The

18 only thing that is attached is the memorandum of what

19 this exhibit consists of.
i

20 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.

' 21 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, with respect to

22 Suffolk County Nusber 61, I just am looking at it, and

23 it strikes me that there may well be some repetitive
l

(} 24 questions and testimony since we have been over Courter

I 25 matters in some datail already. Are these new items,

O
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I may I inquire?"

2 MR. LANPHER: The answer is, I believe they

3 are. I think the proper way to proceed is with my *

b
"' 4 que stion s. Certainly some of these audit reports will

5 be used, and I will be frank, I'll sake an effort, as I

6 did before when I went through some of these audit

7 reports, not to ask questions about Courter because I

8 had it designated as a separate category later.

9 I believe some of the Board's questions got us

10 into that, and I am going to hopefully avoid

i 11 repetition. I am sorry if there is sor.e.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, all right. For now,

13 let's proceed. It is his three weeks, unless he shows

() 14 us a reason to change it, and that is the reason we are

15 going to give him a lot of leeway.

16 Exhibit 61, ss I have it, consists of three

17 pages, and these are the summaries prepared by the

|
18 county or its counsel, correct?

19 MR. LANPHER: Yes, sir. And Exhibit 62 is
|

| 20 Field Audit 970, the same f orma t as the previous field

21 audits that we presented to the Board.

22 JUDGE BRENNER4 And you did identify it by

23 date. I have three pages. Is that the entire exhibit?

(} 24 MR. LANPHER: Yes.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay, why don't we proceed?

/'
V)
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1 MR. LANPHER: Thank you.{}
2 Whereupon,

3 T. TRACY ARRINGTON,

4 FREDERICK B. BALDWIN,
,

5 WILLIAM M. EIFERT,

6 T. FRANK 3EREOKE,

7 JOSEPH M. KELLY,

8 ARTHUR R. MULLER,

9 DONALD G. LONG

10 and WILLIAM J. MUSELER,

11 the witnesses on the stand at the time of recess, having

12 been previously duly sworn, resumed the stand, and were

13 examined and testified further as follows:

() 14 CONTINUED CROSS EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF SUFFOLK CODNTY

15 BY MR. LANPHER:

16 Q Oentlemen, have you had an opportunity to

17 review the audit findings which are identified in

18 Suf folk Coanty Exhibit 617 That is the exhibit which is

.19 entitled Courter ECDCR Deficiencies. Have you had an

20 opportunity to review those findings? And by that I
:

21 include the quarterly reports, the portions of those

22 quarterly reports which are identified.

I 23 A (WITNESS KELLY) Yes.

() 24 Q Mr. Kelly, would you agree that the findings,

25 a nd tha t includes the quarterly reports again, reflect

O
.
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1 that Courter had ECDCR related problems between the time

2 period of November, approximately November, 1977,

3 through at least June of 1981?

4 A (WITNESS KELLY) No, I would not.

5 Q Mr. Kelly, would you agree that Field Audit

8 654, dated November, 1977, identifies Courter-related

7 ECDCR problems?

8 A (WITNESS KELLY) No, I would not. Those

9 specific documents that were reviewed during that audit,

10 y es , there was i probles with some Courter documents.

11 0 Mr. Kelly or dr. Arrington, would you agree

12 that in field quality control audit 38, dated June,

13 1981, Courter-related ECDCR problems were identified?

() 14 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) Could you give us a

15 minute, please?

18 (Pause.)

17 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) M r. Lanpher, there were

18 some deficiencies in logging related to that.

19 Q Related to Courter?

20 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) Yes.

21 0 And that was in June of 1981? The audit
|

22 report date was in June, 1981, correct?

| 23 A (WITNESS ARRINGION) The report date was,
1

24 y es . The audit was in May of '81.

25 A (WITNESS BALDWIN) Mr. Lanpher, could I add

.

|
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1 something there?

2 0 Yes.-

3 A (WITNESS BALDWIN) In reviewing this

4 particular audit, FQC 38, I think it would be fruitful

5 to bring to light that in reviewing the backup

6 documentation, it was indicated that the ECDCR's were

7 there. The fact that we had a deficiency in the proper

8 piscement in that they were in file cabinets and boxes

9 is true, but the ECDCR 's were in the area. I just

10 wan ted to add that.

11 0 Would you agree, Mr. Baldwin, that the ECDCR's

12 were not filed in accordance with requirements?

13 A (WIINESS BALDWIN) Yes. But they were within

() 14 the area, as I stated.

15 0 The procedures or the requirements require a

16 particular kind of filing, however. Correct?

17 A (WITNESS BALDWIN) That's correct.

18 0 Gentlemen, have you had an opportunity to

19 review the summaries of audits as depicted in Suffolk

20 County Exhibit 61, the descriptions?

21 A ( WITNESS KELLY) Judge Brennar, we only got

22 this yesterday. I believe this was received only

23 yesterday.

24 MB. LANPHERs My question was if they had an

25 opportunity. Maybe they have.

O
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1 JUDGE BRENNER: That is what I was going to
O

.2 say, except I would have said it more moderstely.

3 MR. LANPHER: I am sorry.

%- 4 JIINESS KELLY Not in any grea t detail.
~

5 BY MR. LANPHER: (Resuming)

6 0 From the review you have performed, do you

7 have any reason to disagree with the description

8 portions as relates to the particular audit findings in

9 the quarterly reports? Have you identified any

10 inaccuracies that you believe are material?

11 A (WITNESS ABRINGTON) Mr. Lsnpher, speaking for

12 the field quality control audits, we have not reviewed

13 the description that you have provided us with with

() 14 regard to the observation itself, because we didn't get

15 this until yesterday, late.r -

16 A (WITNES5 KELLY) Likewise, to go through and

17 say specifically that every single figure here and

18 sentence is correct, we haven't had the time to do that

19 in detail to agree.

20 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Mr. Lanpher, if we look at

21 a couple of the specific audit findings you are talking

22 a bo u t , we do have reason to disagree with your

23 construction of the findings. Not that your words are

24 really incorrect, but for example, field audit 654,

25 sudit finding 6.4 -- 4.6, I am sorry, you characterize,

O
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1 sud I beltave we discussed this in the previous{)
2 hearings, that some of the ECDCR's were missing, and

3 what the audit finding really says is that the ECDCR's

4 in this particular case did not were not listed on--

5 the front page of the specification. We discussed

6 this. Ac a matter of fact, in these particular audit
.

7 findings, 4.6 and 4.7,'they were specifically covered in

8 Group A-1. We covered that, the difference in the

9 meaning of the words at that time, but one of the things

10 you asked was, do we have reason to disagree with the

11 characterization.

12 In the case of 4.6 and 4.7 we do disagree with

13 the chsrscterizstion, because the audit findings don't

() 14 say that the ECDCR's were missing. They do say that the

15 ECDCR's were not notei or logged on the specification

16 sheets in the case of 4.6 and that the ECDCR's were not

17 listed on the drawings, written on the drawings in the

18 case of 4.7. The finiin7 was not that the ECDCR's were
,

19 missing. As we said in the past, we believe those

20 ECDCR's were in the hands of the people who needed them

21 to do the work, but that is just a specific response to

22 a question on, is there anything that we would disagree

23 with in this particular piece of paper.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNERs M r. Lanpher, excuse me. Mr.

25 Mus eler, why don't ysu try your mike?

O
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1 (Whereupon, a discussion was held off the

2 record.)

3 BY !R. LANPFER: (Resuming)

4 0 So the record is clear, field audit 654 has

5 previously been marked as Suffolk County Exhibit 57 for
,

6 identification. Do you have a copy of that field audit,

7 Mr. Muselet?

8 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Yes, sir.

9 0 That finding, 4.6, that you were referring to,

10 Mr. Museler, that finding does state that ECDCR's, 39.4

11 percent of the ECDCR's applicable to the Co u rter

12 specificttions and procedures which were reviewed were

,13 missing, correct?

14 A (WITNESS MUSELER) It does. As I said, the

15 finding does use the word missing, and as we discussed

16 several weeks ago, if you read the finding, it says that

17 the copies of the specifications were not prefaced by

18 all their pertinent ECDCB's, and then it goes on to the

19 sta tistics. They were no?. prefaced, so the word missing
.

20 has to be interpreted in the context of the audit

21 finding, which is that they *eere not listed as

22 required.

23 However, the EEDCR's, the documents that were

24 needed to be used in order to perform the work, were not

25 missing, so I assume this is intended to be a summary

O
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1 document, not just -- or a characterization of what the

2 findings mean, whether they are important or not, and in

3 tha t context, the way this is worded, since it leaves

4 out -- the sunnary doesn't describe, as the audit

5 finding does, that what the auditor found was that the

6 specifications were not prefs:ed by their own pertinent

7 ECDCR's. This document just says they were missing.

8 that is an important distinction. It's a

9 distinction between were they listed on the front of the

10 spec or were the ECDCR's not there.

11 0 Mr. Museler, where in 4.6 does it say that

12 they weren't missing?

13 A (WITNESS MUSELER) In 4.6 it doesn't say that

() 14 they were not missing. However, I will ask either Mr.
|

| 15 Kelly or Mr. Arrington to characterize what these audits
|

16 consist of. They checked for all of the attributes of

17 the procedures, which include were they logged, were

18 they there. In the case of specifi=ations, the ECDCR's

19 are supposed to be legged and included in und filed with

20 the specification.

21 (Whereupon, the wJtnesses conferred.)

22 Q I am sorry. I thought Mr. Arrington or Mr.

l 23 Kelly was going to provide information that Mr. Museler
!

3 24 was referencing.
,

I s/
25 (Whereupon, the witnesses conferred.)

O
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r"} 1 Q If that is not the rase, fine.
(/

2 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay. No one lept to your

3 invitation, so why don't you ask another question?

O
4 BY MR. LANPHER: (Resuming)''

5 Q 3entlemen, as I understand why you have not

6 reviewed the specific summary document marked as Suffolk

7 Coanty Exhibit 61, you have had an opportunity to review

8 all of these audits and the specific findings since they

9 vere designated earlier. Would you agree that the EEDCR

10 related problems identified for Courter in late 1977

11 were conidered as significant or serious problems by

12 LILCO management?

13 A (hITNESS SUSELER) dr..Lanpher, I believe ve

( 14 a n s we re d the identical question several' weeks ago, and

15 the answer is, in.the context of the management of the

18 job, we did consider that they were serious problems and
,

17 we took rather extensive measures to correct those

18 problems. In the context of their importance relative

19 to the safety of the plant, wo did not just review the

20 audit findings and take measures to correct the'

21 individual a udit findings, but we did, as we discussed

22 before, look further into the matter to assure ourselves

23 that it was not significant in terms of degrading the

24 safety of the plant.(
25 So, the answer to your question is yes and

(~))%

|
l
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1 no. Yes, we did consider it serious, and we took strong{;
2 sessures to corta:t it. No, we did not consider it

3 serious from the standpoint of the impact on the safety

4 of the plant.

5 0 Gentlemen, the Courter problems which were

6 considered serious were those that were identified

7 initially in field audit 654 in findings 4.6 and 4.7,

8 correct?

9 A (WITNESS KELLY) The sctusi problem, as

10 identified in previous testimony, was first identified

11 in Audit 602 as a problem with the ECDCR , as far as the

12 administrative aspects of it. Some of these further

13 audits just highlighted the particular problem in

() 14 Coarter, but the problem was being worked on.

15 0 M r. Museler, you have indicated that extensive
,

16 action was taken to correct this problem. When was this

17 problem corrected with respect to Courter?

18 A (Whereupon, the witnesses conferred.)

19 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Mr. Lanpher, let me first

20 ack , I believe you are referring to the types of

21 findings as in sudit finding 554, 4.6 and 4.7.

22 0 Yes, sir.

23 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Okay, those audit findings

() 24 go predominantly to the logging on indexes of ECDCR's

25 and on drawings, snd with respect to those situations

O
|
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1 and the with respect to Courter and company, we have

2 also stated earlier in the testimony that we considered

3 that those problais were sidressed and that improvement

4 began in late '77 and early 1978, and I believe I said,

5 that I considered that the problem was_under control at

6 that point, and raschad what I would consider

7 satisfactory status in early 1979.

8 I believe in oar previous testimony we also

9 added that an audit, one sudit in 1981 gave us some

10 cause for concern along the same lines. Ho wever, that

11 turned out to be an isolated incident, as we had

12 expected it was, primarily in one area, and in late

13 1981, and the audits of 1982, the Courter audits on that

() 14 type of a finding we re sa tisf actory.
;

| 15 So the answer to your question, which I

16 believe was, when did we consider that these problems

17 were satisf actorily resolved, we considered that they

18 were brought under control very soon after the auditI

13 findings ir. 654. We believe that they were satisfactory

20 b y ea rly 1979, and have remained generally satisfactory

21 since then, although there have been audit findings

22 which on a specific audit finding basis,were not

23 satisfsetory since then.

24 0 ~entlemen, I would like to turn your attention

25 to the quarterly report to management dated August 20,

O
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1 1979, the first page, last paragraph, that part of
[}

2 Suffolk County Exhibit 63.

3 JUDGE BRENNERs Which one of those again, Mr.

O 4 Lanpher?

5 MR. LANPHER: August 20, 1979.

6 BY MR. LANPHER: (Resuming)

7 0 3entlemen, is it not true that this quarterly

8 report, which refers to field audit 970, which is

9 Exhibit 62 for identifiestion, states that the control

10 of ECDCR's is now generally satisfactory except that

11 Courter an! Company control of those affecting

12 specifications is still only 91 percent effective.

13 Mr. Gerecke, you prepared this, I assume,

() 14 since your name is on the second page. That is what you

15 wrote at that time, correct?

16 A (WITNESS GERECKE) That's correct.

17 0 So is it f air to state that as of the time you

18 prepared this document, Courter control of ECDCR's, at

19 least those ECDCR's affecting specifications, was still

20 not satisfactory in your opinion?

21 ( Whereupon, the witnesses conferred.)

22 A (WITNESS GERECKE) Er. Lanpher, could you

23 repeat the question please?

{ 24 0 At the time that you prepared this document,

25 was it your opinion that the control of ECDCE's by

O
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1

1 Courter and Company, at least those ECDCR's affecting

2 specifications, was not satisfactory?
,

,

3 (Whereupon, the witnesses conferred.) |

O 4 A (WITNES3 GERECKE) I have stated here that the

5 Courter con trol, those ECDCR's affecting specifications

3 is only 91 perc:st complete. By that, I don't mean that

7 the Courter control'of specifications even in that area

8 was considered as unsstisf actory. In this program, I

9 think, as we have mentioned earlier, the audit program

10 looks to get it 100 percent complete or 100 percent

11 effective, even though we knod it would never -- likely

12 never reach 100 percent, but I don't consider that the

13 control was in this area basically unsatisf actory. It

() 14 wasn't up to 100 percent. It wasn't what we would like

15 to see it, but it was eff ective, 91 percent effective.

16 0 Then what does this sentence mean? I don't

17 understand the sentence, sir. You stated that control

18 of EEDCR's was generslly -- had been identified as being

19 unsatisf actory in earlier audits, but it was nov

20 gene rally sa tisf actory "except that Courter and Company"

21 and then it proceeds. Wasn't it your opinion at that

22 time that Courter and Company control of ECDCR's

23 if f ecting specift:stions was unsatisfsetory?

} 24 A (WITNESS KELLY) I think it would be --

25 0 I would like to have the question initially

O
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1 answered by the witness to whom I asked the question.
)

2 JUDGE BRENNERa Yes, I think that is fair in

3 this context.

O/ 4 WITNESS GERECKE4 I think the Courter control

5 of ECDCR's affecting specifications we still did

6 consider unsatisfactory from a management standpoint, or

7 from a quality assurance stanipoint, because quality

8 assurance, as I indicated, in quality assurance we

9 strive for perfection, although we realize tha t we

10 cannot get there. It was not unsatisfactory in the

11 sense of any impact that this lack of control would have

12 on the integrity of the plant, the integrity of the

13 design or the safety of the plant.

() 14 WITNESS KELLYa Can I add to that now? Okay,;

15 the 91 percent was only an indication that we wanted

16 additional improvement. In the specific audit it is

17 looked at as a very small number of specifications. In

18 f act, in one case it was a specification that dealt with

19 structural steel which the individual did not need and
|

20 returned to document control. It was a case of another

21 specification that they had two copies, they did not

22 need two copies, they sent one back to document control
|

23 so that they did not have to maintain that. i

!

(} 24 So, again, we said before, you can't just look |

25 a t numbers, especially when you are talking about a very

O
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rg 1 samil simpla, without looking at the specific documents
V

2 that were being held. You are talking about in one case

3 this is a specification the individual did not even need

O 4 to have in order to perform his work. In another case,

5 two specifications where they only needed one. He sent

6 one back to document control.

7 BY MR. LANPHER: (Resuming)

8 Q Mr. Gerecke, when you prepare quirtarly

9 reports to management, you do not discuss in your cover

10 memorandum all the audits that have taken place during

11 the previous quarter. Is that correct?

12 A (WITNESS GERECKE) That is correct.
u

13 Q In fact, you only discuss those audit findings

() 14 that are of such significance as to warrant management

15 attention, correct?

16 A (WITNESS SERECKE) That is generally correct.

17 The items discussed in the quarterly reports are those

18 f rom all of the audit findings, all the audit results

19 during that quarter we want to highlight for management

; 20 attention.

21 0 So is it fair to conclude that you wanted to

| 22 highlight this matter to management's attention as of

23 A ug ust 20, 1979?

(} 24 A (WIINESS OERECKE) We had been reporting on

25 the results of the audits in the ECDCR area for a number

O
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1 of quarters prior to this. We did not consider that it

2 was from the quality assurance standpoint totally closed

3 out yet. So what we are really doing is reporting the

O 4 status of this area during -- in this quarterly report.

5 A (WIINESS KELLY) I would also like to add that

6 I think it is necessary to understand the quarterly

7 reports as they relate to the field auditing program. I

8 don't believe the Board was given the attachments to

9 those memos, but in the Hicksville area, the Quality

10 Systems Division, the attachment details the findings as

11 part of the attachments. Because in my program we do

12 during a quartor typically, say, 45 audits, we do not

13 put that type of an attachment into strictly a listing
.

() 14 of the addit, the subject, and the number of findings,

| 15 so an attempt to 13 in this cover sheat is to just

16 hightlight those of interest to the management rather

17 than listing, you know, findings for 45 audits.

, 18 I think that needs to be pointed out.
|

! 19 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Mr. Lanpher, that report is
|

20 given to our upper management because it does contain

21 the things that the quality assurance department feels

22 they should know about, and in respect to this ongoing

23 addressing of the ECDCR's, especially in the Courter

24 area, the nature of that report in that particular a rea ,{}
25 while it does say that the ECDCR's in the specification

O
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1 area are 91 percent and quality assurance would like
,

2 them to be higher, and so would the rest of us, the

3 basic thing that sudit report -- excuse me, that

O
4 quarterly report says is that the situation'lfad improved

5 to a large degree, and that while there was still more

6 work to be done in the judgment of quality assurance,

7 with which I concar, in the specification ares, that the

8 problem was being addressed and was being successfully
i

9 solved.

10 So, it das something Juality assurance wanted

| 11 management to know about, and it wanted them to know two

12 things. It wanted them t,o know, Number One, that the
13 problem was being taken care.of, and that they were

14 making substantial progress on it, and Number Two, that

15 they hadn't closed it out, thst they still thought that

16 there was core to be done in that one specific area.

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
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1 Q And with respect to quarterly ECDCR problems,

2 they startad prior to November 1977. In fset, I

3 believe, Mr. Kelly, you stated in field audit 602 and as

4 of August 1979 the Courter-related ECDCR problems still

5 had not been completely closed out.

6 A (WITNESS KELLY) If you mean, had they reached

7 the point 4here every single ECDCR, every single item

8 that we checked was not there, if you consider that a

9 problem, I will agree that's a problem. In my opinion

10 thst's not a problem, and you have to look at the scope

11 of what we're talking about. And we sre looking at, as

12 you have Isid out, an increasing gain towards

13 perfection.

() 14 0 As of August 1979, however, there were still'

i
15 some unsatisf s etory aspects of Courter's control of

16 E CDCR 's, correct?

17 A (WIINES3 KELLY) From a purely siministra tive

18 standpoint. And as I characterized those specific

19 specifications that we are ref arring to, they had no

20 adverse ef f ect on the plant.

| 21 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Lanpher, we will break

22 whenever it's convenient for you.

23 MR. LANPHER: I could break now. I would be

24 happy to go for another 15 or 20 minutes siso.
{}

25 JUDGE BRENNER: No, let's break now.

O
|
|
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1 I don't know what your situation will be in

2 terms of time, but since you always have things to do

3 besides eat we'll generally give you an hour and 15

4 minutes. Let us know if you think that should be

5 adjusted either way. And unless you tell us we will

6 stay with that.

7 So we vill be back at 2a00 o' clock.

8 (Whereupon, at 12: 40 p.m., the hearing in the

1 9 above-entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene at 2:00

10 o ' clock p.m . , the same day.)

11
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1 AFTERNOON' SESSION{}
2 (2s00 p.m.)

3 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We're going to

)
4 continue cross-examination by the County of the LILCO

5 witnesses. -

6 MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, there are some

7 people missin7 I will start or not.

8 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, I know that a

9 couple of then took the stairs. I hope they got off at
,

10 the right floor, but they will be here very quickly. I

11 apologize. We are mindful of your requirement to be

12 titely and will do better.

13 (Pauce.)

() 14 JUDGE BRENNERa All right, let ''a proceed now.
,

|
15 Whereupon,'

16 WILLIAM J. MUSELER

17 T. TRACY ARRINGTON

18 JOSEPH M. KELLY

.
19 WILLIAM M. EIFERT

|

| 20 AETHUR R. MULLER

*

21 FREDERICK B. BALDWIN

22 I. FRANK GERECKE

23 DONALD G. LONG,

() 24 recalled is witnesses, having previously been duly sworn

25 by the Chairman, were examined and testified further as

O
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(}
1 follows

2 CROSS-EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. LANPHER40
4 0 3r. Museler, let me follow up on one thing

5 from this morning. So I understand the missing

6 documents references that we have made in field audit
7 654, when an ECDCR is listed as missino it's your

8 testimony 5at in fset that is a logging problem, in the

9 sense that, a. it pertains to drawings the ECDCR number

10 hss not been . written on the drawing; is that correct?

11 That's what is meant by missing?

12 A (WITNESS MUSELER) No, Mr. Lanpher, my

13 statement was not meant to mesn that whenever the word

() 14 " missing" is used it doesn' t mean' aissing. I was

| 15 ref erring to the specift: sudit obserystion we were

16 talking about, which was 654, where in that porticular

17 instance the EEDCR 's were not pref aced, and in that

18 context my understanding of the audit process, what the
r

i 19 auditors are told to look a t -- in that context, it
'

| 20 doesn ' t mean that they were physically missin7

21 Ihere are -- and I believe we have discussed
22 them in the past. There a re instances when ECDCR's may

23 have been missing, but that audit observation does not

(} 24 indicate that. Does that make it clear?

,

25 0 Well, looking at field audit 718, which is
!
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1 Exhibit 58, and finding 4.3, sir, there 23 ECDCR's were
)

2 specified to be missing. Is it your understanding that

3 those ECDCR's were missing?

O 4 (Panel af witnesses conferring.)

5 A (WITNESS MUSELER) That's 4.3, right, Mr.

6 Lanpher?

7 0 Yes, sit.

8 A (WITNESS MUSELER) This audit observation does

9 refer to the fact that the ECDCR's were missing

10 themselves. This does not this is not the same case--

11 as 4.6, which indicated that they were prefaced -- that

12 they were not prefaced properly.

13 0 I apologize. Let 's go back to 654 for one

() 14 soment, the 4.7, observation 4.7, where ECDCR's are,

15 listed as being missing. I believe 34 ECDCR's were

16 listed as missing.

17 Does this sort of speak to a logging problem,

18 or are these ECDCR's actually missing? This is

19 observation 4.7.

20 (Panel of witnesses conferring.)

21 A (WITNESS MUSELER) No, Mr. Lanpher, 4.1 refers

! 22 to a logging discrepancy there. The requirement is that,

23 the ECDCR's be written on the drawings themselves. They

[}
24 are not filed with the drawings. So it just means that

25 all the ECDCR's were not logged on the drawings. And as
.

I
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1 we indicated in previous testimony, that did not mean{}
2 that the people who were performing the work in the

3 field did not have the ECDCR's. It meant that the

O 4 procedural requirement that all the copies, whether in
i

5 the office or in the field, have all ECDCR's listed on

6 them was not being adhered to in all cases.

7 Q Mr. Museler, turning back now to field audit

8 718, Exhibit 58, Suffolk County Exhibit 56, finding 4.4

9 -- and this pertains to drawings, and it states that 26

10 ECDC -- 100 ECDCR's were missing. Now, is this a

11 logging problem, since it was pertsining to drawings?

12 A (WITNES3 MUSELER) This is the same

13 requirement that we just discussed, that the drawings

() 14 mra required to have the ECDCR numbers written on the

15 dra wings. It does not refer to the absence of the

16 ECDCR's in the work area.

17 0 Mr. Arrington, I would like to turn your

18 attention to field quality control audit 26, finding

19 L.3, an d I believa it states, paraphrasing, that four of

20 the applicable control drawings do not include the ECDCR

21 number as required by proceduress is that correct?

22 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) This is under item A?

23 This is in four parts. B? Are you on B?

(} 24 0 Yes, sir.

I 25 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) I'm sorry. Would you

| (~)i
i

!
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1 repeat your question?

2 0 Is this another example where, similar to the

3 previous oaes that I was talking about with Mr. Museler,

O 4 where ECDCR numbers are not being logged on the drawings

] 5 as required by procedures?

6 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) I'm not sure if this is

7 the same case. I think any time you have an ECDCR that

8 is not listed on a drawing you could'say that it's the

9 same. I draw a distinct difference here because of this

to being in a different area entirely.

11 This pseticalar area was an offi:e area that
,

12 was not maintaining the ECDCR numbers on their black on

| 13 white drawings. Subsequent to the audit itself, this

() 14 area went to black on pink drawings, which are

15 informational drawings only.

16 Q Mr. Arrington, this audit finding pertains to

17 Couter 't Company correct?

18 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) Yes, it did.
,

|

| 19 Q Mr. Museler -- well, not necessarily you, Mr.

20 Museler. Anyone on the panel, turning your attention to

21 field audit 842, which is Exhibit 59 for identification,
1

22 finding 4.1, the first part of that finding indicates --

23 and this relates to specifications -- that 53 ECDCR's

24 were missing; is that correct?
}

I 25 (Panel of witnesses conferring.)
!

()
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r~s 1 Q Mr. Museler, my question only asked you tod
2 confirm that that's what the audit finding indicates.

3 A (WITNESS MUSELER) That's what we're trying to

O 4 do, Mr. Lanpher. We don't wa n t to, you know, ont tied

5 up in the previous problem we had as to whether it means

6 ECDCR's are really missing or not logged. That's why

7 we're taking a minute.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay. That's where we're

9 going to get into trouble. The question is more simple

10 than that. He wants to know if the document says that.

11 WITNESS MUSELER: Judge Brenner, the document

12 previously, the one where we said that the ECDCR's --
,

!

| 13 the one that indicated ECDCR's that were supposed to be

() 14 prefaced, those ECDCR's were missing and the audit

'

15 finding did say that.

16 JUDGE BRENNERa I will repeat, his question is

17 very simple. He wants to know if the document says
1

18 that. It's wha t is known as a foundation question.

19 Then he will ask the other questions he wants to ask.

20 WITNESS MUSELERs The audit finding reads,

21 11.3 percent were missing, yes, sir.

22 BY MR. LA:iPHERa (Resuming)

23 0 That was not my question. My question was,

(} 24 with respect to Courter & Company, am I correct that the

25 audit finding 4.1 with respect to specifications

()
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1 indicates that 53 ECDCE's were missing?

O
2 (Panel of witnesses conferring.)

3 A (WITNCSS MUSELER) Of the specifications

4 checked in that audit, it is correct tha t 11.3 percent

5 were missing from the specifica tion files, 11.3 percent

6 of the applicable ECDCR's.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: Just look at Courter, Mr.

8 Museler. He's asking about Courter's record. In fact,
i

9 in asking you to respond simply and directly, on the

10 other hand I don't want you to miss something. There's

11 a table on the first page and a table on the second

12 page, and you might have some explanation, given the two

13 tables.
,

() 1d But he's asking you solely what the document

15 says about the number of Courter ECDCR's stated to be

16 missing by the document.
.

17 MR. LANPHER: And related to specifications.

18 WITNESS MUSELER: Yes, that information for

l
| 19 Courter is correct. That number of ECDCR's was
|

! 20 mis sing .

| 21 BY MR. LANPHER: (Resuming)

22 0 We are hsving trouble communicating, but we

i 23 will work it out, I'm sure.

24 Mow, do you understand that to mean that they

25 were physically alssing, these ECDCR's, in this

O
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{} 1 instance?

2 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Yes, sir.

3 0 okay, so this is not a logging problem; this

O
4 is similar to the other problem of physically not where

f they were supposed to be?

6 A (WITNESS MUSELER) It indicates that the

7 ECDCR's were supposed to be filed with the

8 specifications. They were not being filed with the

9 specifiestions. Thit is not to say that those ECDCR's

10 were not available in those areas, but they were not

11 being filal wi th the specifications, as called for in

12 procedures.

13 0 Tu rning your attention to the top of page 2 of

() 14 field audit 842, the same audit finding 4.1 pertains to

15 drawings in this instance, and it indicates that ten

16 ECDCR 's were missing. Is this a logging problem or is

17 this a missing document problem?

| 18 (Panel of witnesses conferring.)
|

19 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Mr. Lanpher, that finding

20 on ' the top of page 2 refers to the notation of the

21 ECDCR's on the actual drawings themselves. So it does

22 not refer to the ECDCR's being physically absent.

23 Q Would you agree, Mr. Museler, that this is

(}
24 simils t to the logging problem noted in finding 4.7 of

25 field audit 654?

<

!

|
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1 A (WITNESS MUSELER) It is the same type of

2 administrative problem, yes, sir.

3 0 Gentlemen, I would like to turn your attention

O 4 now to field quality control audit 34 and finding N.1.

5 Part A of that finding I would like to direc,t your

6 attention to first. First, finding N.1 applies to

7 Courter C Company, correct?

8 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) That's correct.

9 0 Knd at finding A it is noted, is it not, that

to in the turbine, welding, yard, reactor and SQA areas

11 they were not logging ELDCR 's that pertained to

12 specifications ?

13 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) That is correct. The

() 14 specs that were listed there were for information only.

15 The area supervisors used drawings for their work and

16 not the specs. But tha t is true , they were not logging

17 the ECDCR's on the drawings -- on the spec, I'm sorry.

18 They were listed on the drawings, and that is a document
,

19 tha t the area supervisor would use to install the

20 components.

21 0 The Courter quality assurance procedures

22 require that the ECDCR 's pertaining to specs be logged,

23 correct?

24 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) That is true. But as I

25 indicated, these specs that were listed were issued to

O
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1 the area supervisor, were used for information and not

2 for the erection of the components they were responsible
.

3 f or. The Courter supervisors work with the drawings and

4 not the specifications.

5 Q I'm sorry, I missed that last statement of

6 yours.

7 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) The area supervisors

8 would use the drawings to perform their work assignments

9 as opposed to the specifications. The drawings would

10 have the dimensions and the specifics that they would

11 ne3d in orter to install the pipe or pipe supports, and

12 not the specifications.

13 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Or the ECDCR's would have

i () 14 the appropriate erection information on them. I f' a

15 drawing is affected by an ECDCR, the ECDCR becomes the

16 governing document, and tha t's why we have said that the

17 important ites in this discussion is whether or not the

18 ECDCR's were reaching the people who were actually

19 performing the work in the field.

20 And our record on that I believe shows that|

|

|

21 they were usino the proper documents, and that is the

22 bot tom lin e, so to speak, that the plaat was being built

|
23 using the drawings if the drawings were the applicable

24 document, or the ECDCR's if the drawings were being

25 changed as a result of the issuance of those ECDCR's.
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1 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) And that process is

2 verified with the inspection.

3 0 I'd like to turn your attention now to field

O 4 quality control audit 38, page 2 initially.

5 A (WITNESS A RRINGTON) ~ Excuse me, Mr. Lanpher.

6 Which observation are you referring to?

7 Q I'm sorry.
1

8 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) Observation 1.2?

9 0 Well, first on page 2 you should look at both,

10 item B a t the top which sta tes the ECDCR's are not

11 always properly logged and filed in accordance with

12 Courter C Company procedural requirements. That makes a

13 ref erence to observa tion 1.2.

A
, (_) 14 Am I correct, sir, that this problem -- and I
l

| 15 think Mr. Baldwin may have mentioned this earlier --
|

16 this was a problem which included the fact that the
.

17 ECDCR's were not being physically filed with the

18 specification, but were rather being put in file

- 19 cabinets and boxes and in the general files along with

20 other ECDCR 's?

21 A (WITNESS BALDWIN) Mr. Linpher, I believe tha t
1

22 was my statement this morning.

23 Q Gentlemen, turning to the last portion or one

24 of the last portions of audit observation 1.2, it
(}

25 states: "It should be noted that the individuals

O
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1 contacted at both the above areas" -- and these were

2 areas where Courter was working "were not totally--

3 knowledgeable about the QAP-4.2 requirements regarding

4 logging of ECDCR's."

5 Is that your understanding? By that I mean,

6 is it your understanding that the Courter personnel who

7 vere contacted did not fully understand the requirements

8 for logging?

9 A (WITNESS BALDWIN) It's not my understanding,

10 sir. It's apparently the judgment of the a uditor

11 through some type of a conversation with people who made

12 an observation such as that. I can ' t tell whether that

13 is totally accurate or not.

() 14 0 Do you have any reason to disagree with it,

15 Mr. Baldwin?

16 A (WI! NESS BALDWIN) No.

17 A (WITNLSS MUSELER) Mr. Lanpher, the comment

18 there, since I am somewhat familiar with that particular

19 audit , refers to -- does not refer to A. It refers to

20 B . It refers to the area document control log, which is

21 a redundant loaging system that the areas who distribute

22 documents within their own organization have to maintain

23 over and above the weekly update of the master EEDCR log

24 and the monthly issue of the ECDCR log, which is the

25 :ontrollin7 document.

OO
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1 The comment refers to the proper maintenance

2 of that pseticulse reiunisnt logging requirement, and it

3 is true tha t the particular people in this area were not

4 as familiar with that requirement as they should have

5 been. And that's primarily why those ares logs were not

6 being maintained.

7 The master log is una ffected by this

8 particular probles. And I forget the time period of

9 this particular one. This is 38, so it is late in the

10 game.

11 I believe we indicated in our previous

12 testimony that the keeping on top of these

13 administrative requirements is 'an ongoing process that

() 14 we've been on top of since the problems were first

15 identified early in the game, and the turnover -- this

16 particular problem occurs as a result of turnover of

17 personnel and bringing certain new people up to speed.

18 It did indicate that those particular clerical

19 personnel were not aware of those requirements to the

20 extent they should have been. That problem was

21 rectified. And once again, the overall impact of the

22 f act that sn sees wss not maintained is not relevant to
:

23 the adequacy of the ECDCR use or the ECDCR program with

24 respect to the construction of 'the plant.O|

25 0 Mr. Museler, is the basis for that last

I

i

!
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1 conclusion Suffolk County Exhibit 60, which is the

2 sample inspection of program-related ECDCR's, which we

3 discussed at the earlier hearing in mid-September?

O\ 4 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Not really, Mr. Lanpher.

5 That and some other thinos are the basis of some

6 constants in what I said, but primarily the reason we

7 state that rather emphatically is that the overall

8 process with which the plant gets built and with which a

9 number of as are very familiar has indicated since the

10 construction permit was issued that the people in the

11 field are utilizing the proper documents to build the

12 plant, and that these types of problems in the

13 administrative control of ECDCR's which we have been

() 14 discussing, while they do occur and they occur more than

15 ve would like them to occur, occur in what I will

16 characterize as the in-process portion of the

17 construction of the plant.

18 The final -- both in-process inspections by

i 19 the quality assurance group, ss well as final
i

| 20 inspections by both the construction and the quality

l
21 assurance groups, have not shown that the plant was not

22 constructed in accordance with the ECDCR's. There are

23 44,000 ECDCR's, not all but most of which aff ect some

24 physical portion of the plant, and all of which are

25 utilized by the various inspection groups when they

|

| ($)
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1 perform their final inspections on the components, and

2 they are then looked at again by the startup personnel

3 when they take responsibility for the systems.

4 It is that process thst I'm hanging my hat on,

5 so to speak, that indicates to me that the plant was

8 built in accordance with those ECDCR's. Whether they

7 were logged on the drawing or not, they were used to

8 build the plan t. And that is with respect to all of the

9 ECDCR's, because that's the process of final inspection,

10 be it by QA or by construction personnel.

11 The fset that we might have looked at a sample

12 o f 100 or 200 some time during the building of the
9

13 plant, it says sosething. But it's the overall process

() 14 that checks exsetly whether or not this kind of a

| 15 document logging discrepancy does impact the final
|

16 product.'

17 What I'm saying is that, our eyes having seen

18 what comes out the other end in a final inspection

19 process, it is not shown that these types .f -

20 deficiencies h' ave resulted in any impact on the plant.

21 So that's the basis of it, not any specific audit of 100

22 or 50 or whatever.

23 But they are all looked at at the end, and
I

24 sometimes in sevatal redundant manne rs, and it has not
}

25 shown that that is a problem.

O
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1 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) Mr. Lnnpher, I would like-

2 to add that field quality control, the Stone & Webster

3 field quality control division, to date has performed

4 some three-quarters of a million inspections. So we do

5 have a pretty good feel for the implementation of the

6 ECDCR system.

7 And we have gotten very few isolated cases

8 where all of the requirements of the ECDCR was

'9 incorporated into the permanent plant installation. I

10 emphasize the fact that they were isolated. I don't

11 know of any case that comes to aind where an ECDCR war,

12 not incorporated into the plant.

13 There are cases, isolated, that it was not

() 14 completely or properly incorporated, meaning that there
|

15 was some deviation in the field. But we've got

16 three-quarters of a million inspections out there and we

17 have some confidence that this process is working.

18 There are an awful lot of people out there that are on

19 distribution for specifications and drawings that are
l

20 simply there for information only, and these are the

21 people that are audited as well as the people that are

! 22 required to have these.
1

23 And I think that both the quality assurance

24 or7anizations and the construction management would be{)
25 concerned if we had the people that were responsible for

!
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1 these documents that were not implementing them properly

2 in the field. An awful lot of the people that we have

3 discussed here by organizations are office personnel,

4 people that are keeping track of various things, for

5 reasons that I'm not sure of in some cases why they have

6 ECDCR's or specifications or drawings.

7 We indicated earlier that one contractor

8 returned 22 copies of specifications that he had, which

9 proves that in an awful lot of cases they have documents

10 that they really don't need. And when you pin them down

11 to incorporate thase ECDCR's on the documents, they send

12 them back and tell you that they don't need them any

13 longer. .
,

14 So we do have a good feel for the

15 implementation portion of this, with that n any

16 inspections.

17 0 Er. Arrington, Courter had its own 0A

18 personnel, correct ?

19 A (WIINE55 ARRIN3T3N) From Jsnuary of '78 on,
,

20 yes.

21

22

23

! 25 -

O
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1 0 sc Stone and Webster field quality control

2 doald review the Courter work on in sudit basis, is that

3 correct? -

4 A (WITNESS ABRINGTON) We review Courter 's work

5 on a surveillance inspection and in process and we do a

6 final 100 percent documentation review of all ECDCRs,

7 drawings and specifications that tha t work was installed

8 under. So it is several layers of inspections that are

9 performed. A document review - a 100 percent document

10 review of all Courter SQA's documentation is reviewed by

11 Stone and Webster field quality control, as well as the

12 authorized nuclest inspector. He reviews it as well.

13 There are several layers of review there.

() 14 0 You 3113 you looked at the documentation. You

i 15 sean you are looking at the paper or are you looking at
|

16 the as-built plant or what?

17 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) We look at both. We look

18 a t the documentation as it is sent over by Courter as

19 the areas are completed by, say, a hydro. After a hydro

20 is perf ormed, we do a review of all of the documentation

21 for that particular area that sought pressure.*

I

22 We also do a finsi documentation review at

,

23 system certification. We also do an as-built walkdown
,

24 of all code Class 1, 2 and 3 systems that's installed by

25 Courter. That's an independent review, so there are

O
i
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1 several layers of inspections and verifications that is

2 performed by field quality control.

3 A (WITNESS KELLY) In addition to that, the
,

4 sd11tional layer of the LILCO QA program, as far as

5 performing surveillances and audits of the Courter

6 organization, including documentation of the physical

7 plant, is performed.

8 (Pause.)

9 Q Mr. Arrin7 ton, when we were discussing field

10 quality control audit 34, I believe you made a

11 sta temen t -- and crrrect me if I'm wrong -- that the

12 items were corrected. If you turn your attention to

13 field quality control audit 35, attachment 2 and

() 14 observation 2.4, isn't it true that this is an instance

15 where Stone and Webster FCC cited Courter f or f ailing to

18 take proper corrective or satisf actory corrective

17 action, that this relates to audit 34's findings?

18 A (WITNESS ARBINGTON) Give me a second. I

19 think you asked a question on item B in 34, wasn't that

20 true?

21 0 Yes.
|

22 A (WITNESS ABRINGTON) And that was the black on

| 23 white drawings and I indicated tha t they had, subsequent
|

24 to the suilt, they had received black on pink drawings,

! 25 which are information-only drawings.

O
|
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1 Q Okay. Well, I must have misunderstood. WereO
2 the remaining observations of audit 34 properly

3 corrected, or am I correct that in the subsequent audit,

4 field quality control audit 35, it was found that proper

5 corrective action had not been taken by Courter?

6 JUDGE'BRENNERs Mr. Lanpher, I lost you. Are

7 you asking about everything else in all of 34, or just

8 everything else in attachment F in 34, or just the ones

9 you asked about, because your question is rather

10 open-ended as to the others, quote, unquote.

11 MR. LANPHER: Let me start over. It would

12 easier. I'm sorry.

13 BY MR. LANPHER: (Resuming)

() 14 0 Mr. Arrington, turning your attention to field

15 quality control sudit 35, observation 2.4, am I corrs7t

16 tha t this is an instance where Stone and Webster F0c
17 f ound that Courter had not performed satisfactory

18 corrective action to alleviate certain of the problems

19 that had been identified in field quality control audit

20 34?

l 21 (Witnesses conferring.)
1

22 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) Would you give me a

23 second to read this? I don't recall being asked a

24 question about 34 for that particular item. That's why

25 I'm nqt familiar dith it when I was talking about the

A
()
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1 black on pink drawing. I think I was talking about

2 different audit entirely. Just give me a couple of

3 minutes.

'

4 0 If I can maybe help focus your attention, in

5 audit 34 I believe there are findings related to the
r

6 logging of ECDCRs. I'd like you to confirm whether that

7 is one of the problems that was not corrected and

8 subsequently is noted in august.35.

9 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) Sure. Give me a minute.

10 (Witnesses confarring.)

11 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) Mr. Lanpher, this is

12 indicating that the corrective action was not complete,

13 that the area document logs were not updated in

() 14 accordance with the procedures. They were using,

| 15 according to this statement here, they were using the

16 weekly EEDCB summary instead o,f the daily EEDCRs that

17 vere received, which means that each week you get a

18 summary of ECDCRs that were processed in a given week.

19 The requirement is that you post the EEDCRs as

20 they come in. So apparently this individual here, as

21 opposed to doing it on a daily basis, it was being done

22 on a weekly basis. So at the most it would be one week

23 old that this ECDCR would not be posted on the spec or

24 d ra wing .

25 0 But the same problem continued to persist

O
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1 approximately three months after the previous audit

2 findina, correct?

3 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) This particular item did

O 4 reoccur. It was not closed out on that particular

5 audit, but I just tried to explain what the situation

6 was with the area people. They were listing ECDCRs with

7 the weekly logs as opposed to the daily ECDCRs that vera

8 being submitted to them.

9 MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, I would like to

10 nove the admission of certain sudit findings and this

11 seems as good a time as any to see if this process is

12 going to work.

13 Turning to Exhibit 51, which is the Courter

() 14 ECDCR deficiency summary, there are particular audits

15 and audit findings which are noted. The first one is

16 field audit 654, whi:n is Suffolk County Exhibit 57 for

17 identification, and two findings are noted -- 4.6 and

18 4.7. I would like to move their admission.

19 My proposal is to continue down this list and

20 nove in those portions of the documents which are noted

21 here, and I sa not intending to pursua audit-by-audit *

22 questioning or qusrterly report-by-quarterly report

23 questioning, be:suse I don't think it's necessary for

24 the purposes that I am pursuing here.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me make sure I understand

|

!
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1 what is encompassed in your request. It is all the

2 findings listed in Suffolk County Exhibit 61 -- just the

3 findings. We are only using 51 as an index. We are not

4 moving any part of 61 itself into evidence?

5 MR. LANPHER Tha t's absolutely correct,

8 although I think it might be useful since we have

7 referenced it to bind it in. Perhaps it is fairly

8 short, but that certainly would not be in evidence. It

9 is to make it clear those findings that we want to come

10 into evidence and slso the title of the document, and

J1 that.

12 But in terms of, for instance, audit 654, at

13 this point I'm not moving finding 4.1 or 4.2 in. It's

() 14 just 4.6 and 4.7.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: Is it correct that all of

18 these source documents listed in Exhibit 61 have been

17 otherwise identified by an Exhibit number?

18 MR. LANPHER4 Well, let me -- yes. Field

19 audit 654 is Suffolk County Exhibit 57. Field audit

20 71-A is Suffolk County Exhibit 58. The quarterly report

| 21 for May 1978 is pirt of Suffolk County Exhibit 63. All

22 the field quality control audits are part of Suffolk

23 Coanty Exhlbit 56. I think that covers the universe, so

24 to spesk.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, not quite.

| (
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1 MR. LANPHER: Going to page 2, the next

2 quarteely report is pa rt of 63. The quarterly report

'

3 for 11/3/78 is part of Exhibit 63. Field audit 842 is
n

4 Suffolk County Exhibit 59. The quarterly report dated

5 1/29/79 is part of Exhibit 63. The quarterly report for
.

6 4/16/79 is part of Exhibit 63. Field audit 970 was

7 marked as Exhibit 62.

8 Quarterly report for 8/20/79 is part of

9 Exhibit 63. And field quality control audits 34, 35,

10 and 38 are all part of Exhibit 56.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay. Any objections?

12 3R. ELLI5: Yes, sir. I think I have - .I

13 need to understand, I think, more clearly what we are,

() 14 about here. I don't know whether he's examined on all

15 of these and I take it -- am I correct that there hasn't

16 been examiastion on all of these and is there

17 contemplated to be examination on all of these?

18 If what we are doing is simply putting in all

19 the findings and then it is -- then we must go through

20 audit finding-by-audit finding, I think we need to be on

21 notice of that. And also I think we night as well face
,

!
I 22 directly this. question of significance, and I think we

23 should do it directly.

24 We've had some testimony today just a few

|
25 minutes ago about logging requirements, the fact th a t

[
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,

1 logging require ents were not met in certain instances.

2 JUDGE BREhNtBs Let me cay something and see

3 if this affects your position or at least addresses it,

4 even it is doesn't affect your position. I don 't know,

5 if he has arsmined on all of these or not. I hope it is

6 the case that he hasn't because that would be the

7 primary -- one of the primary purposes in moving them in.

8 We could sit here and have him ask Mr., Museler

9 whether the audit says this and then after we beat

10 around the bush for three or four questions as to

11 whether it says that, we vill then get yes, it says

12 t h s t . That's what I want to accomplish by having these

13 items moved in, and in terms of your notice, that is
I

() 14 your notice.

I 15 If he is moving them in, he thinks now that he

16 is going to use them for some hot stuff in his findings

17 soseday ba:suse we sta not moving in all the audits and

18 if he made a request to simply move them all in, that

19 would be denied. But it seems to me the logical outcome
;

i

20 of not allowing him to do this would be to go back to
I
i

21 question and answer and question and answer about each

22 of these nadit findings.
(

23 Now the shoe is on the other foot if they are
:

l 24 moved in. If you don't think they are significant, you

25 can come back and we will allow you to ask redirect

|

|
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- 1 about it. Just because he did not orally cross examine

2 would not preclude you from asking redirect in the sense,

3 that we would view moving particular audit findings into

4 evidence as being a ruh9titute f or having a sked about

5 them.
.

6 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, I don't think the

7 shoe is on the other foot because to follow this to the
8 extreme, then all he would have to do is simply move

9 into evidence all of the findings he intends to offer
.

10 and not do anything further.

11 My objection is going to go to the
.

12 significance of these. His contention -- the contention

13 of the County -- is that there has been a pattern of QA

() 14 breakdowns. I believe that they ought to be required to

15 show that they are QA breakdown, not that there has been

16 a number of logging deficiencies or something else. I
.

17 can see that --

18 I don't want to annoy the Board, bu't I do feel

19 strongly about this and I do want to be hea rd .

20 JUDGE BRENNER: We've been annoyed in this

21 proceeding by everybody. That's all right -- and vice

22 versa, as Judge Carpenter points out. So you feel free

23 to annoy U+ Y a ce will feel free to annoy you.

f"3 24 * ELLISs Well, I would rather have it so we
GI

.

25 don 't do it to as;h other, if I can, and you would

O
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- 1 prefer I not continue and I won't.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: No. I will let you continue,

3 but I'm having trouble understanding significance as a

4 basis for not admitting something in to evidence.

5 3R. ELLIS: Because it makes it irrelevant to

6 the contention sni it makes it not material. Relevancy

7 and materiality are certainly aspects of admissibility

8 and are aspects of admissibility that are to be weighed

9 by the Board.

10 Suppose there are 20 findings on logging

11 discrepsn:ies or 20 findings or maybe 100 findings that

12 the weekly log was maintairci but that the daily log
|

13 wasn ' t . The question arises, so what. Is that a

() 14 situation that leads to the relief sought by the County
,

15 in this contention? We submit not. We don 't think

16 that's relavsnt at 111.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: You are way ahead of the stage

18 at which wa sre st. I believa you are at the findings

19 stage. The items are relevant in terms of being audit

20 findings showing -- and I don't want to use the word in

21 s technical sense -- but their failure to fully meet

22 some standa rds. You can argue later whether that's a

23 deviation -- an important deviation -- whethat the

24 s ta nd a rd is a self-imposed standard or a requirement of

25 th e reg uls tion s.

|
<
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{) But there's something that the auditor at the1

2 time of the audit thought it was noteworthy in the most

3 literal sense of the term " noteworthy" as he noted

O
4 them. They are material at this stage of the proceeding

5 in the brani sensa of the term "ma te ria l ", in the sense.

6 that the County has now given us the roadmap, if you

7 will, that we have asked for many, many weeks ago as to

8 the connection between these findings. We have them on

9 one list.

10 You can look at the listing in Exhibit 61 and

11 just frasi the description see the connection that the

12 County assert's. Now the actual audit finding may be
o

13 something other than either what the "ounty asserts or -

/~%
~

(_) 14 what the literal language used by the auditor was,

| 15 because at the time he was writing he wasn' t thinking

16 about all these other things.
.

17 But that doesn't make it immaterial in the

18 admissibility sense, just as if you had objected to all

19 his questions as to all these audit findings on the

20 grounds of materiality, you would not have succeeded

21 generally in such an objection.

22 But I would rather just get the findings in

23 and have them addressed on redirect, if necessary. He's

(} 24 gotten enough of this ECDCR area where I would be

! 25 inclined to let it in for the reasons I have indicated.
I

O
,
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g-) I'll talk to the other Board members. This is to be1

V
2 distinguished from the other end of the spectrum as to

3 where we usuld simply get all the audit findings that
Os
\/ 4 are listed in the Cconty attachments and he would say

5 nove them into evidence, and that's tha en2 of it.

6 Just in terms of managing the proceeding, we

7 would not permit that because then we are not focused on

8 where the case is going and what is being done, and much

9 of your argument is going to the ultimate weight, which

10 may turn out to be close to zero if you've got the

11 answers.

12 If I granted your objection, we are going to

13 sit here a mighty long time while he asks about each and

() 14 every one of them. It's a matter of degree.

|
t 15 18. ELLIS: Then are we to undarstand that
!
! 16 there will be no f urther -- because essentially he

17 hasn't asked questions about man'y of these, and I take

18 it we've got an inch and a half or so of those that have

19 now been designated by the County as ma tters that they

20 intend to pursue. Is that all to be left for redirect?

21 JUDGE BRENNERa Well, he has asked about much

; 22 of them and, for all I know, all of them. Maybe I -

|

23 should ask him that question, but I will tell you why it

24 doesn't matter. As long as he has asked about a

25 suf ficient number of them that we see the context in

O
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1 which they are being used, we are not going to buy a pig

2 in a poke in the sense that if he just moved all the

3 aulit findings in, we would then have to wait until the
O
\~J 4 proposed findings to find out why they are important,

5 and we're not going to do that.

6 We do have to understand the case as it

7 unfolds as a Board, and the other parties have to also.

8 So we woulin't just do it all on paper, but the other

9 extreme of doing none of it by moving it in would be to

10 do what we have sought mightily to avoid, and that is

11 ask questions about each and every one. And it is a

12 matter of degree.

13 I can see the context in which he is using the

() 14 EEDCR findings in Suff olk County Exhibit 61 for

15 iden tifica tion now, now that he has pursued EEDCR cross

16 examination to some extent. I think it does what the

17 Board wanted it to do -- that is, talk about six or

18 seven items and then either stay with those, or move

1& others in that you claim are similar. Ideally it should

20 have been ione by stipulation, but that is not the case,

21 and this is a reasonable proximity for starters.

22 If, before he had asked any questions about

23 ECDCRs, the County hai moved this in, then we would have

24 been much less inclined to allow it in because we

25 wouldn 't have known what it was all about, and it's a

O
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| 1 matter of degree. He has given us the context of what

2 it's about now.

3 How many of these haven't you asked about, Mr.
,

4 Lanpher? Maybe you haven't saved us any time and you've

5 asked them all already.

6 NR. LANPHER Judge Brenner, I haven't done a

7 count. I was castigated, to be blunt, in the first two

8 weeks for going too slowly. Judge Carpenter this

9 aorning said I want to find a vsy to go quicker. I have

10 spent a lot of time this last week putting together

11 things and thinking a lot about this to try to go

12 quick'er and not ask questions on every single one.

13 I am frankly astounded that when I don 't ask

() 14 questions I'm also being -- not attacked, but these

|
| 15 things are being said. I don't know how to comply with

16 your three-week order, Judge Brenner. It's really less

17 than three weeks because obviously there is time for

18 operating QA and I want to go as quickly as I can while

19 laying a roadmap.

20 MR. ELLISa But what we are doing, though, is

21 we are delaying we are shifting to redirect on all of--

22 the information which they then are going to want to

23 recross on, and va might as well do it now.

(}
24 JUDGE BRENNERs I'm not ready to give up that

25 assily. You may be right in the end, but I surely hope

O
.
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1 not.

2 MR. ELLISa Well, let me --

3 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me finish. We are taking

O 4 sore time on this than I usually allow on this type of

5 motion because I want to view it in the context of

6 various options that we can pursue throughout this

7 proceeding. We still urge the parties to work on a

8 s ti pula tion .

9 If you had wo rk ed on a stipulation, it might

10 well have taken the form of here are 25. items that the

11 County believes are similar and the listing of the

12 audits and the findings, and both parties agree that if

13 the County inquires on the record about six of them, so

() 14 that you can enlighten us as to what the situation is

l
15 while we're here on the record, that will be

,

,

16 illustrntive of all 25 items.

17 I take it that this is that offer. If the

18 County is going to use these items for completely

19 dif ferent finiings, then the defects it sees in the

20 EEDCR findings it asked about, it's going to have a hard
|

| 21 time. I'll tell you now we are not going to look at new
l

' 22 findings by admitting these into evidence. We view

i
23 these are other examplos of the same types of findings

24 that the County has questioned about in this said area,

25 and tha t is the control of ECDCRs.
,

! (
I

l
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.

1 MR. ELLISt I understand the Board's view and)
2 I simply will restate that our view is that in terms of

3 materiality and relevancy they raust make a showing that-

O 4 it's a QA breakdown, and they have not done so, but I

~

5 understand the Board's view.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me say when we granted

7 your partial relief requested, it was not as a

8 pre-condition that the significance of the alleged QA

9 breakdown had to be established as a prerequisite to

10 talking about the item. It was, rather, so that we can

11 see the allega tion in context.

12 If we decidad right now as a precondition as

13 to what was significant and what wasn't, then we have

(') 14 ended the case. That's what we have to decide in the

15 end, to a large extent.

18 MR. ELLIS: Well, I simply thought -- and I
.

17 guess I was mistaken -- that they need to make a prima

18 facie showing, which I don't bslieve they have. But I

19 understand that the Board's view is that that burden is

20 not on their . shoulders to do that. And, that being the

21 case, I understand the Board's ruling on the relevancy

22 and materiality point.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: I don't want to debate prima

24 facie. They have a showing that an auditor at one time
{}

25 found something wrong with an item. Whether or not you

O
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1 want to slap a label like prima facie on that or not is

2 your concern. But it is enough to go forward to cross

3 examinstion on.

O
4 If you want to move for a directed verdict, if

5 there were a jury here at the end of the case, that

6 would be another use of prima facie, but we don't havt

7 that procedure here and there is no need for it in the

i
8 absence of a jury.

'

9

10

11

12
e

13

14

15

16

17-

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

' 25

O
,
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1 (Board conferring.)

O
2 JUDGE BREENERa S ta f f , I didn 't ask you if you

3 have a position.

4 HR. BORDENICKa I have no objection to the

5 cotion.

6 JUDGE BRENNERa All right. We're going to

7 grant the request in this instance, and I emphasize in

8 this instance. If suddenly there are a large number of
.

9 audit findings being noved into evidence without the
i

10 context being set such that we know what the County is

11 contending they are illustrative of, we will not let

12 them in. And we are allowing these findings in to be

13 used as additional examples of the pattern which the

() 14 County is alleging with respect to the other ECDCR items

15 it has asked about.

16 We understand there is overlap between

17 dif f erent findings, so if you are going to use the same

18 findings for some totally different purpose, then you

19 have to somehow alert us to it either by questions on

20 the findings or otherwise, because we are admitting them

21 now as EEDCR findings.

22 ER. ELLIS: Well, in keeping, Judge Brenner,

23 with their definition of pattarn of 0A breakdowns, which

24 I assume they are adhering to, I take it these are

25 admitted to show a pattern of OA breakdowns on Courter

O
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1 ECDCR deficiencies as noted on Suffolk County Exhibit

O
2 No. 61 and that the findings that are being admitted are

3 those that are listed in 61 from the actual audits and

( 4 not the summaries that are set forth on 61?

5 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes. That's what I made clear

6 at the outset. You've stated it correctly.
.

7 I should have said n word about your burdens

8 on redirect which are going to be mighty ones. We have

9 no illusions as to that. We understand the problem you

10 f ace, but your problem is not exacerbated any in our

11 view by this procedure. If we had asked about each and

12 every one, you would have the same problem. You don't
*;

13 have to address each and every one individually when you

(} 14 come back. The witnesses can talk about them in

15 groupings.

16 MR. ELLISa But it might be -- perhaps this

17 isn 't the appropriate time, but in terms of that burden

is we will plan to address them to the extent possible in

19 groups. And as testimony already reflects it is our

20 view, and I think we presented testimony to that effect,

21 that many of the findings, though there may be a number

22 of ones that recur, are not significant in a OA
|

23 breakdown sense. And if the Board has a view on which

24 ones it wantu us to go into particularly or whether, for
O

25 example, something like logging errors are considered to

i
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1 be a QA breakdown by the Board, we need to know that

2 because that is not in our view, and I don't see how a

3 logging problem can lead to the relief sought by the -

4 County. And we need to be apprised of that to be able

5 to address it and confront it f or the Board 's purposes.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: We will help you where we can,

7 but as we have done all along in this case but we're not

8 promising in this instance, we have to hear the full

9 explanation as to what the problem was or why in LILCO's

10 view there was no problem vita respect to these

11 particular audit findings.

12 I can certainly give you a theory as to why

13 logging problems could be OA breakdown problems. I

() 14 don 't think you want to hear it, and I don't want to

15 give it because it would in no way necessarily be

16 related to any of the evidence. Bct it doesn't take

17 such insgination to see how logging problems could lead

18 to implementation problems where they might have an

19 eff ect.

20 And I want to get it on redirect in a focused

21 context instead of hearing at every other answer, which
:

22 we are still hearing to some extent today, that however,

23 in the total context of things there is no problem. I

24 understand that is LILCO's view. It just doesn't helpO|
! 25 to have that general statement. I want to see the

O
|
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1 particulars matched up.

|3 NR. ELLIS: I think that this is very

3 important for me to understand. O th erwise , I won't be

4 able to prepare it the way you all want it. I'm not

5 sure that I arree with that. The testimony we've heard

6 is not general but specific. In other words, we have

7 these inspection programs that follow on, and we have --

8 and these inspection programs are specific to checking

9 to see whether the plant is built in accordance with the

10 ECDCRs.

11 The tastimony was that there are 750,000 of

12 them. I don't see specifically, unless you want us to

13 take the specific ECDCRs that are referenced, which may

() 14 be impossible to io in terms of documentation, take

15 specific ECDCRs and send someone to the field now to

16 doublecheck that sfter the inspections have been done

17 not only by the FQC but by the startup organization.

18 Tou see the problem I'm having, Judge Brenner?

19 JUDGE BRENNERs I will stay witn my

, 20 characterization that the answers here when they got

21 into that other area went general beyond the needs of
l

| 22 the particular question, did not focus on the fact that

23 these particular findings were checked on. I'm not

24 talking about for purposes of this hearing. I'm talking

25 about in tne basic inspection process.

O
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1 In addition, we have been down that road

2 before in previous hearing weeks. A statement that

3 there was no impact on the plant means different things

4 to different people. And I must tell you I resisted the

5 temptation to come back on that line at one point this

6 afternoon.

7 MR. ELLISs Well, I hope you won't in the

8 future, Judge Brenner, because it is critical that we

9 address those problems and address them as early as we

10 can to see if we could satisfy the Board.

11 JUDGE BRENNER Not on M r. Lanpher's cross

12 examination, as long as he is asking fair questions

13 which are censonably directed to get an answer. It is

( 14 that division, which i's not a clear division, between

i 15 redirect and cross but which line has been crossed over
|

16 ret again today, actwithstanding our statements this

17 mornin7

18 And you're going to get it much more

19 efficiently and your case much better directed, LILCO's

2o case much better directed by focusing it on redirect and

21 discussing things together when you c*nn, because I can

22 tell you, just a general statement "But it has never had

23 any impact on the plant" is okay only as a bottom line

24 after you have tied it up.

25 You know, the simple fact of it is we have

O
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a

() 1 that message already that that is LILCO's witnesses'

2 views. I don't need it repeated each and every time.

3 MR. ELLIS: Yes, sir, I understand that. But

4 sy impression is that they have told you why in each

5 instance. But I will review that, and I have your

6 remarks in mind, and I will study them and take them to

7 heart.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: They have told us why in many

9 instances, but after telling us why in the particular

10 instances, they then expound and broaden it. And it is

11 was at one point that we had -- this may have been

12 before lunch -- where we had three different witnesses

i3 give essentially the same answer to a question in

'
14 dif ferent words.

15 NR. ELLIS: They are all different

16 organizations, Judge Brenner.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: It did not require three
,

18 answers in the context.

19 Ihose portions listed in Suffolk County

20 Exhibit 61 f or identification, those portions of the

! 21 reports are admitted into evidence.

!
22 (Portions of the

23 documents previously

b)/ 24 marked as Suffolk County

25 Exhibits 56 through 59

O
,
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1 and 52 and 53 for

2 identification were

3 received in evidence.)

4 What I would like to do as an index of which

5 portions of those exhibits are admitted into evidence at

6 this point for EEDCR deficiencies is bind in Suffolk

7 County Exhibit 51 for identification; but I think the

8 cross-reference of which other Suffolk Coun ty exhibits

9 they are contained in was useful. I guess we already

10 have it in the transcript.

11 (Suf folk County Exhibit 61 for Identification

12 only f ollovsa )
<

13

A
U 14

.

| 15

|
16'

17

18

19

20

21

22
~

23

0 ''

25

O
|
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CDCitrx E&DCR DEFICIE'JCIES

Audit No. Page/ Finding - Date Description
.

FA 654 4.6 11/77 The auditor reviewd ten specifications
and/or procedures as to which there wre

U>g 180 applicable E&DC?s. 71 of these E&DC?s
were missing, reaning that 39.4% of the
Courter-related E&DC?s were rissing.

4.7 54 Courter-held dra, tings were reviewed,
as to which there were 110 applicable
E&DC?s. 34 EEDCBs were rissing; 18
drawings had rissing E&DC?s; and 5 drawings
had the wrong revisions. Tnis reant that
42.6% of the Courter drawings had problers.

FA 718 3.1 3/78 Tne audit indicates that there has been
an incrovement in the site E&DCR "rocram

(SCEs.C
-

with the exception of that part of the
program controlled ej 03urter.

.

4.3 Tne auditor reviewed 7 specifications and
procedures held by Courter, as to which
there were 103 outstanding E&DC?s. 23 E&DC?s
were missing or 22.3%., -s,

'~ f 4.4 Tne auditor exarined E&DC?s affecting
druings. Courter & Ccanany was responsible
for 30 of the 44 drawings fcund to be in
error. With respect to Courter, 53 drawings
were reviewed a's to which 369 E&DCRs were
still outstanding. 100.E&ECRs were missing,.

which affected 26 drawings. All together,
56.6% of de Cburter drawings had errors.

.

Quarterly p. 1, t 3 5/78 Peferring to Field Audit 718, and Field Audit
Psoort 654, the report to mnagement no'as that E&DCR
(g(sp f 3} deficiencies have incroved, e>: cept in the area

controlled by Courter.

F C 26 L.3 6/73 Courter-related E&DCR deficiencies are no*wd.
gg g,g Dacu Ent control does not report E&DCR

nu-bers affecting a doctrcent on the applicr_ble
site doctment distribution card as recuired
by Cuality Assurance procedures. Further,

7
( from a sanple of 10 E&DCRs, it was noted thati

4 of the applicable control drawings did not
,

include the E&ECR nt=ber as regaired by
procedures. In the turbine area, it was deter-
rined that E&DC?s listed en the druings did
not correspond to the raster E&ECR log. Finally,
E&ECRs which have been incorporared into the
drawing are still being no ed on tne revisea
drawing. - -

.



_
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? + t Tc . Pace /Findinc Date Cescription
M rterly p.1, last tf 8/31/78Paport 'Ihe Quarterly Peport to :anage:mnt notes the
(5( F,3. C3} need to continue to ronitor Courter in the

area of E&DCR control. It notes that Courter
appears to be responsive in this area.h4erly P. 1, H 3 11/03/78 Fo audits have been conducted during thecep0"

[S(Ei./3) preceding 3 renths concerning the Q:urter
E&DCR conpliance ratter.

FA 3 2 4.1 11/78
(5(ExST) Tne audit reviewed 5 Corter-held soecifica-

tions as to v.hich there were 354 ap.p'licable
E&DCPs. 53 or 14.9% of the E&DCPs vere
missing in the specifications held by
Q:urter which were reviewed. In addition,
the audit reviewed drawings held by Courter.
Fifteen drawings were reviewed as to which
there were 71 outstanding E&DCPs. 'Ibn
E&DCRs were rissing, which affected 6 docu-
mnts. Accordingly,14.1% of the E&DCRs
which Courter should have been holding were '

missing.
Quarterly p. 1, t 2 1229/79Fe.wrt Feferring to Field Audit 842, the report to

f(Ex.g'y) renagement notes that the concern relative
to Courter control of E&ECPs has not beenresolved. It goes on to note that the
posting by Courter of design change docunents
was found to be only 85-90% effective' .

Quarterly p. 1, t 3 4/16/ 79Peport * Feferring to Field' Audit 905 conducted during
[f( E r. (I) February 1979, it notes' that the Courter

problers related to E&DCFs remin unresolved.
Maintenance of E&DCR doctraents by Courter
showed an effective rate Of approxirately
92%.

FA 970 4.3 7/79 Two cocies of a soecification could not[f(b (1.) be lochted.
~

Qaarterly p. 1, last t 8/20/79 Referring to Field Audit 970, the QuarterlyPacort

[5(Ex 6J)
'

Panort notes that E&DCRs seert cenerallv
sa'tisfactory except for the coErter & '

Conpany control of E&DCRs affecting specifica-
tions, where it is only 91% effective.

F[ 4 N. 1 6/80 Contrary to regements of its Quality
-

Assurance procedures, in the turbine, welding,-

yarc, reactor, and SOA areas, Cbu-ter was
not logging in E&DCPs that pertain to
specifications. Only those that affected
drawings were being locged.

. .

O
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Audit No. Page/ finding Date Description

_' Tne Courter QAPs require the holders of
control doctnents to raintain the area
document control log and file ccpies of
the E&DCFs in front of the specifications

7m
khid are effected. It h, S noted that the'

'

m_

ADCL did not list an E&DCR and the effected
specifications did not have the E&D:35
posted with them.

Yne Q:2s require contrc1 doc =enrs to be*

updated with EsDCR infor atien using a
weekly E&TR stnrary and a daily E&DCR
distribution. 03urter was updating its
logs only using the weekly sumary. That
sumary is considered by Stone & Webster
construction to be only 85-90% cc.plete
and should only be used as a double check
to ensure daily posting of E&DCRs.

FQC 35 Attachmant 2, 9/80 03urter has failed to perform satisfactory -

[ g ( p g. [' Cbservation corrective action for the violations noted
2.4 in dhservation N.1 of FQC audit 34.

F p. 2, Item B 6/81 E&TRs are not always properly logged and
(m QC 38~J g g'y

Attachnent 1,
at top & filed in accordance with Courter procedural

requiremnts. Tne problems include. that
Observation 1.2 E&DCFs applicable to specification SH 1-343

were being filed in file cabinets, boxes and
in the general. file along with other E&TPs,
rather than in'frdnt of the particular

specification as required by Courter procedures.'

Further, the Courter instrtnentation group
was not properly raintaining the doc =ent*

log book in that certain E&DCPs were not
logged as required. Tne auditor noted that
the individuals contacted were not totally

kncwledgeable ahaut the CA requirenents about
logging of E&D'Ps.

1

.

,s
s

,

e 6

O
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(]) 1 ER. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, during the recess

2 I can probably mark up the Reporter's copy that is going

- 3 into the transcript very quickly during the recess so

4 that it is in tomorrow. I have it all written out here.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Why don 't you just

6 put in parens af ter each one Suffolk County Exhibit

7 whatever. It would be good if you can then -- we have a

8 lot of copying f acilities available here in the building

' 9 -- it would be good if you could then run copies so that

10 the three exhibit copies also will conform to the copy

11 bound in the transcript.

12 Okay. Let's proceed.

13 Mr. Lanpher, at the risk of belaboring the

() 14 point , what we prefer in the future is the parties to

15 discuss this in advance so you can get some sort of

16 stipulation that you will ask about these findings and

17 af ter asking about them you will move these other

i

18 additional findings in as being part of that same

19 sequence so that counsel for the other parties are keyed

20 in in advance and can consider it, because they may have

21 a particular one that they don't want to agree to, in

22 which case you'll have to ask about it.

23 We will adjust, and we will be aware of the

() 24 good faith on balance on all sides given our other

| 25 rulings as to time and so on. We're not asking for

(
|
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1 their agreement that they are significant. It's just

2 their agreement that if you asked about these others it

3 would be essentially the sa me types of questions and

4 answers about the ones asked about.

5 On the other hand, you have to ask about a

6 minimum number of then, even perhaps just one, perhaps

7 two, so that we are keyed in to where you are going so

8 that when we see the findings later we won't see

9 something new for the first time.

10 MR. lANPHER: Judge Brenner, if I could just

11 say, one of the things -- I will ask those questions.

12 One of the things I attempted to do in the thick
o

13 pleading that we have been referring to is to try to key

) 14 people in in advance , and I footnoted which findings I,

15 thought fell into various categories because I want to

16 keep I want to key in but keep it to a minimum so--

17 that it is streamlined. I'll do my best.

18 JUD;E BRENNER: All right. The other side of

19 the coin is I will say it for Mr. Ellis. LIlCO's--

20 counsel has simply not had that in the form in which you

21 last provided it sufficiently so that they can feel

22 con fortabla proceeding on the record with that type of

23 thing , and tha t's why the kind of discussions off the

24 record are going to be very important.
J

25 BY MR. LANPHER: (Besuming)

O
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1 0 Mr. Gerecke, I'd like to ask several questions

2 about the quarterly reports to management, Suffolk

3 County Exhibit 63. -

4 You prepare these reports every month -- every

5 quarter, excuse me.

6 A (WITNESS GERECKE) Normally by quarter, yes.

7 Q And what is the purpose of these reports?

8 A (WITNESS GERECKE) These are genere.1

9 informative type reports, overview type reports to keep

10 certain management personnel apprised of the overall

11 status of the audit program, the LILCO audit program.

12 0 Do you have criteria for determining which

13 audit reports are highlighted in your cover memorandum?

j 14 A (WITNESS GERECKE) At the end of each quartera

15 the division managers initially look at all of the

16 audits they have performed and make a recommendation to

17 se based upon all of the audit findings, those that they

18 f eel should be called to managemen t's attention f or

19 their information. They will give me their

20 recommendations. I will look at them, and if I have any

21 questions I will discuss them wi th them, and then the

22 final report to manacement will be prepared. It's based

23 on the judgment of the division managers and myself of

["} 24 the relative importance of specific findings or specific
s-

25 audit findings to the total picture of the audit

O
L)
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1 findings during that quarter.

2 0 Would it be fair to state that the findings

3 which are highlighted or the audits which are

O 4 highlighted are either those which contain the most

5 significant problems during that quarter or which

6 represent followups on findings which had been

7 highlightei in previous quarters?

8 (Panel of witnesses conferring.)

9 A (WITNESS GERECKE) I think these are just the

10 items which I feel management would be interested in and

11 should be aware of. It may be those that in comparison
.

12 with all the audit findings, the ones that we fe,el are
13 of most concern, or even those which may be of potential

() 14 concern, not necessarily a concern at present, but

15 something they should be aware of.

16 A (WITNESS KELLY) They also would note positive

17 improvement typically to follow an item through that was

! 18 previously identified.

19 Q I thought I includei that in my question, that

20 it was either to highlight a problem or to follow up on

21 that problem af ter the initial quarterly report had

22 first addressed.

23 Is it f air to state that these quarterly

24 reports are to inform management on the status of

25 implementation of the LILCO quality assurance program?

O
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I

/'s 1 A (WITNESS GERECKE) No. That would not be a
(/

)
2 fair statement. They are nerely to keep management

3 apprised of the current status of the LILCO audit7.s

4 program.

5 0 Well, that audit program is part of your

6 quality assurance program, correct?

7 A (WITNESS GERECKE) Yes, it is.*

8 0 And that audit program is one means of testing

9 or analyzing or checking on the implementati'on of that

10 overall quality assurance program, correct?

11 A (WITNESS GERECKE) That's correct.

12 0 3r. Museler, maybe this question should go to

13 you. When did Courter first begin work on the Shoreham

14 project, if you know?

15 A (WITNESS MUSELER) I believe the time f rame

16 was early 1975 because some of the initial piping work

17 was done by Dravo. However, there was a labor strike

18 very soon af ter Courter began their efforts on the

19 site. Courter either immobilized in very late '74 but

20 probably very early '75. A good part of 1975 was lost

21 d u*e to labor problems. And the actual piping erection

22 was really a late 1975, early 1976 start, so they were

23 on the site in '75 doing some work. The bulk of their

24 work really began in late '75, early '76. Since that

25 time they have been the piping contractor uninterrupted

OV
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() 1 up to the present.

2 0 Mr. Museler, looking at page 152 of the

3 prefiled testimony it indicates that Courter and Company

O
4 assumed responsibility for ASME piping installation on

5 January 1, 1978. Was this a change in their previous

6 responsibilities?

7 A (WITNESS MUSELER) It did represent a change

8 in their responsibilities. It did not change -- they

9 were the piping erector prior to that, and they were the

10 piping erector subsequent to that. However, what this

11 indicates is that at that point in tima Courter and

12 Company assumed the first line quality assurance

13 responsibilities and the code responsibilities for the

14 erection of the ASME piping on the site. Prior to that

15 time the code responsibility -- well, the code

16 responsibility is both an erection code responsibility

*

17 and an overall responsibility.

18 The overall responsibility has always been

19 that of Stone and Webster, and prior to this date in

| 20 1978 the installation code responsibility had been Stone

i
t 21 in! Websters. Subsequent to this date the installation

22 code responsibilities were Courter's and the final'

23 overall code responsibilities remained with Stone and

( 24 Webster. So it was primarily a changa in the first-line

25 quality assurance and installation code

O
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(} 1 responsibilities. The same steam fitters, the same

2 supervision in terms of the field erection was present

- 3 both before and after this date.

's 4 0 But they took over first-line QA

5 responsibilities?

8 A (WITNESS MUSELER) That is correct, sir.

7 0 Was any consideration given at that time, if

8 you know, around the 1st of 197 8 to not having Courter

9 take over those first-line QA responsibilities in view

10 of the ECDCR-related problems which had been identified

11 during 1977 with the Courter program?

12 (Panel of witnesses conferring.)

13 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Mr. Lanpher, there were a

14 number of :onsiderations that went into the decision to

15 make this change. I think Mr. Arrington can add

16 something to the audits of Courter's quality assurance

17 responsibilitiec prior to this, prior to assuming code

18 responsibility.
!

19 But the principal reason for the change went

( 20 to the ASME code group, and with the evolving code

21 requirements the situation of h sving *s quality assurance

22 organization different from the organization performing

j 23 the work snd having the contractual responsibilities of

[ ') 24 both not interrelated was something that the code --
's_)

25 thst the ASME code wanted rectified.

O
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[ The traditional method of installing ASME1

2 piping and the one that the ASME code prefers is the

3 current situation where the installer has his own CA
O 4 program and the person who has overall responsibility

5 performs surveillance and audits on the installer's

6 first-line quality assurance program. That is the

7 primary reason that this change was made.

8 The situation with the control of ECDCRs by

9 Courter and by other contractors was of concern in and

10 of itself. As it would affect the ASME pioing,

11 certainly by this point in time we had established to

12 our own satisf action that the piping erection -- and

13 that includes the ECDCRs because in the field inspection

() 14 packages the ECDCRs are individu, ally included in the

15 field inspection packages; and that process had been

is going on from the beginning regardless of who had the

17 cole rasponsibility. And that had not indicated a

18 problem in the installation. In other words, the ECDCRs

19 that were required to be attached to the piping to show

20 whatever modifications to the original piping drawings

21 were required had not been found to be inaccurate. And

22 thm.t 's on the basis of Mr. Arrington 's inspections,

I 23 because prior to that time his organization was

28 inspecting those what we call baggies.

25 So that I can't recall whether or not we

O
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,

{) specifically asked ourselves the question of whether the1

2 ECDCR findings that we have been discussing in the areas

3 of area logs and logging the ECDCRs on the drawings or

O 4 not was specifically addressed in a context of aaking

5 this decision.

6 Certainly, if we had known, and we would have

7 known if the ECDCRs had not been being processed to th,

8 field and being attached'to the actual piping stool

9 pieces that they affected, we would have known that, and
-

10 ve would have done something about that. We did know

11 that the ECDCRs were being incorporated in the baggies

12 because we had no findings. We may have had a few

13 isolated instances, but we certainly had no significant

() 14 number of findings that showei that EEDCBs were not in1

15 f act in the field where they were supposed to be.

16 In direct answer to your question, I don't

17 think we specifically addressed that question, but we

18 would have had we had findings that indicated that that
i

19 situation could have had an ef f ect on this code

20 responsibility change, and it would not have been the;

|

| 21 case.

22 A (WITNESS KELLY) I might add for the record

23 that a baggie is a weld traveler package.

24 MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, I am going to
,

25 turn to the EEDCR verification program at this point. I

O
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(} 1 don 't know if you want to take an afternoon break or go

2 through.

3 JUDGE MORRIS: Mr. Lanpher, if I might ask a

O 4 question, and then maybe we could proceed.

5 At the time that Courter assumed this
6 additional responsibility for first-line QA of erection

7 of piping was any additional qualification or

8 qualification of Courter by ASME involved?

9 WITNESS MUSELER4 Yes, sir. I believe we went

10 through a six-month initial implementation period

11 followed by a full ASME audit of Courter's program on

12 the site. Courter had previously had a QA program which

13 had been, in teres of the corporate OA program, which

14 had been secepted by ASME. But each site is specific,

15 and the specific site program and the appendices to the

16 corporste program have to be examined by ASME. Tha t did

17 occur.

I 18 I believe it was -- the program's change

19 occurred in Janusry of '79. In October the official

20 ASME survey took place which Courter and Company did

21 pass in its initial inspection by ASME. That's the way

22 it's normally done. You have to implement the program

23 to have it working, as ASME vants to essentially inspect

24 in operating ptagess. They took their corporate

!

25 program, applied it to Shoreham, got ASME's concurrence

O
,
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7 1 as to how ther vece going to ap ply it and when the(J
2 survey was going to occur, and the survey subsequently

3 was done and passed by Courter.

4 JUD"E M39RI5: I recognize that you can't

,5 represent ASME. Could you briefly describe how ASME

6 would conduct such a qualification program, what

7 cri'.:eria are used? For example, are there criteria that

8 are parallal to the 18 criteria of A ppendix B?

9

10

11
,

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

i 21
|

22

23

24

25

'
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() 1 WITNESS MUSELER: I believe Mr. Arrington

2 participated directly in this particular sudit and I

3 think he can supply that information.

O 4 WITNESS ARRINGTON: Yes, sir, Judge Morris.

5 The survey tesa consists of approximately three to four

C people and during the one-week stay -- the

7 forr-day-stay -- there at the site they are looking at

8 the implementation of the contractor -- in this case it

9 would be Coarter -- to see that they are meeting the

10 intent of their procedures, both from a corporate

11 standpoint and from an ASME code standpoint.

12 the sarvey consists of verification from the

13 c od e , which is the document that Courter surveys to, and

() 14 to the implementing procedures, which covers all 18

15 points of Appendix B.

16 JUDGE MORRIS 4 Do they write a report tha t

17 describes their findings during such a qualification, or

18 do they just say yes or no at the end of it?

19 WITNESS MUSELER: No, sir. They provide a
,

<

20 report on their findings. They write the report. The

21 report indicates definitively whether the program is

22 acceptable, but it also goes into detail of what they

23 looked at and what their findings were.

24 I should also note that part of that AS3E

25 survey was the implementstion of ECDCRs into the field

O
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(]} 1 because change control is a part of a piping'

2 installation program. So they did look at the ECDCR

3 program and they found it to be satisfactory. It's one

4 of the criteria that is looked at, and that is the

5 nochanism on the Shorehta sita fpr making those changes.

6 I would also note that it's not just ASME that

7 is performing an overview at the time. The independent

8 inspection agency -- in the case of Shorehan Hartford

9 Steam Boiler was the independent inspection agency both

10 before and after this change -- they were the authorized

11 nuclear inspector, ACI, for Stone and Webster. They

12 slso continued in that espacity when the program was
,

13 switched over to Courter. -

( 14 So it wasn 't j ust a case of one audit

15 inspection in October for the year. The ACI was

16 maintaining a continuous overview and does right up till

17 t o d a y . And the ACI in his review of the inspec?' on
i

18 packages also considers whether or not the ECDCRs have
I

19 been properly implemented in the field, whether the

20 piping configurstion is corra:t.

21 JUDGE MORRIS: Thank you. I just wanted a

22 general idea of what kind of processes took place at

23 tha t time. I don't want to pursue the details at this

( 24 time.

25 JUDGE BRENFER: All right. Let's take a break

()
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() 1 JUDOE BRENNERa All right. Let's continue the

2 examination.
i

3 BY MR. LANPHERs (Resuming) '

O 4 0 3entlemen, I would like to turn your attention

5 to page 179 of your prefiled testimony concerning the

6 ECDCR implementstion verification program. Your

7 testimony indicates that this program nas established in

8 July, 1975. Can you tell me why -- I understand the

9 purpose is to verify that installed field conditions

10 coincide with change s required by ECDORs.

11 Why was this program instituted?

| 12 (Witnesses conferring.)

13 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Mr. Lanpher, there was no
, ,

14 one reason why the program was implemented at that

15 particular point in time. It was implemented to provide

16 additional insurance, assurance to ourselves that all

17 ECDCRs were being properly implemented. There were a

18 number of things occurring at that point in time that

19 contributed to that decision.

20 One was that the startup organization was

21 beginning to enter or beginning to move from their

22 planning phase to their actual system CEIO and testing

23 stage and tafety-related components would be entering

24 that phase in a short time.

25 Ano her consideration was that Stone and

O
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.

1 Webster had on another site identified a potential
[},

2 probles in the EEDCR implementation area that caused us

3 to look at the situation again, even thouch we believed

4 that the current site processes ensured that the EEDCRs

5 were implemented. In fact, when that program was

6 finally -- when the program at the other site was

7 finally checked, I believe they did identify one case

8 out of 50,000 ECDCRs where the EEDCR had not been

9 implemented. But that was occuring at this point in

10 time and we didn't know the results of that.

11 So all of those factors together resulted in a

12 decision by LILCO, and with Stone and Webster's
.

13 concurrence, to institute this particular program to

() 14 provide additional insurance, additional assurance that

15 the ECDCRs were in f act being implemented in the field.
.

18 This was prior to the audits that we were

17 discussing earlier.

18 0 So would it be fair to state that there was no

19 catalyst that you know of in terms of problems with

20 ECDCRs that this program was designed to respond to

21 except for what you alluded to at the other Stone and

22 Webster project, or the potential at the other project?

23 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Ihat's my recollection, Mr.

/ 24 Lanpher.

25 0 You state in your testimony that this program

O
\m/|

1

|
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(' 1 was over and above OA requirements that include ECDCR !(T>
!.

2 verification as part of the Category 1 inspection

3 program. You say over and above that. Is this part of.,

\l 4 the 0A program, sir - part of the LILCO --

5 A (WITNESS MUSELER) It is not part of the

6 Appendix B quality assurance program on the site. It is

7 a quality measure because it does affect th e quality of

8 the plant, but it is not part of the quality assurance

9 program that is described a s the quality assurance

10 program in the FSAR.

11 0 Is it administered by LILCO quality assurance

12 personnel ?

13 A (WITNESS MUSELER) It's administered -- the

14 program is administered by the UNICO construction

15 orga niza tion . The inspections are performed, depending

18 on the particular component or process involved, by

17 UNICO Construction personnel, contractor personnel, in

18 some cases by quality assuran:e personnel -- depending

19 on the particular item.

. 20 0 Which itams or class of items do the quality

l 21 assurance personnel verify?

| 22 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) Under this program, only

23 those ECDCRs that reference additional NDP to the

[) 24 installation would be the ones that field quality
1 %)
| 25 control woald be required to verify that they are in
l

i

O
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[}
1 fact complete -- just the NDT -- the non-destructive

2 testing.
|

3 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Mr. Lanpher, I should add

4 that this program is not a part of the normal erection

5 procedures. It is not perfot3ed -- a s a p a r tic ula r

6 supervisor completes a piece of work, he doesn't verify

7 it at the same time. It is an additional layer above

8 the normal construction process. It is performed, in

9 those cases, except those noted by Mr. Arrington, by

10 construction asnagement personnel.

11 0 At the top of page 180 you indicate that the

12 ECDCRs that affect startup or operation of the plant or

13 require NDI are included in the program.

14 What ECDCRs fall within that grouping? What

| 15 do you mean " affect startup or operation"?

16 A (WITNESS MUSELER) I will try to answer by

17 giving some general examples. It's not meant to be

18 all-inclusive. But, for instance, any ECDCR, whether it

19 was safety-related or not, which af' -ted the wiring of

20 the plant, any change in determinations of the wires or

21 change in an instrument or change in an electrical

22 circuit would require verification. Any change in the

23 mechanical logic of the system, a change in the piping,

24 f or instance , the addition of a bypass path around a
'

25 p u m p , the addition of a valve would be the subject for
|
l
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1 verification.

2 Contrast that to the pipe support, which does

3 not change the function of the system. The pipe

O 4 supports are verified in many other ways other than

5 through this program, but the verifiestion for pipe

6 support ECDCR would not be covered by this program.

7 Painting, if we change the paint on a panel

8 vis an ECDOR, that would not be covered by this

9 program.

10 0 Mr. Museler, I can understand why verification

11 of change in paint would not be included in the

12 program . Your other example of changing a pipe support
,

13 I understand would not be in the program, while those

( 14 that changed the wiring of a system would be.

15 How was this dalinestion decided upon?

16 A (WITNESS HUSELER) You mean who made that

17 decision or who dacides it on a day-to-day basis?

18 0 Mo. What was the basis for deciding that the

19 scope would be those that affect startup or operation as

20 opposed to, for instance, ECDCRs that siso sffect pipe

21 su pports?

22 Mr. Museler, if I could expand on that

23 q uestion , don't pipe supports affect operstion? They

24 are certainly crucial. I would think that they are

25 swf ully important to operation. So if you could give a

,

|

!
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(}
little more insight into the basis for this1

2 delineation.

3 A (WIINESS MUSELER) Mr. Lanpher, the pipe
-

O
4 supports certainly are important, as are the building

5 structures and as are any other safety-related --

6 anything else that relates to a safety-related component,

7 in the plast. And all of those ECDCRs that do affect
8 those components -- both safety-related and

9 non-saf ety-relate -- are inspected and verified. They

10 are done as part of the normal quality assurance program

11 for safety-related items and as part of the normal

12 construction inspection program for non-saf ety-related.

13 So they are verified. They are verified 100 percent by

() 14 the respective organizations responsible.

15 As I said, this program was decided upon to

16 provide some added assurance to management and to the

17 startup organization who did not, for practical reasons,

18 vant to perf orm testing and then have to go back and

19 perhaps perform ratesting if an EEDCR had not been

20 implemented prior to their taking over the system and
,

21 performing their tests.

22 A lot of the impetus did come from startup.

23 So the decision -- and the decision was made by LILCO

24 project management after conferring with Stone and

25 Webster project management as to what would be the most

O
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(')J
1 significant ECDCRs to verif y f rom the standpoint of the

~

2 operation and logic of the systems.

3 Why we didn't incorporate the pipe supports?,s

( \

\2 4 Because we believe that all of the verification programs ;

5 ensure that the plant is built to the ECDCRs. The pipe

6 supports literally would not affect the testing

7 program. Certainly if they were not implenented when

8 the plant was brought into f ull operation, or if a

9 certain system functions, it could be a problem. But

10 tha t was handled in a different way.

11 We had a separate program to ensure that the

12 pipe supports for system , testing are in the
13 configuration they need to be, and that is verified on

( 14 every system at the time of turnover, even though all

15 the pipe supports in the system for seismic and pipe

16 break requirements may not be complete at that time.

17 But for the functioning of the system so that
i

18 the test program can go forward and the most important

19 -- a nd I'm not trying to establish dif f eren t quality

20 assurance categories here, but from a system standpoint,

21 the most important item is th a t the system is configured

22 pcoperly, that it will function properly, that the pumps

23 work, the relays perform in their required lcgic.

24 So that is the basic reason why those types of

25 ECDCRs were chosen to be incorporated in this program,
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(} 1 and also that they be verified as rapidly as possible.

2 O Mr. Museler, are all verifications pertaining

3 to a particular system made prior to the time that

4 system is turned over to startup?

5 A (WITNESS MUSELER) No, they are not all mado

6' at that time, sir. There are some of them that are not
1

7 made until subsequent to system turnover.

8 0 Will all of the verifications be completed

9 prior to fuel losi?

10 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Yes, sir, they certainly

11 will.

12 Q Ras that always been the case your--

13 intention to complete the entire ECDCR verification

( 14 progras prior to f uel load ?

15 A (WIINESS MUSELER) Yes, sir, it has. The only

16 possible exception to that might be -- and this is

17 unlikely, but the only possible exception to that might

18 be -- some systems that are not required initially in

19 the fuel loadinr snd low power sequence. If some

20 systems were not completed and the NBC agreed that we

21 could proceed a certain way down the fuel load path

22 without them, they might not be covered.

23 I would like to emphasize, though , that in the

24 turnover process many times the verification occurs

25 after the turnover process, and the turnover process, in

O
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~N 1 order to t2rn over a system, the initial verification by.)
2 the normal quality assurance program would already have

3 had to hsve taken place. In other words, on a,

- 4 safety-related component, Mr. Arrington's program would

5 have already verified that those EEDCRs had been
'

6 incorporated in the particular components that they

7 affected, so that this program might not have covered

8 them all at that particular point in time.

9 But a system is not turned over -- the

10 jurisdiction of a component does not change to startup

11 unless the EEDCRs have been verified through the normal

12 program -- either the quality assurance program or the
,

13 construction inspection program.

14 ER. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, I would like to

15 have mszkel as Suffolk County Exhibit 64 for

16 identifiestion a document entitled "Constru ction Site

17 Instructions, Number 2.16," and it 's title is "EEDCR

18 Implementation Verification Program."

19 JUDGE BRENNER Okay. Just to complete it.

20 The version we are using, in case there are other

21 versions, this one is dated November 5, 1979.

22 (The document referred to

23 was marked Suffolk County

24 Exhibit Number 64 for

25 identifiestion.)

O
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[}
1 JUDGE BRENNER I t is Revision Number 4.

2 3Y 3R. LANPHER: (Resuming)

3 0 Mr. Museler --

O 4 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Someone just informed me

5 that's Revision 4?

6 0 Yes. Is that the current version?

7 A (WITNEE3 MUSELER) No, sir. Revision 5 is the

8 current version.

9 0 What is the date on Revision 5?

10 A (WITNESS MUSELER) May 3, 1982.

11 0 Do you know whether it significantly changes

12 this document?

13 A (WITNESS MUSELER) If you give us just thirty

() 14 seconds, the changes attributsble to each revision are

15 indicated. We can take a real quick look and see if it

16 does. It may well not be substantively different from

17 the revision you are referring to. -

18 (Pause.)

19 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Lanpher, did you have

20 questions about a large portion of this document or just

21 one particulad portion? It might be that you could

22 focus the witnesses on the particular portion and fir.d

23 that that his changed.
.

( 24 3R. LANPHER: I do have questions on, I think,

25 the first three pages of it.

|

I
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(]) 1 WITXESS MUSELER: Mr. Lanpher, there is only

2 one change with Revision 5, sffecting pars 7rsph 3.2, and

- 3 it doesn't affect the substance of the paragraph. It

4 directs that specific GE changes still be verified by

5 the UNICO construction organization, but clarifies that

6 after system turnover the verification is not the

7 responsibility of this program.

8 BY HR. LANPHER: (Resuming)

9 Q Mr. Museler, directing your attention to the

10 bottom of the first page of Suffolk County Exhibit 64,
,

.

11 it indi stes that there are three phases to this

12 program a Phase 1, the period prior to July 15, '76;

13 Phase 2, July 15, '76 through August 5, 1977; and then

14 Phase 3 is all the rest.

15 Now is Phase 1 the same as the bsckfit review

16 which is described at page 179 of your testimony?

17 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Yes, sir, it is,

18 0 How many ECDCRs are part of Phase 1? How many

19 vere verified in Phase 17

20 A (WITNESS MUSELER) 6,300, sir. That question

21 came up earlier and I think we may have thought the

22 number was different. But the number is 6,300. We

i

23 verified thst.

( 24 0 I want to make sure you understand my

| 25 question. That confuses me. On page 181 you indicate
I

|

|

I
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("s); 1 that a total of 6,205 ECDCRs had been verified at the
x

2 time your testimony war prepsred. Do you see at the top

3 of page 181 of your testiEony?

Os 4 Now how meny EEDCRs were verified as part o.t

5 Phase 1?

8 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Thtre were 6,300 --

7 6,250 -- whatever the number is. That number is the

8 number of EEDCRs that were considered. That's the

9 number written up to that point for Phase 1. Some of

10 those ECDCRs physically could not be seen any more.

11 For instance, an ECDCR that would have

12 aff ected, in some cases, the placement of reinforcing

13 bars prior to the pouring of concrete would not be

14 verified by physical field inspection. That would have

15 been verified and was verified through the quality

16 assuran=e program where the O A inspectors verify it.

17 But as far as going back to look at it, you could not go

18 back and physically look at it.

19 So of those 6,300, some number were not

20 actually seen again in the field, but -- and

21 inf orma tion-only ECDCRs are included in that number
|

22 also , which would not have been verified.

23 0 I'm not sure that we have communicated

[~h 24 correctly. An I correct that prior to July 15, 1976,
1 Nw

25 there were a total of 6,300 ECDCRs that had been written

(1)
'
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l
1

.

() 1 for the Shoreham project?

2 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) I believe th at was the

3 number that we got, although the day that we made the

O
4 phone call the supervisor that was responsible for the

5 area was not on the job site. He was on vacation that

8 11y and we talked to one of his subordinates. The

7 number of 6,200 or 6,'300 could have -- and we can verify

8 it very easily because the documentation is still

9 available as far as Phase 1 as to how many ECDCRs were

10 in fact written or verified prior to 1976.

11 But the answer that came back from the

12 indivldual -- I talke with him directly it was 6,200--

13 or 6,300.

14 0 Mr. Arrington, you used the word " written or

15 verified", and to me those are two different things.

18 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) They are. That's why I

17 as sa ying I can talk with the individual. The

18 supervisor who is responsible for this program, who

! 19 reviews virtually all of these ECDCRs, is one person.

20 He was not there. His subordinate was there and I asked
21 that he look up the records to see whether or not he

22 could determine how many ECDCRs were verified during the

23 Ph a se 1 of the process.

f 24 This number of 5,205 is about the number,

25 although I'n not saying it's exactly the same number

O
|
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1 that I got from him. There could be some confusion as

2 to whether or not it was all of the ECDCRs, or whether

3 it was Phase 1, or whether or not it was 6,000 EEDCRs

4 tha t had been issued then. The number of 6,200 or 6,300

5 was the number we received. That was what I passed on.

6 A ('dIrNE33 MUSELER ) I think we are undergoing

7 some confusion because on page 181 the number that is

8 quoted as being the total number of EEDCRs that have

9 been verified to date, the 6,205, is very close

10 numerically to the number that was given to us as being

11 required to be checked in Phase 1 -- 6,300. Those

12 numbers are unrelated. They just happen to be very

13 close numerically, and your question, which I don't

14 think we have answered properly, is I belie ve you wanted

15 to know -- probably wanted to know two things.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

|8 ''

25

O
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(} 1 C Why don't I ask. That's why I was pursiting

2 this, because I.think you made a statement that was

3 confusing to me on the record. Maybe it was my question.,3

4 On page 181 it states that a total of 6,205-

5 EEDCR's had'been verified as of the time you write the

6 testimony. Do you know how many of those 6,205

7 constitute phase one verifications?

8 A (WITNESS MUSELER) No, sir, but we can find

9 that out.

10 A (WITNESS ARRIN; TON) We though t we did.

11 Q It's clearly not 6300?

12 A (WITNESS MUSELER) No, it's not, sir. The

13 subsequent phases of this program have verified a large

14 number of EEDOR's. But we can clarify that rather

15 ra pidly.

16 0 3kay. When you get that I would appreciate

17 it.

! 18 The phase one --
!
: 19 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Lanpher, if you are going
t

|

| 20 to go of f this, I take it that " verified" :sn mean

21 different things depending on the accessibility of the

| 22 construction for verifiestion, is that right? Anybody?

23 WITNESS ARRINGTON: " Verified" in this sense

[~))| 24 means that the work was physically done and verified by
u

25 construction and the field quality control

()
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,

!

/~T 1 organization. Whst Mr. Museler was referring to, in |V
2 some cases we had rebar that was issued on ECDCR's.

3 That rebar had been encapsulated in concrete.,_s

( ')'' 4 Therefore, you could not physically see it. But a

5 review of,the documentation indicated that that EEDCR

6 was in fset incorporated.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: Then the answer to my question

8 is yes, be suse sone of those are includei in the

9 statistics of ECDCR's which have been verified as part

to of this implementstion and verification program,

11 correct?

12 WITNESS ARRINGTON: Yes, sir.

13 MR.. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, that's what I was

14 going to follow up on.

15 BY MR. LANPHER: (Resuming)

18 0 What does it really mean to verif y in phase
,

17 one aad phsse two and phase three, or is it all the same

18 thing? In that regard, Mr. Arrington, turning to page 2

19 of the procedure, Exhibit 64 for identification,

20 regarding phase one, is it a requirement for phase one

21 ECDCR's to actually check the installstion in all cases

22 except where, for instance, it is covered with

23 concre te?

24 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) Yes, sir, it would be.

25 The construction organization would perform a physical

()D
.
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(} 1 inspection. This form was in a three or four-part

2 form. The construction organization I believe was the

3 first organization that would respond, to fill out part7
- 4 A of the form. They would physically go out and check

5 to be sure that the dimensions on an ECDCR, as an

6 example, was incorporated into that component.

7 When this form arrived at field quality

8 control, we would verify it through our documentation.

9 If I had documentation indicating that it had been

10 performed -- in other words this ECDCR was specifically

11 listed on an inspection report, therefore it had been

12 verified -- I would not physically go out and check it,

13 because I had records indicating that that had already

14 been done.

15 0 Mr. Arrington, looking at section n.1 and .3,

16 it states that -- and this is for phase one --

17 " certification by the installing organization and FCC

18 inspection is not essential or feasible for EEDCR's

19 covering work earlier in the project." Why is that so,

20 if an item is not covered up?

21 A (WIINESS ARRINGTON) I'm not sure what that

22 means. I know by being at the site at the time that we

23 actually did on a one on one basis account for all of

24 the ECDCR's issued prior to July of 1976.

25 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Mr. lanpher --

.
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1 Q Let me follow up.

2 What do you mean, " account for"?

3 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) We secounted for - prior

O 4 to that date, under phase one there was a form that was

5 issued with every ECDCR that would be a drawing or
.

6 inspection ECDCR. And each form, two organizations at

7 least, construction and field quality control, would

8 indicate that this work hsd or had not been incorporated

9 in the field on every case, every ECDOR that was issued,

10 not an information-only ECDCR that didn't change

11 anything, but that was just clarification of what was

12 already there. It was not necessary to verify that that

13 h a d been implemented, because there's no implementation

14 there.

15 But on a one on one basis, every ECDCR that

16 was issued, there was a form that went with that ECDCR.

17 This is a backfit. And we had to account for that

18 document as to whether or not it had been incorporated

19 in the field.

20 0 So you verified it by reviewing documents?

21 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) Documents and/or physical

22 inspections. Construction would go out and do the

23 physical inspection. They hai the first responsibility

( 24 with this form. They would go out, cecause -- the

25 reason for that is, if the work had not' taken place

D)(-|
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1 there's no point in submitting it to field quality

2 control if it hadn 't gotten to that point on the job

3 site.

4 Q Mr. Museler, I cut you off before.

5 A (WITNESS MUSELER) I was going to say that,

6 you know, I asked the same question about the wording of

7 that particular paragraph, because it has been in there

8 an$ it's baan worfed that way for quite a while, since

9 phase one was implemented. Probably we should have

10 changed the procedure to make it clear.

11 But when I asked the question and talked to

12 the construction disciplines that were responsible for

13 implementing this work in phase one, the answer was that

14 early in the project there were a lot of ECDCR's or a

15 lot more ECDCR's that were subsequently changed by the

16 time 1976 came around, and those ECDCR 's had been

17 superseded or that work had been done and then

18 eliminated and sonething else put in its place.

19 It also covered the situation we mentioned
20 whe re a lot of piping was installed and rebar was

21 installed in concrete and could not be looked at. So it

22 cortainly isn 't worded to say that clearly, but I have

23 asked that question quite a while ago and that's the

') 24 answer. They still did verify by physical field

25 inspection those ECDCR's that were accessible to them

O
V
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('T 1 during phase one, as well as during the other phases of
U

2 this.

3 0 Why have phase one, phase two and phase three-s
/ s
'' 4 -- let me lead into that first of all with a question.

5 Even in phase three, you have, I believe, certain

6 situations accounted for in paragraph 4.4 or section 4.4

7 where you can't actually verify the change because

8 subsequent work or whatever would have covered it up or

9 made it impossible to verify, correct?

10 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Is your question, why isn't

11 there just one phase because it sounds like everything

12 is being done the same way?

13 0 Yes.

14 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Because there was no phase

; 15 three at one point. Phase two originally encompassed

18 verif ying every ECDCR. Phase three was a change to
.

17 tha t , that verifies the ECDCR's affecting the function

18 or operation of the plant, as we discussed. So that

' 19 there was a phase one which was the backfit phase, to

i 20 check all of the ECDCR's that had been installed in the

21 field, phase two -- and you will note in the attachments
1

22 there are 11fferent EEDCR verification forms. Stone C

23 Webster hai inaugurated a different ECDCR form which
1 ''

('-)T
i 24 allowed the verification specifically -- and again, this
1

25 is independent of the normal quality assurance

!

O
1
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(') 1 inspections -- but allowed verificatin of every EEDCR

2 and providad a tear-off form to accomplish that.

3 Approximately a year after phase two was

4 instituted, we made the decision to verify only those

5 ECDCR's that affected the function or operation of the

6 plant. Therefore, that was a change to what was going

7 on at the time. So that indicates why there were three

8 phases. It was a change in direction one year,

9 hoproximately a year after the implementation of the

10 initial program.

11 0 Gentlemen, you are going to look for an answer

12 on how many ECDCR's were verified in phase one. Do you

13 know how many were verified in phase two?

14 A (WITNESS MUSELER) No, sir. We will get phase

; 15 one , two and three numbers.

16 Q Thank you, sir.

17 A (WITNESS MUSELER) I can say that the bulk of

18 the ECDCR's, certainly more than 50 percent, were
|

| 19 written since phase three was inaugurated, since 1977.

20 Hy recollection is that we may have been at perhaps

21 15,000 ECDCR's at that point, which would have meant
,

,

22 that 30,003 were written subsequent to the
l

I 23 implementation of phase three.

24 (Pause.)

25 0 3r. Arrington, if I could go back to one

^Ti (G|
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1 answer you provided, you stated that in the backfit

2 review you checked all the ECDCR's ex: apt those for

3 information only.

O 4 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) Yes.

5 0 4.1 a t the top of page 2, section 4.1, talks

6 about taking the F and P series ECDCR's. Which are the

7 FCP series?

8 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) The F series would be the

9 field-listed ECDOR's. P would be project. These are

10 initiated and issued out of our Boston office.

11 0 In taking the F and P, is that the total

12 universe, then? It sounds as if it is less than all of

13 them.

() 14 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) That would include the

'

15 F's and P's, all of those series ECDCR's, excludina

16 information only, naturally.

17 0 So it is the entire -- F sni P does constitute

18 the entire universe of ECDCR's?

19 A (WITNESS ARRINGTON) With the exception of the

20 N series ECDCR 's, which is strictly an ECDOR that is

21 issued to cover engineering input as a result of the

22 disposition to an NCD. It's just to get it into the

23 system so that the engineer is familiar with using the

[}
24 E C D CR , as opposad to having an NCD attached to the

25 specifications.

O
i
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(~)') But that's the only reason why we have the N1

m

2 series ECD R. If an NED is issued on a particular

3 installation and the results of that disposition is a

(-)\- 4 spec changa -- in other words, there was a problem in

5 the field that was identified under the normal course of
6 inspection -- and as a result of the disposition by the

7 engineer, the cognizant engineer of that discipline,

8 that it be a spec change to be incorporated into the

9 spec, we issue an ECDCR, so everyone that has drawings

10 or specifications would have that ECDCR, as opposed to

11 havine ECDCR's and NCD's attached to the spec.

12 So that's a very low number, but that is the

13 entire universe of ECDCR's that I recall, would be the

14 P ' s , the F*s, and the N's. I don 't know of any others.

15 HR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, I was just

16 conferring. I don't have any further questions on

17 this. I'm going to go to another subject, unless the

18 Board has questions.

19 JUDGE BRENNER: By this subject, do you mean

20 ECDCR 's or j ust construction site instructions, 2.16?

21 NR. LANPHERs 3n the ECDCR verification

| 22 program , which is what I wa s referring to.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: Did I miss something today?
,

!

24 There is something in your letter -- it's okay if you

| 25 d on ' t Jant to cover it, but did you cover the two
;

A
V
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,

{} 1 observations called out in the first page of your letter

2 of October 11th?

3 MR. LANPHER I indicated that I intended to
(s\
\-) 4 cover that in the FSAR configuration examination.

5 JUDGE BRENNERa Okay, I understand now. I

6 just wanted to make sure I didn't miss something.

7 NR. LANPHER: You don't want me to miss any

8 findings?

9 JUDGE BRENNERs I didn't recall. I wanted to

10 make sure that they didn't happen while I was sitting

11 here, or sise I would start to question my own presence

12 here today.

13 JUDGE CARPENTER: I'd like to ask whether any

14 sender of the panel is familiar with how many deviations

| 15 have been discovered as a result of the verification
l

16 program ? If you don't know at this time and want to

17 check on it, that would also be acceptable.

18 WITNESS ARRINGTON: We would have to check,

19 Judge Carpenter. There have been a few isolated cases, -

i

! 20 but as I indicated this morning I'm act sure of which

21 ones they would be. I would have to review the

22 nonconf ormance reports to find that out.

23 I can't recall specifically any EEDCR that was

24 not incorporated into the plant, other than some

25 isolated :sses where they did not incorporate all the

O
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(~) 1 requirements of the ECDCR. In no cases do I recall iV
2 where no one knew it existed and we got out there and it ;

3 was not incorporated properly, meaning taat the

O)\- 4 dimension that it was listed on the ECDCR was not
,

5 exactly 1Lta the ECDCR. I'u just aiving an example

8 now.

7 But in order tu give you that information, I

8 would have to review the nonconformance and disposition

'9 reports. That is between 4500 and 5,000 documents.

10 You're talking about implementation and verification of

11 the ECDCR itself.

12 JUDGE CARPENTERa Yes.

13 WITNESS ARRINGTON: As I indicated this

14 morning, I don't know of any that we had that particular

15 case.
.

16 JUDGE CARPENTER: And you feel you would

17 know?

18 WITNESS ARRINGTON4 Yes.

19 JUDGE CARPENTER: Thank you very much.

l
20 WITNESS MUSELER: Judge Carpenter, were you

21 referring to specifically via this program that we had

22 been discussing?

23 JUDGE CARPENTER: Yes. As we leave this item,

24 I just wanted to get a feel for how many fish you had

25 caught.

()
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1 WITNESS MUSELER: In this net, to my(}
2 knowledge, on the construction end we didn't catch any

3 fish. We have caught a small number of isolated'

4 instances. I can only recall one in Mr. Arrington's'-

5 net, an electrical panel where construction had not

6 picked up the ECDCR and it was picked up in Mr.

7 Arrington's net, not this ECDCR verification program,

8 although it might have picked it up later. But Mr.

9 Arrington's net occurred firsu and he picked it up.

10 That's the only one tnat I :sn recall.

11 JUDGE CARPENTER: Thank you.

12 (Board conferring.)
,

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay, Mr. Lanpher, why don't

14 you pick up with your next area.

15 BY MR. LANPHER: (Resuming)

16 0 Gentlemen, I'd like to turn your attention to

17 what we have labeled as the storage housekeeping area.

18 I do have a few preliminary questions.

19 First, do you agree that basic requirements

20 which LILCO must meet for storage, receiving and

21 handling of materials and equipment during the

22 construction phase are set forth in Appendix B,

23 criterion 13?

[~) 24 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Mr. Lanpher, I assume that
V

25 is the right cert. for the part of Appendix B. We

O
NI
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.

n 1 don't have it cignt here, but to the extent it refers to
v

2 storage and handling of equipment we can concede that we

3 are required to meet that part of Appendix B.

4 0 If you need Appendix B, it's your attachment

5 one.

6 Gentlemen, do you agree that further

7 definition of the criterion 13 requirements related to

8 receiving, storage and handling are set forth in ANSI

9 Standard N45.2.2, which was issusd in 1972?

10 A (WITNESS KELLY) Yes, that's correct.

11 Q Mr. Long, you are familiar witu that ANSI

12 Standard, are you not?

13 A (WITNESS LONG) Yes, sir, I am. You are

14 referring to ANSI N45.2.2?

15 0 Yes, sir.

16 A (WlTNESS LONG) Which revision?

17 0 Issued in 1972. It's the 1972 revision.

18 A (WITNESS LONG) Yes, I as familiar with the

19 1972 version, although I don't have a copy with ma.

20 0 You were a member of the main ANSI

* 21 Subcommittee that ballotted that; is that correct?

22 A (WITNESS LONG) Yes, sir.

23 0 Am I correct, gentlemen, that LILCO has

4 24 committed in the FSAB to comply with these ANSI

25 requirements or these ANSI standards?

A
U
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(} 1 A ( W IT N ESS KELLY) Yes, we have.

2 Q Do you know whether you have taken any

3 exceptions to ANSI N45.2.2, 19727
\

'' 4 A (WITNESS KELLY) Give us one minute, okay?

5 (Pause.)

6 3R. ELLIS: Excuse me. Mr. Lanpher, on your

7 October 6th letter, which I think related to that, can

8 you point out to se where the N45.2.2 is referred to?

9 MR. LAMPHER: It's not referred to in there.

10 I mentioned earlier that the guides and other standards

11 that we re being utilized in, I think it's, Appendix B of

12 the FSAR may be questioned on. This is in the nature of

13 a f oundation question.

14 I believe, besides that, the Board's direction

15 was to provide detailed audit findings.

16 WITNESS KELLYs M r. Lanpher, as far as our

17 position on Reg Guide 1.34, it states in our FSAR,

18 Appendix 3B, that Stone C Webster is complying with ANSI

19 N45.2.2, 1972, for receiving, storage and handling of

20 saf ety-related components, except that some packaging

21 and shipping procedures were developed and specified

22 prior to the issuance of this guide. Also, significant

I 23 components were shippad to the construction site prior

24 to the issuance of this guide and thus were not subject

25 to its provisions.

O
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{}
1 Excuse me. It was Reg Guide 1.38.

2 MR. ELLIS: If there are going to be

3 substantial questions on this, we would like to get

4 copies to have before us, because we weren't prepared.

5 At least, we don't have N45.2.2 here.

6 dR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, we get into our

7 copyright situation here. The reason I want to use this

8 is just because I think it will expedite some foundation

9 questions. I have made some copies, and if -- I would

10 like not to mark it as an exhibit and then get rid of

11 the copies. I think we did this once before.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: You mean if you leave them on

13 the corner of your table and if Mr. Ellis happens to

14 come by and picks it up, it's his business?

15 MR. LT.NPHEBa Right.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. His other point,

17 which he is not pressing strongly at this time because

18 he wants to see the extent of your use first -- at least

19 I infer that from some of his remarks -- is a valid
20 on e .

21 Our focus on the identification for the

22 witnesses ' study of the audit findings should not have

23 been taken to mean to the preclusion of the approach we

24 have adopted throughout this proceeding of giving

25 advance notica, unless you have a reason not to do that,

1 ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 :.,f documents trat are being used. The purpose was not

'
2 as crucial to the control of the case as these other

3 detailed audit findinos, but nevertheless was the valid |

O 4 one of saving time so that parties do not have to sit

5 there, not having read a document recently. And the

6 same goes for the witnesses.

7 So if you're going to be 'Ising other documents

8 through the course of this, we want those identified

9 reasonably in advance also. And that is the same rule

to we have applied for every contention throughout the case.

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

l 20

21

22

23

/O 24I

V
25

|

I

O
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/~T 1 WITNESS KELLY: Excuse me, Mr. Lanpher. IV
2 only have Pages 10, 11, and 12 of the ANSI standards.

3 3R. LANDHER: Ihat is all I gave out. That is

4 all I am intending to address. We have a copy of the

5 complete one, so it has some markings.

6 I just have a few questions, Judge Brenner.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: Let's proceed with the

8 questions, and if the witnesses don' t know the answer -

9 because they haven't recently refreshad thamselves with

10 the contents of this document, that will be a sufficient

11 answer at this time.

12 BY HR. LANPHER: (R esuming )

13 Q 3entlemen, tu rning your attention to the

14 bottom of Page 10 of the ANSI standard, the righthand

15 column, the last sentence states that " Levels and

16 methods of storage necessary are designed to minimize
'

17 the possibility of damage or lowering of quality due to

18 corrosion, contamination, deterioration, or physical

19 damage from the time an item is stored upon receipt

20 until the time the item is removed f rom storage and

*
21 placed in its final location."

22 Do you agree with tha t statement?

23 A (WITNESS KELLY) Yes.

[~' 24 Q And that is the purpose of LILCO's storage
U)

25 program under this standard ?

O
.
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( 1 A (WITNESS KELLY) Yes, I would say that's the
x

2 basic reason.

3 0 Turning your attention to the top of Page 11,,-

\- 4 the righthand column, Section 6.2.2, entitled

5 Cleanliness and Housekeeping Practices, it states,

6 " Cleanliness and good housekeaping practices shall be

7 enforced at all times in the storage areas. The storage

8 areas shall be cleaned as required to avoid the

9 accumulation of trash, discarded packaging materials,

10 and other detrimental soil."

11 Does the LILCD quality assurance program

12 commit to meet this standard?

13 (Whereupon, the witness,es conferred.)
14 A (WITNESS KELLY) As far as housekeeping, that

15 is addressed in our FS AR. As far as commitment to Reg.

18 Guide 1.39, the housekeeping requirements for

17 water-cooled nuclear reactor plants, it states that,

18 "Th e housek eeping reqairements comply with Regulstory

19 1.39 to the extent practical considering the stage of

20 construction at the time of the issuance of the guide."

21 Q Do you know when that guide was issued, sir?

22 A (WITNESS KELLY) 3/73.

23 Q Does LILCO in its cleanliness and housekeeping

24 program, is that program designed to assure that

25 cleanliness and good housekeeping practices are enforced

O
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(} 1 at all times in the storage areas?

2 A (WITNESS KELLY) To the extent practical,

3 yes.

f
x- 4 Q Turning your attention. to the bottom of that

5 same page, under the topic of Coverings, do you agree,

6 tha t a basic purpose of coverings is to prevent moisture

7 from entering under the covers and to protect the

8 covered object from vind damage?

9 JUDGE MORRIS: Would you repeat that question,

10 please, Mr. La n ph a r?

11 3R. LANPHER: Let ma rephrase it, gentlemen.

12 BY MR. LANPHER: (Resuming)

13 0 One of the areas that'we are going to pursue.

14 later is whether adequate coverings were provided for

15 stored equipment and materials. Do you agree that the

16 purpose of coverings in this ANSI standard is to provide

17 drainage, to assure air circulation, to minimize

| 18 condensation, and also to protect from wind damage?
( -

19 (Whereupon, the witnesses conferred.)

20 A (WITNESS MUSELER) Mr. Lanpher, we generally

21 concur with the words. These words cover a lot of, you

22 know, different situations. Certain coverings outdoors

| 23 are required to protect against moisture entering into

24 components. Others are to prevent dirt from getting

25 into it.

O
t

|
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(^3 1 What we are having a little problem with is
\_/

2 wind damage. That doesn't fall into our normal

3 categories of what we are trying to prevent, but the,_

- 4 general words there, to prevent moisture from components

5 that are sensitive to solstura and to prevent dirt from

6 components that are sensitive to dirt, those are the

7 reasons for coverings outdoors.

8 0 Does the same basic purpose apply to the

9 provision of caps for pipes and other materials to

10 prevent moisture or corrosion or dirt from entering

11 those pipes?

12 A (WITNESS MUSELER) In the case of the

13 components you referenced, the primary purpose of those

14 caps has baan to protact the ends of the pipes which

15 were prepared for welding. It serves also to prevent

16 debris froi entering the pipe. It prevents water from

17 entering the pipe. But in the context of the pipe caps

18 as used at Shoreham on the large bore pipe, it serves

,19 several functions, the primary one being that the end of

20 the pipe is protected if it has been prepared for

21 welding and shipment.

| 22 0 And if it is not covered, what kind of damage

23 can result if the end cap is not provided?

[~) 24 A (WITNESS MUSELER) If the end cap is not,

\-)
25 provided, and the pipe were banged against a hard

.
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(') 1 surface, the end preparation of the pipe would have to

2 be reworked, thereby requiring cdditional work in order

7s 3 to achieve a satisfactory well.
\ \
V

4 0 Do the end caps also provide protection

5 against corrosion and other kinds of damage besides

6 banging? This is in the welding area.

7 A (WITNESS MUSELER) They do provide some

8 benefit in that respect. However, the normal practice

9 is that the end preparations have to be touched up in

10 any case because nothing provides total oxidation

11 resistance, so that would have to be done in any case.

12 (Pause.) -

13 Q Gentlemen,* turning your attention to Page 12,

14 the righthand column under Storage Records, it states

15 that " Written records shall be prepared that include

16, such pertinent information as storage location,

17 inspection results, protection and personnel access."

18 Does LILCO have a program to comply with this storage

19 re:ord requirement?

20 A (WITNESS KELLY) Yes.

| 21 Q Is that the storage history card or storage

22 card which is one of the areas that is designated for

23 examination by the county?

24 A (WITNESS KELLY) No, it is not just simply the

! 25 storage history cards. It's the total storage program.

l
,
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() 1 0 What is the purpose of the storage history

2 card?

3 A (WITNESS KELLY) The purpose of the storageI
\/ 4 history card is to document necessary preventive

5 maintenance and inspection activities that need to occur

6 on an item if they need to occur.

7 0 Just so I understand, then, the storage

8 history card has really a limited purpose, such as the

9 inspection and maintenance activities that must be

10 performed as to a particula r piece of equipment for

11 materials.
.

12 A (WITNESS KELLY) The purpose of the storage

13 history card is to provide the item for component

14 identification, it's location for preventive

15 maintenance, and what inspection activities were being

16 per formed. The storage history card is not made out for

17.every itet. Obviously, a pipe spool does not have a

18 storage history card. It does not require any

19 preventive maintenance activities. It would just be
l

20 stored in a controlled storage area that receives

21 periodic inspections.
;

22 0 So what kinds of materials or equipment do

23 have storage history cards on them?

[~) 24 A ( WITNESS KELLY) Those that are deemed to
(/i

25 require preventive maintenance, typically items that

O
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(} 1 would require m. assuring, shaft rotation, pumps,

2 lubrications.

3 0 Heaters?

4 A (WITNESS KELLY) In certain instances.
-

5 0 Gentlemen, just above that portion of the ANSI

6 standards that I read befora relating to storage

7 records, it states that " Items released from storage and

8 placed in their final locations within the power plant

9 shall be inspected and cared for in accordance with the

10 requirements of Section 6 of this standard and other

11 applicable standards."

12 Section 6 pertains to storage. Do you agree

13 that when items are released from storage, that the -

14 basic requirements for their care and handling continue

15 to apply ? -

16 (Whereupon, the witnesses conferred.)
,

17 A (WITNESS KELLY) Some do, some don't.

18 0 You can't make a general statement that the

19 care and handling requirements which are described

20 pertaining to storage in this ANSI standard, you can't

21 mate a general statement whether they continue to apply

| 22 A (WITNESS KELLY) All those activities to meet

23 the requirements or the intent of the storage program

#) 24 are maintained. There would be certain cases where that
J

25 would not, so a generalization could not be made.

O
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{]s
1 52. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, I am going to

m

2 turn to audit findings at this point.

3 JUDGE BRENNERs We are going to break in aboutO
k_ 4 the next five minutes. Is that why you are asking with

5 such hesitation in your voice?

6 MR. LANPHER: Yes. I am just wondering if I

7 should start. I think it might be useful to mark as an

8 exhibit, or I can pass it out, or we can mark it first

9 thing in the morning, the summary sheets which have been

10 previously provided for the storage area. I was

11 proposing to mark that.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: As befits the subject, why

13 don't we take care of that housekeeping matter today,

14 and then we could get rolling as soon as we meet

15 tomorrow.

16 MR. LANPHER Fine.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: While you are passing them

18 out, and we will nark them, it would be okay with us if

19 we shif ted to an 8:30 to 4:30 schedule for the rest of

20 this week, since we are in to.n. For us, it is more in

21 keeping with our normal earlier starting time here, but

22 we will leave it up to the parties. I don't know what

23 your logistics are in the morning. Mr. Ellis?

I ("N 24 MR. ELLIS: Yes, sir. Judge Brenner, you
(_)

25 still, I think, are giving me the opportunity to address

O
|
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1 Friday aftarnoon as soon as I collect my information on
{}

2 that?

3 JUDGE BRENNER That's right.
t
\_/ 4 HR. ELLIS: We do have a large number of

5 people fran N?w York and Boston, and we have determined

6 that getting to the airport is no easy task.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: Right. I meant starting at

8 8:30 and adjourning generally a t 4:30, subject to your

9 telling us you have a problem on Friday. Mr. Lanpher?

10 HR. LANPHER: That generally is not a problem

11 for me, though my wife will probably be angry.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, I will let her make a

13 special appearance.

14 MR. LANPHER: You wouldn't want that. She is

15 wonderf ul, but she has her own views on this case.

16 (General laughter.)

17 JUDGE BRENNER: I suspect we could have all of

18 the spouses get into guite a debate as to the hours of

19- this ca se.

20 HR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, I would like to

! 21 have marked as Suffolk County Exhibit 64 for

22 identification --

23 JUDGE BRENNER: Wait. We can start at 8:30,

24 as f ar as you are concerned ?j
J

25 MR. LANPHER: Yes.

: (1)

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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(~} 1 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Bordenick?
v

2 13. B3RDENICK: Are you inquiring regarding an

3 early starting time?
O

4 JUDOE BRENNER: Yes.

5 NR. BORDENICK If it is agreeable to the

6 others, it is agreeable to me.

7 MR. ELLIS: We have no problem. We did take a

8 poll, and 9:00 to 5:00 was preferable to us, but it is

9 not a strong preference.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: I didn 't mean to take up as

11 much time ss we have talking about the time. It doesn' t

12 matter much to us. We wanted to offer it to the

13 parties. If you prefer 9:00, we will stay with 9:00.

14 MR. ELLIS: We prefer 9:00 to 5:00. I think

15 Mr. Lanpher does, too. His wife at least does.

16 MR. LANPHER: Fine, 9:00 o' clock.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Okay, we will stay

18 w it h 9:00 for tomorrow morning, and then you can let us

19 know if you want to change it. If we don't hear

20 otherwise, we will stay with that.

21 MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, what I have done

22 in this instance is, I combined all the storage related

23 exhibits that were attached to my previous exhibits, so

/~ 24 we just have -- my previous pleading, so we have got one
O}

25 document marked as Suffolk County Exhibit 54 I will

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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|.

[}
1 note that over lunch we reviewed some materials, I

2 reviewed some materials --

3 JUDGE BRENNER4 Sixty-four is the construction
i3,

kl 4 site inspe= tion.

5 MR. LANPHER: This should be 65. I thought I

6 said that. We had decided to delete one area out of the

7 storage findings, Storage Group 6, and so there are five

8 storage groups which are here. Storage Group 1 concerns
.

9 storage card deficiencies. Group 2, failure to protect

10 against weather. Group 3, the covering and capping

11 area. Group 4, environmental protection. And Group 5,

12 litter and debris.

13 JUDGE BRENNER What was Group 6 again?

14 MR. LANPHERa Group 6 was failure to maintain

15 items in segregated storage.

16 JUDGE BRENNERa All right. So all this

17 document would be Suffolk County 65 for identification.

18 MB. LANPHER: Yes.

19 (The document referred to

20 was marked for

21 identification as Suffolk

22 County Exhibit Number

23 65.)

/~) 24 JUDGE BRENNER: You micht want to renumber the
G

25 pages within it so that they are sequential, and give
.

V

.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 them back to the Reporter that way tomorrow. You will

2 have time to do it tomorrow.

3 1R. LANPHER: Fine. Okay. Now, in that

O'\_,s 4 connection we also have the field audits which we have

5 designated for use related to these matters, and we have

6 them available and I would like to have them marked as

7 Suffolk County Exhibit 65 for identification. They are

8 a bound volume which I will hand out in just a moment.

9 JUDGE BRENNERa Okay, great.

10 (The document referred to

11 was marked for

12 identification as Suffolk

13 County Exhibit Number

14 66.)

15 NR. LANPHER: Those are the major additional

16 documents which will be used in that storage area.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Great was the

18 comment. We appreciate your binding them together. So

19 we will do that for the storage and handling field
|

| 20 audits. The audits listed in Suffolk County Exhibit 65,

1 21 I take it?
|

22 MR. LANPHER: Yes.

23 JUDGE BRENNERs And that group of field audits

24 vill be marked Suffolk County Exhibit 66 for

S|

| 25 identification.

}|

| ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

! 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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g~g 1 58. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, may I inquire
V

2 whether we anti:ipate -- we I guess chiefly meaning Mr.

3 Lanpher anticipates going beyond the storage and

4 housekeeping area tomorrow, and if so, do we have any |

5 notion of where we might get, so that we can set our

6 preparation sites and look at the groups?

7 MR. LANPHER: I have been burned too many

8 times by making those predictions. I don't know. I

9 Can't make that prediction, Judge Brenner.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. The sole purpose

11 of his inquiry is an understandable one. It is how far

12 ahead he has to --
a

13 MR. LANPHER: I am going to go to document

14 control next after this.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: He knowc that. At least I

16 believe he knew that.

17 HR. LANPHERa There is no more I could say.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me phrase it differently

19 so as not to burn you, and I will tell you why, just to

20 make you feel better about it. As soon as we get the

21 exhibits oat, we can adjourn for the day and go off the

22 record maybe, and see if we can get a sense of the pulse

23 of it, since I think I recognize the very limited

24 purpose for which he is asking it.

25 Do we have 66? All right.

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 Before we sijourn, would it be useful to bind

2 in the exhibits you used today, even though they were

3 just for identification, 'for convenience? I guess I

4 have in mind the two thinner ones, 62 and 64.

5 MR. LANPHER: We certainly can.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: Let's bind those two in, just

7 f or convenien=e, since they are ra ther thin documents.

8 We will not bind in 63, since it is a compilation of a

9 few.

10 (Suffolk County Exhibits 52 and 54 for

11 identification only follow:)

12

13

14

15 -

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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bbJuly 12, 1979 ' FILE 9/o LOC
DOC % 93/ DATE '7-/d-77 FLAG A*

Mr. T. F. Gereckw

Field Audit No. FA-970: E&DCR/ Design Change Program
Shoreham Nuclear Power Station - Unit 1 - W. O. kB923

1. Purpose: To determine if applicable procedures and instructions are being
implemented with regard to the control of Engineering and Design
Coordination Reports (E&DCR's) and other design change documenta-
tion utilized in lieu of formal revision to drawings, specifica-

tions and procedures.

2. Scope: On June 26, 1979 and subsequent days, the undersigned, Mr. T. W.
Koch and Mr. M. G. Smith audited the Site E&DCR Control Program..

A formal review of 50 E&DCR's generated within the past
four months was performed and field verifications were made of
55 drawings and 15 separate copies of SH1-152, SH1-22k, SH1-k12
and W200A vith Technique Sheets. Various supervisory and clerical
personnel from Stone & Webster SEO, FQC, UNICO, Courter & Co.,
Comstock/ Jackson and John Grace were contacted during the audit.

3. Conclusions:
31 The Shoreham Design Change /E&DCR Control Program may be

considered generally satisfactory except as noted below.
4

t

k k. Action Required: (Three Violations, Two Open Items)
| k.1 (Violation) Out of 55 drawings reviewed during the audit,
I comprising a total of 628 outstanding E&DCR's,16 E&DCR's
' s were missing or 2.6%. Out of 15 specifications and procedures

reviewed during the audit comprising a total of kk3 outstanding
E&DCR's, 22 were not properly filed with their affected

documents or k.95
FQC is requested to supply a response which demonstrates

( the appropriate corrective and preventive action. This
response is to include steps taken in areas showing deficiencies
which address the causes of missing E&DCR's. It is apparent in
some areas that not all holders of controlled documents are fully
aware of the tools at their disposal which are in existence to aid

in the control of E&DCR's. Reference checklist item k and
attachment 2.

h.2 (Violation) This item is written to document a deficient
condition acknowledged by Stone & Webster Site Engineering to
exist concerning Verbal Instructions in the area of duct
supports. SEO Memo 55A paragraph 8 states that upon completion /
partial completion... UNICO vill initiate an E&DCR detailing the

Q "as-built" installation. E&DCR shall be submitted within 3
v months from the date the verbal was given. The problem being

described here appears to be generic to duct supports in that
completion of installation is not always feasible within 3 months
due to various interferences. As noted in checklist item 6 some
verbals in the area of duct supports presently date back as far

__;
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h. Action Required:(Continued)
k.2(continued) as July 28, 1978.

FQC is requested to supply a response indicating the
proper action to be taken in accordance with EAP 6.3 and
SEO Memo 55A.

h.3(Violation) Prior to performance of the field inspection
of documents in the Courter area the auditors requested to
see the corresponding Subcontractor Document Distribution
Record Cards for SH1-152, SH1-22k and SH1-hl2. Neither of these
cards stated actual conditions as the two copies of SH1-152
assigned to R. Mathusen could not be located; there was only
one copy of SH1-224 on the Plan Rack instead of two listed on
the card; and, likewise the Reactor Area could only locrite one
of their assigned two copies of SH1-412. This problem was not

'

indicated in the Courter control of drawings.

Courter SQA is requested to supply a response p~ widing
the appropriate cor:ective and preventive action in accordatee
with QAP 3.1.

'.
4.h(Open Item) Upon review of the 50 E&DCR's in conjunction with

checklist item 1, the following discrepancies were identified
as not being in full compliance with EAP 6.3 E&DCR F-18059
was voided with an explanation that work was already completed,
however it does not indicate how the identified problem (in-
stallation of steel plate without end prep details) was re-T

solved. Upon review of E&DCR F-kh57C and previous supplements
F-kk57A and F-h457B it was noted that a different QA Category
was specified on each. All three E&DCR's were drawing change
E&DCR's affecting FC-18M.

Stone & Webster is requested to supply a corrective action
response.

k.5(Open Item) Upon review of the Master E&DCR Log dated 6-22-79
I to determine whether all information contained on the 50 E&DCR's
| selected for review, has been transcribed, two discrepancies were
|

| identified. The Problem Solution section of E&DCR F-lh137G
states that F-lk137A, B, and C are changed from specification
change E&DCR's "To Be Incorporated" to "Not To Be Incorporated".
This information was not picked up on the Site list. E&DCR F-18670A
vas issued as an Information Only E&DCR vhich changed the affected
document on E&DCR F-18670 (a drawing change E&DCR) from 61.25-331
to 61.25-361. This information was also not picked up on the Site

O Stone & Webster is requested to respond as to whether a
list.

previous E&DCR can be supplemented by a subsequent E&DCR, rather
than superceded, when the " Change block"pcrtion of the previous
E&DCR is affected. In order for UNICO Document Control to have
accurately transcribed the above information, these E&DCR's vould
have to have been carefully reviewed by the data transcriber.

(con't)

J
-- _ __
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h. Action Required:(continued)
h.5(continued) It should be noted that the auditors vere made

aware during the audit of certain discussions being held
between S&W Engineering and UNICO vhich are intended to
resolve this type of problem. The outcome of these discussions
should take the above exsmples into consideration.

5 Previous Audit Items Closed During This Audit: One

5.1 Open Item h.3 of FA-905 may be considered closed as all
items to be corrected have been verified on the Master

- E&DCR listing dated 6-22-79

h /* Approved:
T.W.Catchpolf ager# Field QA Divisigrf

. TWC/ra

Attachment
'

cc: Messrs. J. P. Novarro
T. T. Arrington - S&W (2 v/att. )
R. S. Costa - S&W (2 v/att.)

' L. C. Lilly
K. A. Hove
D. W. Papa - Courter (w/att.)
A. B. Czarnomski - Courter
R. Reagan - John Grace,

i A. Shevade - UNICO
C. A. Fonseca - SEO
J. Hull - Comstock/ Jackson

Q. A. File kl.2.2 (w/att. )
Eng. File All.391

.

O

__ _ -
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C.S.I. 2.16
J.O. no, 11600.03

/%
,J' *A SUBJECT: ELDCR Implenentation Verificr.ticn'Pregrs=.

SHOEEEAM TUC* EAR POWEE S"'ATIO:; - UNIT 1 .

~UO10 hSc23 .

f n.

[) 1.0 FU?.oCSE:

To define the syste: whereby Engineering & Design Cocrdination
.Repo-t (ELDCE) imple=antation and incorpcration into the construction .
effort is verified.

2.O m. . _. _..e___. m .. .

Const uction Site Instruction
C.S.I. 2.12 Infer =atics Eequests

3.0 GENE =.AL:

3.1 The progra= cove-s I& DOR's which a.' rect sta-tup er operatien of
the plant. Mechanical, electrical, piping and the functicn of q

CLa systen =ust be verified by UNICO Supe:visien and/or the
- Contracter who pe-forned the verk and 57EC FQC, when recuired.

3.2 E&DCR's which inco perate field verk en General Electric C & I
and electrical FDI's and FLDE's shall be verified. FQC shall
verify that QA Categer; I verk has been inhpected and UNICO EO

M Constructicn shall .erify that QA Catescry II verk has been
inspected. (Eec_uired by G.E. letter EIG-79-69 dated 9/2L/79).

.

3.3 E&DCR's designated as "In'ematica only" and precedu-e, nethod
or specification changes which do not affect the operation of
the end product do not require verification.

3.h In order to prevent unadve-tent oversight, all I& DOR's er ELDCE
Change Centrol Forms are te be revieved. Those not included in
the Progra= shc11 be =arked "r.:. :a D - ROT PART OF VERIFICATICH
FR03.G", and initialed by the Reviever. The Construction A ea/
Discipline Supervisers a e responsible for review deter inations,

'

during the bach'it phase and the Resident Engineer shall nake
similar evalua.tiens du.-ing the re-*'-ing periods , defined in b
pa agraph h.0. E&DCE's designr.ted as "Inic stien Only" do not
require the above review and signatu e.

h.O ?FOCED3?E:

Phase covers theThe prog an is divided into th ee phases.
[l backfit period p-io- to July 15, 1976. Phase II extends frc= July

15, 1976 to Agnsut 5.,1977, and Phase III extends frc= August 6,1977
to'the end of const-ucticn.

1
-'

|

i
1

_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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O -

k.0 PROCEDUS.E: ( Continue d,)
.

~

h.1 Phase 1 - Eac'n Constrtiction area shall copy Field and 3csten -
generated ("F" and "?" series) I&DCE's in their files bearing a

,

Construction Office received date before July 15, 1976.- >

h.1.1 Each ELDCE shall be reviewed and i=plenentation of E&DCE -
instructions shall be certified by sta= ping the copy

r y ,4 . a. < -n c., . %. 4, . e < .4i.

v..e. - r.r- .e.n m. O . .,_ : r .- e D. n a.4 ___
.t -. . .. .._. , .. _.. .. _

the signat're cf the respensible Cc struction Superviser
si=ilar to ss=cle Attachment 5.1.

h.1.2 Copies of ELDCE's addressing Electrical,' Mechanical, Piping,
Welding and Instrumentatien changes shall be sent by Constra-
ction Area personnel to the discipline department head for
verification and e.v.ecution as described in parap aph L.l.l.

h.1.3 Certification by the installing crganization and FOC inspecticn
is not essential or feasible for ELD *E's covering vert early

in the project.

L.1.h Verified ILDCE's are to be forwarded to the Eesident I:gineer's
effice for reviev and concu rence. "'he processed I&DC3 vill
be noted in the I:plementation and Ver.ification Status 1,og

^ which vill be main.ained tv. the Eesiceh. Inciteerin.e. office.

until the co=puterized progra= is in effect. After entry into,

the log, the verified ELDCE is ferverded to the E&DCE Coordina- -

ter and finally to ::.2 i..:.e s . LO,-_ r
-

k.1.5 Tne Master Log which is =aintained by the Docu=ent Centrol
Department vill include the status cf I&DCE verification.
Weekly and sonthly ILDCR s"--aries by ELDCE and by affected $
docu=ent vill list the status infor:stic in the col.== titled
"DATE CLOSED" (see Attachrent 5 2). The date sho n vill be the
date of signature 'cy the UNICO Supertisor, or the persen o.ner- Ase d,~

.

designated.

h.2 Phase II - Pring this period a 3-part ELDCE Charge Centrcl Fer=, Attach-
ment 5 3 is used. It is preprinted with the I&DCE 50., sher descript. ion,
affected doc =ent nu=bers and their revisions.

k.2.1 Tne ELDOR Change Centrol To : is forwarded by Cc:pute--

Services to the Resident Engineering Depart =ent whe e a
copy of the dispositioned I&DCE is attached. Af.er reviev,
t.he 3-part fer: and I&DCE are assigned and for arded to the
responsible construction crea or Chief Ccestruction Superviser[ ) of the t.ertinent discirline for implementation

.

.

O

f
.

.

. s. ,
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4.0 PROCEDURE: (Continued)<
.

4.2.1 (' Cont i.nu e d )
-

verification. Installing c ent ra ct or 's certifica-

() tion and signature shall be obtained by the
responsible construction crea. Th'e yellow part
is retained by the responsible construction area
or department. The remaining parts of the ECDCR
Change Control Form are forwarded to FQC with the
copy of the EEDCR.

4.2.2 FQC personnel vill perf orm ne cessary Category I
inspections. When findings are satisfactory and in
accord with the designated specification the
inspector's signature is applied. When the
ECDCR covers Category II and III work or equierent
FQC shall note that no FQC inspections are recuired
and shall likewis,e sign the ISDCR Change Control
Form.

'

.

_

In Category II and III applications where FQC does
not perform inspections the SWEC Superviser's or
his designee's signature shall indicate change in-

1

tion inspect} ion.erification jand satisfactory construc-corporation
fg,

%f-
Y

-

',
4.2.3 The pink copy of the EEDCR Change Control Form is

retained for TQC reference and file. The White
are forwarded tooriginal copy and attached ELDCR's

Document Control, Attention: ESDCR Coordinator ,

for status input into.the Master ESDCR Log and
ultimately to Central Files fos permanent file.

|
4.2.4 Routing of the ISDCR Change Control Form is shown

in Attachment 5.4 and final distribution is as
follows:

Retained by the responsible
f

~ Yellow copy -

construction area or denartment
r verifying E&DCR Implementation.'

Forwarded to FQC for referencePink copy -

and file.

! White
Forwarded to Docunent Contrcl,Original -

Attention: ESDCR Coordinator'
i

.

for status input to the Master
l
i

|
ECDCR Log and then sent to
Central Files for permanent filc

t
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h.0 FROCEDURE: (Centinued)
.

h.3 Phase'III - Ettc3 Fer: 52,10.k.0,3 modified, ttach=ent 5.5 is used
during this period.

N
d h.3.1 Upen receipt of a dispcsitie:ed I&DCR, the Resident

Engineer er his designee shall revie the dfscu=ent and
note that i plementatien verificatics is er is not
required.

h.3.2 *(nen verifica ic: is required the crc:nicatien/Leparttent
responsible !cr ec pleti:g the 1 ple entctic: verifica.ic.
vill te designated by circling the ncse in the distrihtien p

portic: of the ILLO3. The na:e vill be added and circled j
if not present when the dispositiened ELDCR is pcesented
to the Resident Engineer fer reviev. 2

Verificatien shall be cade en a ecpy of the original
E&DCR. Cc pletien cf the verk and verificatics of the
dispositic: changes vill be indicated by the signa +ure
and de.te of the responsible Supervisor /desistee of the

.organizatic:/ Department circled.
.

The exe :ted copy of the ELDOR shall be for/arded to the

9. - - .. ELDOE Cecriitator 'for inccYp6fa'tE$n~into the' Xasier 'ILDCR ~ ""-).m Los as cutlined in paragraph L.1.5 and finally to SE2 File. -'M $

J
J If Nc= destructive Testics (:7) is required by the dispcsi-

tica, verification that the change was incorpore.ted shal" .

be made by FQC instes.d cf Ccnstructicn.

h.3.3 k' hen verificatics is not requirei the Resident Ingineer er
his desistee shall initial the I&?CR in the "7E.Eu;i

BY" bicek e.s evidence or review.

k.k k' hen designated persennel are unable to verify change i=ple=entatien
due to transfer cf respcnsible persennel, inaccessibility of the
redified verk er absence of evidence or docu=entatien, .he fc11cving
stste=ent er s' '' ar vill be made : "Tne redifica ic desc-itei in
tk*= E1 DOR vas i=ple ented.in keeping with existing precein: er ,
guidelines and scoi cc:stre.ction practice to the best of my k cviedge

, anti belief".
.

*

50 ATTACEE"TS :
-

.

( 51 P% =e I Imple=entatica Verifici ELECR.

52 ELDCE Menthly S= / by Affected Document. -;
s

5 3 . E&DC3 chssge cen:rcl Fer=.

7-
~/

. . _ -. - . . - -
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.

5.0 ATTACHMENTS: (Continued)
, . .

] 5.4 ECDCR Change.contr.o1 Tiow Chart. .,
,

5.5 E&DCR Tormat for Phase III Implementation Verification.
'

j

i

6.C ETTECTIVE DATE:
;

,.

!
'

This instruction shc11 be effective upon receipt and until

'|
cancelled or modified by the Senior Site Representative.

t

1

{

I
;

l

I
1

s

. O ,'
'

'
jM
,

; .-

-
.

h

!,
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I
L

!

i
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k
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11,482

(T 1 JUD;E BRENNER: If there is nothing else thatO
2 neads to be done on the record -- Recognizing my use of

3 the words "need be done", go ahead.

4 MR. ELLIS: I think that you asked for it, and

5 I think I want to respond as soon as I can, even though

6 I may not be able to be responding definitively.

7 On Iranscript Page 4 umber 10,211, I am

8 referring now to'the issue of LILCO's position with

9 respect to the hairings in Be th e sd a . Initially, I

10 recall, and I verified in the record, Mr. R eveley

11 readily agreed. The following day, Mr. Reveley, at

12 10,211, said, "My secona item concerns a ready agreement

13 I stated yesterday to hearings in Bethesda beginning on

14 October 12 t h. I should have qualified that in this

15 f ashion. The company has no problem at all with

16 hearings concerning staff testimony on QA and the

17 counties. We will have a problem if we have to take our

18 exceptionally numerous witness panel and their even more

19 numerous documents to Washington, ra ther, Bethesda.

20 Thus, if at all possible, we would like to complete the

21 cross examination of our panel in New York as opposed to *

22 Bethesda. Ihat should pose no problem if in fact it is

i

23 completed in the next two weeks. We realize it may pose |
|

24 a problem Lf it extends beyond that, but there would be

25 significant logistical burdens involved in moving our

's

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
,

1

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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('T 1 eleven people and all of their documents and other
V

2 support to Bethesda."

3 That is the statement I had in mind, Judge

(/ 4 Brenner, and that is the qualification. The f act of the

5 matter is that we are here, we have experienced the

6 logistical problems of moving down here, and the Board

7 has ruled on three additional weeks, and therefore,

8 since we are here, obviously, we have a logistical

9 problem in terms.of the people going back, but all of

10 our movement is completed down here, and while Mr.

11 Reveley.will be hers omorrow morning, and I will get

12 him to confirm this, I take it since we are here and we

13 have that logistical burden alread r borne, we don't have

14 an objection to staying. *

15 JUDGE BRENNER: There are other tradeoffs from

to your point of view that I alluded to, and that is that

17 there would simply be less hearing days if we are in

18 Long Island, at least two less days, and maybe more, if

19 you start counting up half-days and so on. So you take

20 tha t into account, too, and recognizing the situation

| 21 has chsnged from the time of that statement, let me knov
1
'

22 wh a t the situation is.
|

23 We see 7oing to pick up this hearing again

24 some time on the week which begins October 25th. I am

l 25 not saying the hesring will begin that day, but either

pG

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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(]
1 tha t day or the nex t day. The week after that you would

2 lose a day, and the week thereafter you would lose a

3 day.

4 All right. I think we ca_n adjourn for today.

5 We will pi:k up at 9.00 o' clock tomorrow morning, so we,

6 are off th e record now.

7 ( Whereupon , at 5:05 p.m., the Bosed was

8 recessed, to reconvene at 9:00 a.m. of the following

9 day.)

10

11
'

,

12

13.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
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